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Executive Summary
1.

Herefordshire Council has set a minimum level of housing growth to be
accommodated within the Parish. This amounts to 91 dwellings over the period 2011
to 2031. By April 2020, some 37 dwellings had either been built or have outstanding
planning permissions. This leaves a minimum of a further 54 dwellings to be found
and Walford Neighbourhood Development Plan (NDP) should consider how this
outstanding amount should be planned for. The majority of the outstanding
dwellings required within the Parish will need to be found within or adjacent to the
built-up areas of those settlements identified in Herefordshire Local Plan Core
Strategy (Core Strategy). These include Coughton and Walford, Bishopswood and
Howle Hill.

2.

The required level of outstanding dwellings to meet proportional housing growth
within the Parish is considered a minimum and national policy places the emphasis
upon planning positively for housing growth. This does not mean allowing
unrestricted development but contributing towards sustainable housing development.
A number of significant factors should influence the extent and location of
development within the Parish’s three settlements. These include flood risk, the need
for safe highway access, and, more especially, they fall within the Wye Valley Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty where the scenic beauty of the landscape should be
safeguarded. The community was consulted upon what were considered the most
important criteria against which housing sites should be assessed, and the results
used to inform the site assessment process.

3.

Some 34 sites were submitted for consideration as potential housing allocations
within the NDP. Their locations are shown at Appendix 2 in the main report. Of these
3 were subsequently withdrawn. An initial assessment (referred to as the Stage 1
assessment) was undertaken of the remaining sites and 18 sites were found to be in
locations that would not constitute ‘within or adjacent’ to one of the three named
settlements which is a requirement under Core Strategy policy RA2, a further two
sites was ruled out completely because of flood risk, and one of these was a small
site within the built up area that would not amount to a housing allocation but
matters would be determined through the development management process as a
potential infill site. That left 11 sites that were subject to closer scrutiny.

4.

The process of closer scrutiny involved assessing each site against the set of agreed
criteria, determining their suitability in relation to a wider range of factors. Those
considered suitable and deliverable, either as submitted or revised (marked ‘R’),
were ranked in order of ‘best fit’ against the chosen criteria and they are shown in
Table 1 below. The number of dwellings indicated is for the purposes of suggesting
each site’s contribution to the proportional growth requirement and based upon a
modest density reflecting that within the particular location. Appendix 7 of the main
report contains the assessments of those sites that were subject to closer scrutiny
(referred to as the Stage 2 assessment). Of the 11 sites assessed at Stage 2, 6 were
considered unsuitable because of considerable constraints or uncertainty in terms of
‘deliverability’ as housing sites. This included one site where the developer was
proposing a care home rather than a site for housing. The assessment of this site
within this process was undertaken to determine whether the site might be suitable
for development, notwithstanding it would not contribute towards the required level
of proportional housing growth.
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Table 1: Ranking of Sites for Housing (Outstanding Minimum Target 54 dwellings)
Rank
Order
1
2
3
4
5
6

Site Reference

Number of
dwellings
40
16
10
5
3
3

Site 11(R)
Site 6(R1)
Site 7(R)
Site 32
Site 34
Site 26

5.

Should any of these sites be chosen as allocations, they would normally be included
within settlement or development boundaries. Drafting of boundaries may, where
appropriate, open up a limited amount of infill/windfall potential although at this time
it remains uncertain that such sites are available and/or suitable.

6.

In certain circumstances, an allowance might be made for windfall housing
development outside of these settlements and to come forward through Core
Strategy policy RA3. Over the period 2000-2020 an average of 2.5 dwellings per year
were granted planning permission away from the three settlements, predominantly
through rural building conversions. Applying a trend rate to reflect reducing
opportunities for such conversions, the fact that a number have been granted since
2011, and knowledge of future potential, a modest allowance for housing windfalls
within the rural parts of the Parish of 12 dwellings is considered a realistic estimate.
Similarly, an estimate of potential for small infill sites within settlement boundaries
amounting to 5 dwellings is considered realistic, making a total potential of 17
dwellings on unallocated sites, although the level of certainty is less than that for
allocated sites

7.

The assessment process also identifies matters that might usefully be addressed
within policies for each or specific site, if chosen, to enable development to proceed
in a satisfactory manner.

8.

The report presents options in terms of how provision might be made for housing to
meet at least the required minimum level of proportional housing growth.
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Walford Neighbourhood Development Plan - Housing Land
Assessment 2011-2031
Purpose of this Report –
To indicate to Herefordshire Council whether and how the Walford Neighbourhood
Development Plan can deliver the required minimum number of houses to meet the
proportional growth required by Policy RA2 of Herefordshire Local Plan Core Strategy.

1.

Introduction

1.1

The Neighbourhood Development Plan (NDP) Steering Group worked with it’s consultant
to undertake an assessment of potential housing sites within Walford Parish to
determine whether there are sufficient sites to meet Herefordshire Local Plan Core
Strategy (the Core Strategy) requirements and which sites, if any, might be proposed as
allocations within the NDP.

1.2

The Core Strategy sets a minimum target of 91 dwellings to be built within the Parish
over the period 2011 to 2031, representing proportional growth within the Parish of
14%. The majority of these are to be located within or on the edge of the built-up area
of its named settlements. These are listed in Tables 4.14 and 4.15, with Walford
(Coughton) listed in the first and Bishopswood and Howle Hill listed in the second. The
differences between settlements listed in the first and second table is that the latter are
small settlements where:

“proposals will be expected to demonstrate particular attention to the form, layout,
character and setting of the site and its location in that settlement and/or they result
in development that contributes to or is essential to the social well-being of the
settlement concerned.”
1.3

Core Strategy policy RA2, which forms the basis for development outside of Hereford
and the County’s market towns, is presented at Appendix 1. In April 2019, 9 new
dwellings had been built in the Parish since 2011 and a further 25 had been granted
planning permission (including two dwellings confirmed by Herefordshire Council as
having been missed during the survey – Code P174178/O). A further 3 dwellings have
received planning permission since April 2019 (see Appendix 10) leaving a residue of at
least a further 54 dwellings to be provided for.

1.4

In planning for the provision of new dwellings and other forms of development,
Government requires a positive approach to be taken and, in doing this, efforts must be
made to achieve at least the minimum housing target, providing a high level of certainty
that this level will be met where sites are advocated.

1.5

A ‘Call for Sites’ was made during the summer of 2017. This resulted in 16 land parcels
being submitted. An initial assessment1 of these sites was undertaken which, although
judging them against a range of suitability criteria, did not address some key policy

1

See Walford Neighbourhood Plan: Draft Site Assessment Report (AECOM, December 2017) - https://walfordndp.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/NDP-Site-Assessment-Report-v.1.0.pdf
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requirements (major criteria2) or indicate, in sufficient detail, how adjustments to sites
might overcome objections. In view of a delay in preparing the plan, those submitting
sites during 2017 were contacted to see whether they still wished their sites to be
considered. Two sites were withdrawn as a consequence and a third was found to have
changed hands with details of the new ownership not being available. A further 18 sites
subsequently came forward for consideration, including through a second call for sites in
the period between January and March 2020. The sites put forward for assessment are
shown on a Map 3 (Appendix 2). A second site assessment was undertaken in order to
address key policy requirements and to develop planning concept statements for
appropriate sites, as suggested in Herefordshire Councils Neighbourhood Planning
Guidance Note 21.
1.6

2.
2.1

The process of determining whether a site is developable, and deliverable has been
undertaken in two stages. The first stage involved identifying those sites that did not
meet a number of critical requirements considered to be major criteria. The second
stage was to look in greater detail at those sites that passed this requirement, again to
determine whether they were suitable, but more importantly to rank them in order of
how they best met locally determined criteria and would be most appropriate to allocate
within the plan.

Stage 1 – Assessment against Major Criteria
Herefordshire Council’s Neighbourhood Planning Guidance Note 21 suggests a number
of major criteria and these formed the basis for determining those factors that would not
comply with critical requirements. These include compliance with the Core Strategy;
flood risk; proximity to and impact on national and international nature conservation
designations; and deliverability. Another relevant major criterion included, given the
settlements fall within the Wye Valley AONB, the need to resist ‘major development’
subject to limited exceptions.
Compliance with the Core Strategy

2.2

Sites should not comprise isolated homes in the countryside unless they meet a number
of exceptions set out in Core Strategy policy RA3. These reflect the exceptions listed in
NPPF paragraph 79. Compliance with these exceptions is a matter to be determined by
Herefordshire Council through the Development Management process. Core Strategy
policy RA2 requires sites to fall within or adjacent to the main built up area of
settlements identified in tables 4.14 and 4.15. These are Walford (Coughton),
Bishopswood and Howle Hill. However, in the north, the Parish lies immediately adjacent
to the built-up edge of Ross-on-Wye and this may also be a consideration.

2.3

Judging this requirement requires the main built-up areas of these settlements to be
defined. These were considered carefully by the Steering Group and Appendix 3
provides details about how these were defined and shows the built-up areas that are
considered to exist at this time. In determining whether a site might be adjacent to the
built-up area, these need not have a common boundary with them but any gaps would
need to be similar in nature to those within the built-up-area or comprise important gaps

2

See Herefordshire Council Guidance Note 21: Guide to Site Assessment and Choosing Allocation Sites https://www.herefordshire.gov.uk/download/downloads/id/3712/guidance_note_21_guide_to_site_assessm
ent_and_choosing_allocation_sites.pdf
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that might be protected such as being designated local green space, which might
include small traditional orchards, playing fields and other open spaces; be a small
parcel of ancient woodland; or small areas with other biodiversity value. Where the
criterion is not met, the site should not proceed through to the Stage 2 assessment.
Flood Risk
2.4

The NDP should ‘apply a sequential, risk-based approach to the location of development

– taking into account the current and future impacts of climate change – so as to avoid,
where possible, flood risk to people and property.’ (NPPF paragraph 157). Sites have

been submitted for consideration that fall within either Flood Zones 2 and 3 or both, and
this criterion is therefore relevant.
2.5

The sequential test requires development to be located in zones with a lower risk of
flooding. The lowest category for flood risk is Flood Risk Zone 1. Housing development
generally falls within the ‘More Vulnerable’ category within the Flood Risk Vulnerability
Classification. Sites within Flood Risk Zone 2 might be considered should no or
insufficient land be available in the lower risk zone. However, Planning Practice
Guidance3 indicates this factor should be considered across the local planning authority’s
area and should meeting the required level of housing growth require sites in Flood Risk
Zone 2 to be considered, discussions should take place with Herefordshire Council to
determine whether this is necessary. Herefordshire Council is required to undertake a
strategic flood risk assessment4. There are two levels for such an assessment, the first
to determine whether there are sufficient sites across the local planning authority’s area.
This should use information available from both the Environment Agency Flood Map and
Herefordshire Council flood risk management strategy (acting as Lead Local Flood
Authority). The second level, looking at the detailed nature of the flood characteristics,
is beyond the ability of the NDP Steering Group to undertake.

2.6

Exceptionally housing development can take place in Flood Risk Zone 3a, but should this
be necessary, a more detailed strategic flood risk assessment would be required and the
‘Exception Test’ would need to be applied. For the exception test to be passed, it should
be demonstrated that:
a) the development would provide wider sustainability benefits to the community
that outweigh the flood risk; and
b) the development will be safe for its lifetime taking account of the vulnerability
of its users, without increasing flood risk elsewhere, and, where possible, will
reduce flood risk overall.
Both elements of the exception test should be satisfied for development to be allocated.
(See NPPF paragraphs 158 to 161). Again, should this be required, discussions should
take place with Herefordshire Council to determine whether any shortfall can be
accommodated elsewhere in the County.

2.7

In terms of this assessment, sites wholly or substantially within Flood Risk Zone 3 should
be excluded from progressing to the stage 2 assessment. For sites wholly or
substantially in Flood Risk Zones 2, these should only be used if there are insufficient
alternatives in Flood Risk Zone 1. Sites that have a suitable and appropriate area outside

3

See Paragraph: 020 Reference ID: 7-020-20140306 at https://www.gov.uk/guidance/flood-risk-and-coastalchange
4

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/580849/
Levels_of_Strategic_Flood_Risk_Assessment.pdf
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of the area at risk of flooding may progress to the Stage 2 assessment. When looking at
flood risk, evidence of surface water flooding needs to be taken into account.
2.8

In determining whether a site at risk of flooding is suitable and appropriate, a separate
assessment utilising available flood risk information has been undertaken to identify
whether they contain sufficient areas outside of these that might be considered as
housing allocations. Although the technical studies required to take into account the
possible effects of climate change are beyond the ability of the of those preparing the
NDP, a reasonable view has been taken upon whether this might further reduce the area
available for development. The assessment is presented at Appendix 4.
MAPs 1 and 2: Access to Flood Risk Information
(Extracts from the Environment Agency’s Maps for Flooding (left) and also for Surface
Water Flooding (right) – these can be scaled up as necessary from its website)

© Crown copyright and database rights (2020) Ordnance Survey ((0100054658)

Proximity to and effect on national and international nature conservation designations
2.9

Sites should not be allocated within areas designated as Special Areas of Conservation
or Sites of Special Scientific Interest and should be excluded from progressing to the
stage 2 assessment. No sites have been submitted that fall within such sites. Some are
close to such sites although, should they proceed to the Stage 2 assessment, their
potential effects on the designated site would be a consideration to be weighed against
other matters. The Stage 1 assessment might note such proximity, but the site need not
be excluded from progressing to Stage 2. This also applies to Scheduled Ancient
Monuments which is a national heritage designation. Relationship to a locally important
site (wildlife or heritage asset) would be a matter to consider at Stage 2.
Deliverability

2.10

Sites need to be available and capable of development within the plan period to meet
this criterion. The sites that are subject to the assessment have been submitted by
landowners or their agents and consequently it is considered that they are available,
although a number are located where there might be a third-party ransom strip.
Similarly, a number do not immediately abut a public highway or might have difficulty
providing a safe access. These factors may need further investigation, and should it be
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the only potential major constraint, they should proceed to Stage 2 so that this can be
assessed.
Major Development within the Wye Valley AONB
2.11

Major development should not be permitted with the AONB subject to certain exceptions
(NPPF paragraph 172). There is no definition of ‘major development’ within the NPPF but
guidance is given in a footnote, viz:

“For the purposes of paragraphs 172 and 173, whether a proposal is ‘major
development’ is a matter for the decision maker, taking into account its nature,
scale and setting, and whether it could have a significant adverse impact on the
purposes for which the area has been designated or defined”
Great weight should be given to conserving the landscape and scenic beauty of the Wye
Valley AONB. However, exceptions can be made where there might be benefit in terms
of public interest. In addition, the assessment might consider whether development on a
portion of a particular site would not adversely affect the landscape and scenic beauty.
Consequently, this criterion should not result in a site failing to progress to stage 2 as
there may be other public benefits to weigh in its favour and/or a smaller portion of the
site might be proposed.
Conclusions in relation to Major Criteria
2.12

Complying with Core Strategy RA2 and the requirements in relation to flood risk are
considered the two primary determinants of whether a site should proceed to the
second stage assessment. Compliance with the other requirements was found to be
either uncertain at this time or could be mitigated in various ways, including reducing
the site area. The schedule in Appendix 5 contains the analysis of sites against these
features. Additional information gained from Herefordshire Council’s Strategic Housing
Land Availability Assessment is included where a site has been assessed.

2.13

Of the 34 sites submitted for consideration, 3 were subsequently withdrawn at the
request of the landowners (sites 8, 9 and 17). A further 18 were found to conflict with
the Core Strategy requirement for sites to be within or adjacent to the built-up area of a
named settlement. This is not to say that planning permission would be refused for their
development, but they would need to comply with the exception provisions of the Core
Strategy or the requirements of the NPPF and be considered through the Development
Management Process. Four sites were found to have substantial parts of their areas
within Flood Risk Zones 2 and/or 3 whereby they have been reviewed to determine
whether parts of them might be considered at stage 2. In relation to these it was
concluded that two (Sites 6 and 7) should not proceed to Stage 2 as offered but a
reduced area of each, excluding the areas falling within Flood Risk Zones 2 and 3 should
be taken forward to Stage 2. These are numbered 6(R) and 7(R). It total, it was
considered that 11 sites should proceed to assessment under Stage 2. These are sites
6(R), 7(R)5, 11, 14, 21, 24, 26, 28, 32, 33 and 34.

3.
3.1

5

Stage 2 – Detailed Site Assessment
Sites that met the requirements to proceed to stage 2 were assessed against the criteria
described in Appendix 6. These were agreed by Walford NDP Steering Group following a

To indicate that the two sites in question have been reduced by the exclusion of areas at risk of flooding.
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public consultation undertaken in February 2020. Not all are easily measured without
technical assistance which is unavailable to the Steering Group although it is possible to
identify whether there may be a potential constraint that would suggest a cause for
concern. The approach is based upon determining differences between sites in order to
rank sites in terms of best overall fit in planning terms against the chosen criteria.
Therefore, provided a consistent approach is adopted this is considered sufficiently
robust for the purposes of informing the NDP. Technical compliance, where required, will
need to be considered through the formal consultation process (e.g. compliance with
Herefordshire Council’s Highways Design Standards) and revisited, if necessary,
following the receipt of comments.
3.2

In addition, the Steering Group considered the weight that should be attributed to
each criterion. The approach adopted was to determine which criteria should be
given high, medium or low weight within the assessment.
It was agreed that the following criteria should be given a high level of weight:
•
Development should fit sensitively into the settlement
•
Development should fit sensitively into setting of the settlement
•
Development should fit sensitively into landscape
•
Development should not adversely affect the natural environment but
enhance biodiversity where possible
•
Disposal of wastewater
•
Storm water drainage
The following criteria should be given a medium level of weight:
•
•
•
•

Development should preserve or enhance the built and historic environment
There should be safe vehicular access
The level of effect of vehicles on the highway network
The effect on pedestrian/cycle network, including ability to connect to these,
and ease of access to public transport

The following criteria should be given a low level of weight:
•
•
•
•
•
•
3.3

Development should utilise brownfield land as opposed to greenfield
High grade agricultural land and healthy soils should be protected
Development should not be affected by or cause pollution, including effect on
residential amenity
Contaminated land should be avoided
Other infrastructure problems
Sites should be capable of achieving maximum solar gain

The Steering Group then determined the value of their relative importance in terms
of the ratio that should apply between each of the three groups of criteria and used
as a multiplier. The following multipliers were agreed:
Weight

Multiplier
3
2
1

High
Medium
Low
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3.4

It was recognised that there will be degrees to which a site might meet or conflict with
most of the criteria and, again, this might be reflected through a scoring mechanism.
There may also be instances where development can achieve benefits, such as utilising
brownfield land compared to development on a greenfield site and having looked at
approaches undertaken elsewhere, many utilise a scoring system to indicate the extent
of any conflict or benefit. The following scoring approach for each criterion based upon
grading from 1 to 5 with 1 being where there is a benefit arising from the criterion, 2
being no effect or neutral (including overall) and 3 to 5 represent degrees of adverse
effect, was agreed as being reasonable and proportionate.
Score
1
2
3
4
5

3.5

Characteristic
Positive effect
Neutral or no effect
Minor adverse effect
Adverse effect
Major or significant adverse effect

In some instances, a site might either meet a criterion or there are specified
characteristics to which a score might be applied. The following are considered
situations where one or other of these may apply and an approach is suggested for
how the scoring should be applied:
•

•

•

Disposal of wastewater – where connection to the public sewer is possible, this
would be a benefit especially in terms of protecting the River Wye SAC – score
1; where this is not possible, a precautionary approach is required,
notwithstanding there are many properties in the Parish where this is the case
– 3.
Development should utilise brownfield land as opposed to greenfield –
promoting development on previously developed (Brownfield) land is a national
objective – 1, whereas development on greenfield land should be avoided
wherever possible – 4.
Agricultural land (encompassing healthy soils) is graded nationally and land of a
lower grade should be used in preference to land of a higher grade. Agricultural
land falls into one of 5 categories with Grade 5 being of the lowest quality and
hence scoring should reflect this – Grade 5 – 1, through to Grade 1 – 5.

3.6

An independent planning consultant was used to assess the sites being considered at
stage 2 against these criteria using professional judgement to determine the relative
values of those criteria where such judgments were necessary. Further explanation
about how the judgment has been applied is given in Appendix 6. Appendix 7 contains
the assessments for each site that has progressed through to this stage.

3.7

Sites were then ranked according to the scores attributed to them. In undertaking the
stage 2 assessment it was not possible to reflect within the scoring mechanism that a
small number of sites were so constrained that they were unlikely to be deliverable or
their effects were so significant that they ought not to be considered even should there
be a shortfall in terms of meeting the required level of proportional housing growth. In
some instances, it was considered that a reduced area and/or reconfigured site might
provide sufficient mitigation to enable them to remain options. The following sites were
considered to have significant constraints:
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•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Site 6/6(R) – Site 6 in its entirety contains a considerable area subject to
flooding and the Stage 2 assessment does not consider the whole site. In
relation to the reduced site 6(R), there is a combination of adverse effect on
the visual landscape and landscape character, potential to increase flooding to
other properties to the south, and adverse effect on the setting of a Listed
Building. A further reduced site was considered to have the potential to mitigate
some of these effects - Site 6(R1).
Site 7/7(R) - Site 7 in its entirety contains a considerable area subject to
flooding and the Stage 2 assessment does not consider the whole site. A
reduced site 7(R) has been considered.
Site 11 – proximity to Coughton Marsh and Wood SSSI such that this might
adversely affect its condition which is unfavourable. A reduced site, minimising
development within its second-tier impact zone was considered to have the
potential to mitigate the effect to a reasonable extent – Site 11(R).
Site 14 – the effects on the landscape, setting of Ross-on-Wye and scenic
beauty of the AONB would be so significant that the site was considered major
development with no public benefits. Nor was it considered that a reduced site
was possible because any access to developable land would need to be located
a significant distance beyond the current settlement edge, would require major
works to Lincoln Hill Road and development would either be isolated from the
settlement edge and still extremely prominent upon the skyline. It would alter
the current character of Ross-on-Wye which sits below the ridgeline.
Site 21 – An access to meet Herefordshire Council’s design standards, both in
terms of width and visibility standard, could not be achieved within what is
understood to be the landowner’s ownership. No information has been provided
that would suggest a suitable access could be achieved either by using other
land that might be within the same ownership or in association with a third
party. As such the site as it currently stands is not considered deliverable.
Site 24 – Although it is understood that the landowner/developer’s ownership is
likely to provide a suitable access to the site from Watling Street, the southern
part of the site extends to the ridgeline and will be prominent on the skyline
resulting in an unacceptable effect on the AONB. It is considered that a reduced
site sitting below the ridge and on a lower terrace traversing the site would be
less problematic. It would have a less adverse effect on the landscape of the
Wye Valley AONB and, with mitigation, enable a proportion of the area to be
developed – referred to as Site 24(R). However, the landowner/developer
subsequently confirmed that the intention remains to develop the land for a
care home. On this basis, the site would not make a contribution to the
required level of proportional housing growth and has not been included in the
assessment of sites being considered as housing allocations on this basis. It is
considered that a care home proposal should be determined on the basis of
Core Strategy policy SC1 - Social and community facilities.
Site 28 – There are considerable concerns that access can be achieved to this
site such that it is deliverable. There are wider concerns that the junction of
Leys Hill Road with the B4234 is at or close to its capacity and preference
should be given to sites that have a greater certainty that they can be
delivered.
Site 33 - There are considerable concerns that access can be achieved without
significant environmental damage. There are wider concerns that the junction
of Leys Hill Road with the B4234 is at or close to its capacity and preference
should be given to sites that have a greater certainty that they can be
delivered.
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3.8

Appendix 8 contains the matrices summarising the scoring for each site according to
their ranking when the multiplier referred to in paragraph 3.4 above is applied.

3.9

In determining whether the choice of sites can at least meet the required minimum level
of proportional housing growth, the capacity of each site neds to be assessed. Core
Strategy policy SS2 sets a target net density of 30 to 50 dwellings per hectare across the
County although it acknowledges this may be less in sensitive areas.

3.10

The previous site assessment6 utilised an overall housing density of 30 dwellings per
hectare then applied a proportional reduction according to the size of the site to reflect
the need for non-housing uses: the larger the site, the greater the proportion of nonhousing uses that was applied to take into account open space requirements and other
community facilities.

3.11

Core Strategy policies suggest that in determining the contribution any site might make
regard should be had to the general density of the particular settlement so that
developments make a positive contribution to the surrounding environment and its
landscape setting7. This would be particularly so within the Wye Valley AONB and for
Bishopswood and Howle Hill where development should pay particular attention to the
form, layout, character and setting of the site and its location in that settlement8.

3.12

Walford and Coughton is the largest settlement in the Parish. It is also indicated to be
the settlement that should be the main focus for housing development9. The settlement
has 7 medium sized housing estates (excluding the sheltered housing scheme at
Fowbridge Gardens), 4 in Coughton (North); 2 in Coughton (South) and 1 in Walford.
The densities within these vary between 16 and 20 dwellings per hectare, with those of
lowest density being the older estates. Should an approach based upon a density be
adopted for the sites available within this settlement, 20 dwellings per hectare would
appear reasonable.

3.13

There are no estates within either Bishopswood or Howle Hill and dwellings in the main
are detached within reasonably sized plots. The overall density within the first is around
4.3 dwellings per hectare and in the second 4.6 dwellings per hectare. There are,
however, variations that contribute to the character of the constituent parts.

3.14

Herefordshire Council’s Neighbourhood Planning Guidance Note 2110 suggests planning
concept statements be prepared setting out basic ideas upon how a site might be
developed. This approach might also suggest a level of development that is considered
appropriate to the site’s location and conditions. Such an approach, in combination with
the information in paragraphs the above has been utilised and presented for each site in
Appendix 7. Table 1 below shows sites ranked according to how well they meet the
weighted criteria.

6

https://walford-ndp.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/NDP-Site-Assessment-Report-v.1.0.pdf
Core Strategy policy RA2(3)
8
Core Strategy policy RA2(1)
9
Core Strategy Table 4.14.
7

10

https://www.herefordshire.gov.uk/download/downloads/id/3712/guidance_note_21_guide_to_site_assessm
ent_and_choosing_allocation_sites.pdf
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Table 1: Ranking of Sites Considered Suitable for housing
(Outstanding Minimum Target 54 dwellings)
Rank Order
Site Reference
Number of
dwellings
1
Site 11(R)
40
2
Site 6(R1)
16
3
Site 7(R)
10
4
Site 32
5
5
Site 34
3
6
Site 26
3

Table 2: Remaining Sites Considered Unsuitable for housing having
considerable constraints or uncertainty about delivery (see paragraph 3.7)
Site Reference
Site 6(R)
Site 11
Site 14
Site 21
Site 24/24(R)*
Site 28
Site 33
* the landowner/developer confirmed that this site is suggested for a care
home and not dwellings

3.15

Two of the submitted sites, including the one suggested for a care home, sit
immediately upon the Parish’s boundary with Ross-on-Wye and also upon the edge of its
built-up area. Under the duty to co-operate requirements, it was considered appropriate
to seek the views of Ross-on-Wye Town Council upon these sites in advance of the
formal consultation requirements under the Neighbourhood Planning Regulations. The
response received is set out in full at Appendix 9. The response highlights the adverse
effect of the likely scale of development on the landscape of the Wye Valley AONB in a
location that is highly visible to long and medium distance views; the land is outside of a
clear and strong boundary defined along this edge of the town; conflict with previous
planning officer and highway views for development in this location, including potentially
causing severe congestion where the B4234 descends down to the town centre; adverse
effects arising from traffic generation on the local residential road network at Lincoln
Hill; the area is distant from the town centre; and the housing would relate to Ross
rather than Walford, while Ross has exceeded its housing requirements compared to the
Core Strategy requirement and the housing would not count towards Walford’s figure.

3.16

The advice received largely reflects the views of the assessment undertaken for Walford
NDP although it is also recognised that development immediately on the west side of the
B4234 and east of the former railway line extends beyond the straight boundary line
defined further to the west.
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4.

Developing Options

4.1

Consideration of options for distributing new homes around the Parish’s settlements is
part of the NDP process. Herefordshire Council will analyse these options when
undertaking a Strategic Environmental Assessment of the plan. Options need to
represent ‘reasonable alternatives’, being realistic in terms of delivery.

4.2

Notwithstanding the conclusions reached in Appendix 7 options have been identified that
might achieve at least the outstanding number of dwellings required to meet the
minimum level of housing growth – 54 dwellings. For the purposes of this appraisal sites
were categorised according to the following sizes:
• Large sites, providing over 20 dwellings.
• Medium sized sites providing between 6 and 19 dwellings.
• Small sites providing up to 5 dwellings.

4.3

Housing Options
Option 1 - To meet the required housing needs through the allocation of one large site
with any shortfall being made up through one or more medium or small sites and taking
into account a realistic allowance for windfall development. One ‘reasonable alternative’
large site is considered available - Site 11(R). There would be a shortfall of some 14
dwellings that would need to be found from the various combinations available from
medium and small sites and a realistic windfall allowance.
Option 2 – To meet the required housing need through the allocation of medium and
small sites together with a realistic windfall allowance. The estimated total number of
dwellings that might be expected to result from the medium and small sites is 37
dwellings. This would leave a shortfall of 17 dwellings and there would need to be a high
degree of certainty that this could be provided through a windfall allowance.
Option 3 – To utilise sites in order of ranking in order to meet and exceed the required
level of housing growth up to 77 dwellings. All would be in addition to any windfall
allowance.
Option 4 – Not to include any housing land allocations but rely upon a policy to define
how new dwellings will be accommodated. This might utilise specifically related policies
for settlements in Walford Parish or, if not possible, Core Strategy policy RA2.

4.4

5.
5.1

The option to allocate one very large site to provide for at least the outstanding
minimum housing requirement was investigated. Developers would be expected to
provide a range and mix of house types upon such as site, including specifically for the
elderly, through Core Strategy policy H3. However, no reasonable alternative site was
identified. Deliverability and suitability, especially in terms of landscape impact on the
AONB, could not be assured from the alternatives available, with the relevant sites
falling within Table 2.

Assessment of Windfall Allowances
NPPF paragraph 70 indicates:

‘Where an allowance is to be made for windfall sites as part of anticipated supply,
there should be compelling evidence that they will provide a reliable source of
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supply. Any allowance should be realistic having regard to the strategic housing land
availability assessment, historic windfall delivery rates and expected future trends.’
5.2

As a consequence, some allowance may be made for windfall development outside of
the three settlements or through small infill sites within settlement boundaries. The
first category includes agricultural dwellings, the conversion of rural buildings to
dwellings, or dwellings in association with a rural enterprise, among a number of
others. These are exceptions to the restriction on new dwellings within the
countryside and set out in Herefordshire Local Plan Core Strategy Policy RA3. Trend
data for rural windfall dwellings that were granted planning permission over the
period 2000 to 2020 indicates an average of 2.5 dwellings per year (see Appendix
10). Many of the planning permissions involved the conversion of rural buildings,
which by their nature, comprise a diminishing resource. For the purposes of the NDP,
a modest further allowance for rural windfalls representing a 50% reduction in the
rate over the remaining 11 years might be reasonable in terms providing a high
degree of certainty. This would amount to an allowance of 12 dwellings. By way of
examples suggesting that this figure provides a relatively high degree of certainty,
there is an outstanding planning application for the conversion of a rural building to 4
dwellings (P194183F). In addition, a planning application for a rural building
conversion at Bollin Farm in 2006 (DCSE2006/2380/F) would have resulted in 10
dwellings although this was withdrawn. However, a new use needs to be found for
this important range of buildings and an acceptable scheme, informed by a heritage
impact assessment, might prove successful and which safeguards the buildings that
are Grade II listed. This might involve a reduced number of units.

5.3

Some 17 dwellings were granted planning permission on small sites (3 dwellings or
below) within locations that might reasonably be considered to be within or adjacent
to one of the three named settlements over the 20 the year period to 2020. Of these
10 were granted after 2011 suggesting an accelerated rate. Assessments of the
potential for further windfalls within settlement boundaries (small sites that would
not amount to site allocations) will depend upon the boundaries that are defined and
should they be based substantially upon the built-up areas defined in Appendix 3,
there are a number of frontage gaps available. A modest estimate based upon 50%
of the windfall amount achieved within settlements between 2011 and 2020 would
appear reasonable in terms of a contribution towards the required level of
proportional housing growth given recent trends – 5 dwellings.

5.5

In combination the windfall provision of 17 dwellings would appear reasonable.
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Appendix 1: Herefordshire Local Plan Core Strategy Policy RA2
Policy RA2 – Housing in settlements outside Hereford and the
market towns.
To maintain and strengthen locally sustainable communities across the rural
parts of Herefordshire, sustainable housing growth will be supported in or
adjacent to those settlements identified in Figures 4.14 and 4.15. This will
enable development that has the ability to bolster existing service provision,
improve facilities and infrastructure and meet the needs of the communities
concerned.
The minimum growth target in each rural Housing Market Area will be used
to inform the level of housing development to be delivered in the various
settlements set out in Figures 4.14 and 4.15. Neighbourhood Development
Plans will allocate land for new housing or otherwise demonstrate delivery to
provide levels of housing to meet the various targets, by indicating levels of
suitable and available capacity.
Housing proposals will be permitted where the following criteria are met:
1. Their design and layout should reflect the size, role and function of each
settlement and be located within or adjacent to the main built up area. In
relation to smaller settlements identified in fig 4.15 proposals will be
expected to demonstrate particular attention to the form, layout, character
and setting of the site and its location in that settlement and/or they result in
development that contributes to or is essential to the social well-being of the
settlement concerned;
2. Their locations make best and full use of suitable brownfield sites
wherever possible;
3. They result in the development of high quality, sustainable schemes which
are appropriate to their context and make a positive contribution to the
surrounding environment and its landscape setting; and
4. They result in the delivery of schemes that generate the size, type, tenure
and range of housing that is required in particular settlements, reflecting
local demand.
Specific proposals for the delivery of local need housing will be particularly
supported where they meet an identified need and their long-term retention
as local needs housing is secured as such.
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Appendix 2: Map 3 - Housing Sites Submitted

© Crown copyright and database rights (2020) Ordnance Survey (0100054658)
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Appendix 3 – Defining the Main Built-Up Area of the Settlements
A3.1

Herefordshire Local Plan Core Strategy identifies Walford (Coughton), Bishopswood and
Howle Hill as settlements where sustainable housing growth will be supported in locations
in or adjacent to their main built-up area. It is understood that the reference to Coughton is
to distinguish Walford to the south of Ross-on-Wye from another settlement named
Walford in the north of the County. Furthermore, the local community refer to the
settlement’s northern end around the junction of the B4234 with the road leading to
Coughton Farm as Coughton. For the purposes of clarity, this NDP refers to the settlement
as ‘Walford and Coughton’, reflecting descriptions used to define the settlement by
Herefordshire Council’s planning officers. Currently there is no definition of what the main
built-up areas are for any of the settlements. Part of the process for assessing sites has
involved defining them.

A3.2

Core Strategy paragraph 4.8.23 promotes the defining of settlement boundaries, or suitable
alternatives, for the three settlements. These will contain the main built-up areas and any
sites allocated for housing. Advice is giving for defining these boundaries in Herefordshire
Council’s Neighbourhood Planning Guidance Note 20. This guidance has also been used to
define what might be the current existing built-up areas and information such as previous
boundaries and decisions on planning applications, where available, has also been used.
Walford and Coughton

A3.3

This settlement is the only one of the three settlements defined for the Parish in the Core
Strategy that has previously had a settlement boundary defined for it within a previous local
plan, the most recent being Herefordshire Unitary Development Plan11. That boundary
comprised two compartments and they are still considered to define the built-up area of the
settlement in this location with the exception of two recently constructed dwellings in the
area of Butler’s Meadow which have been added. Another cluster of dwellings is located
further to the south along the B4234 and although not previously defined as part of the
settlement within the UDP or a previous local plan, there is evidence that Herefordshire
Council planning officers have considered it to be part of the settlement of Walford and
Coughton under Core Strategy policy RA212. A boundary has been drawn around it that
reflects its current built-up area and including Walford Village Hall and a former public
house. Its inclusion is also supported by reference to the settlement having a village hall
and employment site within the Rural Housing Background Paper13 prepared for the Core
Strategy. The boundary for the built-up area of the settlement is defined on the map below.

A3.4

Further small clusters of dwellings based upon Coughton Farm and Walford Court and are
located close to these clusters but comprise farmstead complexes rather than parts of the
settlement. They sit within rural strategic gaps that separate the main settlement clusters
and are rural in nature. The latter is also of historic significance being the site of a former
medieval manor house and a possible motte. Neither are considered to form part of the
settlement but are isolated groups of rural dwellings and associated buildings (some

11

See https://www.herefordshire.gov.uk/download/downloads/id/5438/walford_map.pdf
See Planning Officers report at:
https://www.herefordshire.gov.uk/info/200142/planning_services/planning_application_search/details?id=17059
6&search=P170596/F
13
See
https://www.herefordshire.gov.uk/download/downloads/id/1705/rural_housing_background_paper_march_201
3.pdf
12
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converted to dwellings) where proposals for housing development would be determined
under Core Strategy policy RA3.
Map A3.1: Built-up Area Boundary for Walford and Coughton

Bishopswood
A3.5

Bishopswood is generally understood to be a geographic area in the south of the Parish
rather than a settlement and consequently careful thought was given to what might
constitute a built-up area for the purposes of the NDP. Herefordshire Local Plan Core
Strategy Rural Housing Background Paper14 identified Bishopswood and Kerne Bridge as
separate settlements. It is difficult to identify a cluster of dwellings comprising the numbers
of dwellings associated with either of these named settlements in their general area (47
and 33 respectively). That paper indicates the latter has no facilities and to be within the
flood plain. However, in relation to Bishopswood it indicates there is both a shop and a
village hall and it is not in the flood plan. The only cluster in the south of the Parish that

14

https://www.herefordshire.gov.uk/download/downloads/id/1705/rural_housing_background_paper_march_201
3.pdf
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comprises a built-up area is shown on the Ordnance Survey Map as Kerne Bridge. This is
outside of the flood plain and contains Bishopswood Village Hall. Despite the Background
Paper defining a settlement for Kerne Bridge, it is not included in Core Strategy table 4.14
or 4.15. The Bishopswood road signs are located on the B4234 adjacent to the Inn on the
Wye at 51.868848-2.609854 at its northern end and opposite “Upper Lodge” driveway at
51.862040-2.586823 close to the Parish and County boundary at its southern end. The
village shop is located some distance away upon a residential caravan site at the southeastern edge of the Parish. The conclusion drawn is that the area located on the east side
of the B4234 on the opposite side to Bishopswood village hall comprises the settlement
referred to as Bishopswood in Core Strategy Table 4.15. This is also confirmed by the
planning officer reports15 on planning applications in this vicinity.
A3.6

No settlement boundary has previously been defined for Bishopswood. Consequently,
advice published in Herefordshire Council’s Neighbourhood Planning Guidance 20 was
used to define its built-up area. It includes areas where there are extant planning
permissions considered part of the settlement. The B4234 forms its western edge and
although this excludes the village hall which sits just outside of the flood plain, most of
the other land on the west side of the road in this vicinity does fall within it. The
boundary then generally follows the edges of readily visible borders on the Ordnance
Survey Map for properties that front onto B4234 and along Leys Hill. This is the area
comprising a relatively consistent settlement density as opposed to the wayside
cottages and smallholding pattern typical of the Forest Smallholdings Landscape
Character Type16 which sits beyond the defined edge and further along Leys Hill. Areas
of ancient woodland are generally excluded from the built-up area.
Map A3.2: Built-up Area Boundary for Bishopswood

© Crown copyright and database rights (2020) Ordnance Survey (0100054658)
15

See as an example:
https://www.herefordshire.gov.uk/info/200142/planning_services/planning_application_search/details?id=16168
9&search=P161689/F
16
See Herefordshire landscape Character assessment:
https://www.herefordshire.gov.uk/download/downloads/id/2069/landscape_character_assessment_for_hereford
shire.pdf
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Howle Hill
A3.7

Like Bishopswood, Howle Hill has not previously had a settlement boundary that might form
the basis for its built-up area. In determining where such a boundary might fall, there are a
number of recent decisions on planning applications, including appeals, that have informed
where the edges of a settlement are considered to be.

A3.8

The officer report on planning application code P150175/PA4 identified a stable building
(the subject of the application) at Little Howle Farm close to a small cluster of buildings
at the cross-roads of Starve Beech Hill, Church Road and Sharman’s Pitch as open
countryside. Planning application P161964/F, in the same location but closer to the
cross-roads was again considered to be outside of the main built up area. A further
planning application on this site (P171105/F17) was also refused for the same reason,
i.e. being divorced from the main built up area of the settlement, and an appeal
dismissed (APP/W1850/W/17/3179678). The planning officer’s report provided
additional information about what the built-up area of the settlement comprised
(indicated on the plan below and two further extracts from the report):

‘The plan above indicates the application site by the red star, Crown Cottage (the
former public house within Howle Hill) by the green star, Chapel House (former chapel)
by the yellow star and St Johns Church by the blue star. While these buildings have now
been converted to dwellings, they do indicate the built-up part of the settlement
historically which spread along Church Road. Policy RA2 makes it clear that a settlement
can benefit from more than one built up part. With this in mind, there is also arguably a
built-up area around Sharman’s Pitch to the west of the site.’
‘The (application) site (red star) is surrounded by fields to the north, east and across the
road to the south. It is acknowledged that there is Little Howle farmhouse to the west of
the dwelling and converted agricultural buildings that are now within residential use.
Notwithstanding this, they are clearly a defined group of buildings that relate to each
other and to their previous use. Traditionally such a farmstead would be located outside
and away from the built-up part of the settlement given its function.’
The Appeal Inspector supported this analysis, indicating:

17

https://www.herefordshire.gov.uk/info/200142/planning_services/planning_application_search/details?id=17110
5&search=P171105/F
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‘13. Although the former public house, Chapel and St John’s Church at Howle Hill are all
now in residential use, it is reasonable to conclude that such buildings would have
provided a focus for village life, at least historically. They are located off Church Road,
around which a significant number of other residential dwellings are congregated. That
area forms the main built-up part of the village. According to the Council, it is about 300
metres north of the appeal site with agricultural fields lying between. There is another
separate built-up area comprising a number of residential dwellings around Sharman
Pitch which is approximately 380 metres west of the appeal site.’
‘14. The appellant submits that Little Howle Farm and the residential buildings it
comprises, and an adjacent bungalow, also form part of the dispersed settlement of
Howle Hill. However, whilst those buildings are residential many of them are converted
barns or agricultural buildings which formed part of the original farmstead. Therefore,
they are a defined group of buildings that are primarily related to each other, and to
their previous use as part of the farm. Indeed, Little Howle Farm is recorded as a
historic farmstead in the Herefordshire Farmsteads Characterisation Project.’
A3.9

The conclusion drawn is that there are two clusters that would form the ‘built-up’ area
of Howle Hill, the first from Chapel House along Church Road Howle and its extension
along Church Road to Crown Cottage and St John’s Church; and the second based upon
a cluster as you climb Sharman’s Pitch. These are depicted on the map below.
Map A3.3: Built-up Area Boundaries for Howle Hill

Ross-on-Wye
A3.10 Ross-on-Wye Town Council has prepared a Neighbourhood plan for its area and this is
soon to go to a referendum. It defines a settlement boundary, and this immediately
abuts the common boundary between its Parish and Walford Parish on the former’s
southern edge. Both parishes fall within the same housing market area. No advice could
be found about how potential housing sites on a border between a rural parish and a
market town should be considered. The approach taken for housing within the Core
Strategy is that development should be within or adjacent to settlement boundaries.
Consequently, it is considered that where such sites are proposed adjacent to the
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settlement boundary for Ross-on-Wye, they should be assessed as falling within or
adjacent the built-up area of a named settlement, albeit a market town. The relevant
built-up edge is shown on the extract from Ross-on-Wye Neighbourhood Plan below:
Map A3.4: Built-up Area Boundary for Ross-on-Wye
(Extract from Ross-on-Wye Town Policies Map)

© Crown copyright and database rights (2020) Ordnance Survey (0100054658)
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Appendix 4: Assessment of Sites with areas falling within
Flood Risk Zones 2 and/or 3
A4.1

The Sequential Test18 steers new development to areas with the lowest risk of flooding.
Development should not be allocated or permitted if there are reasonably available sites
appropriate for the proposed development in areas with a lower risk of flooding. Land
within Flood Risk Zone 1 is at the lowest risk. Guidance upon the Sequential Test
indicates that this should be undertaken across the local planning authority’s area and
consequently should it be necessary to utilise land at a higher flood risk, discussions
with Herefordshire Council will need to ascertain whether this is necessary. This will
require a strategic flood risk assessment to be undertaken, which should look in greater
detail where sites at higher flood risk are required. Should land be required that falls
within Flood Risk Zone 3, then the Exception Test19 will need to be applied.

A4.2

Four of the sites submitted for consideration as housing allocations have areas that fall
within Flood risk Zones 2 (light blue on the maps below) and/or 3 (dark blue). These are
sites 3, 6, 7 and 29. Not all of their areas fall within those flood risk zones, and
consideration has been given to see whether those parts outside might provide
reasonable sites in terms of deliverability.
Site 3: Land at Spread Bank Field

A4.3

This is a site of around 16.3 hectares located adjacent to the southern cluster of
dwellings forming part of the settlement of Walford and Coughton. That existing cluster
of dwellings comprises frontage strips of dwellings either side of the B4234 although
there are two narrow cul-de-sacs on its eastern side. The site lies on the eastern side of
the main road behind properties at the northern end of the cluster and connects with
the B4234 road just beyond its limit

A4.4

Approximately 2.5 hectares of the site falls within Flood Risk Zones 2 or 3. A substantial
part of the site does not fall within the area at risk of flooding and this is likely to remain
the case even taking the effects of climate change into account. However, the flood risk
area is adjacent to the main road along the whole of the site frontage. Any access onto
this road to the developable area would have access/egress through land affected by
flooding. Similarly, access utilising the lane serving Daycroft Farm, even should it be
capable of accommodating additional development, will be across land at risk of
flooding. Residential development on the remaining site would need to confirm a safe
access route through discussion with Herefordshire Council and its Emergency Planning
Team. In addition, residents have provided anecdotal information that storm water
flooding in this vicinity has affected dwellings and the Environment Agency’s map of
storm water flooding would appear to support this as a problem. Development that
might affect the flooding regime, both by building/enhancing an access road across the
land prone to flooding and increased run-off through development in this location, could
potentially increase the adverse effects of flooding upon existing properties. Although
the amount of land available may provide the opportunity to fully mitigate the effects of
development, and even reduce flooding, this possibility requires confirmation through a
detailed flood risk assessment.

18

Planning for Flood Risk, National Planning Policy Framework, paragraphs 156 - 165
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/810197/NPP
F_Feb_2019_revised.pdf
19
Ibid
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A4.5

An additional issue is the scale of development necessary to achieve a viable scheme
that would fund any necessary works. The area submitted is substantial and massively
out of scale in relation to the existing cluster of houses. The settlement falls within the
Wye Valley AONB and development on the scale proposed would be considered ‘major
development’. Suitable development would need to be based on a reasonably
proportionate level of housing growth reflecting the character of the settlement and to
protect the special landscape qualities of the AONB. The initial site assessment20 report
identified both these problems concluding that the site was not appropriate for inclusion
within the NDP.
Map A4.1: Land at Spread Bank Field

© Crown copyright and database rights (2020) Ordnance Survey (0100054658)

A4.6

Conclusion: The potential adverse effects in terms of flood risk from the development
and the potential to mitigate these can only be ascertained through undertaking a
detailed flood risk assessment, and this is beyond the ability of the Parish Council/NDP
Steering Group to undertake. Although a large portion of the site falls within Flood Risk
Zone 1, its dependence for access/egress upon land at higher risk is such that
deliverability remains uncertain. The site should not proceed to a Stage 2 assessment
unless it is concluded that there are insufficient sites in Flood Risk Zone 1 within the
County as a whole.
Site 6: Land at Coughton Farm (1)

A4.7

20
21

This site of around 2.8 hectares is located on the eastern edge of the central cluster of
houses and Walford Primary School that forms part of Walford and Coughton. Access is
available from Bull’s Hill Lane. The initial site assessment21 indicated that the site could

Link to the AECOM report which should be included upon the NDP website
Ibid
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be a suitable development location provided that the portion of the site located within
Flood Zone 3 is not developed, and appropriate flood risk mitigation measures are
taken.
Map A4.3: Land Coughton Farm (2)

© Crown copyright and database rights (2020) Ordnance Survey (0100054658)

A4.8

The western edge of the site contains land falling within Flood Risk Zones 2 and 3,
reducing the area of the site by approximately 0.8 hectare. The area, excluding that
liable to flood, is approximately 290 metres long but with a variable width ranging from
approximately 30 metres to 85 metres.

A4.9

Access to this from the B4234 will be through the area at risk of flooding. As with Site 3,
residential development on this remaining area would need to confirm a safe access
route through discussion with Herefordshire Council and its Emergency Planning Team.
An alternative is, however, available along Bull’s Hill Lane although this would require a
lengthy detour. The protection of other properties from increased flooding and the
effect of climate change upon the extent of the flood risk area upon the site would need
to be assessed. There is considered to be sufficient land outside of the area at risk of
flooding to provide for storm water drainage while enabling a reasonable amount of
housing. The elongated and sometimes narrow nature of the site would suggest housing
at its northern end, with provision for accommodating drainage to restrict flows from
the development to greenfield levels at its southern end.

A4.10 Conclusion: The area at risk of flooding within this site falls in Flood Risk Zones 2 and 3.
There is, however, potential for development outside of this although the extent would
need to be determined by a detailed flood risk assessment which would also need to
address measures to ensure there is no increase in flooding elsewhere as a result. The
site should proceed to a Stage 2 on the basis that the area outside of Flood Risk Zones
2 and 3 is considered.
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Site 7: Land at Coughton Farm (2)
A4.11 This site of around 2.9 hectares is located on the eastern side of the B4234 between the
northern and central clusters of dwellings that comprise part of Walford and Coughton.
The character of the clusters on either side of this location comprise relatively modern
housing estates. The initial site assessment22 indicated that parts of the site would serve
as an appropriate extension to the existing built up area of Walford and it is considered
suitable for development. However, part of the site is within an area of high flood risk,
which would not be appropriate for development.
A4.12 Approximately 1.7 hectares of the site falls within Flood Risk Zones 2 or 3, mostly the
latter. The flood risk area splits the site in half with the area in Flood Risk Zone 1 to the
north being approximately 0.5 hectares and that to the south 0.7 hectares.
Map A4.3: Land Coughton Farm (2)

© Crown copyright and database rights (2020) Ordnance Survey (0100054658)

A4.13 The northern section outside of the areas shown to flood comprises a strip that is
approximately 40 metres wide and of variable length between 75 metres and 150
metres. Development should be able to demonstrate that it would not increase flooding
to other properties by ensuring greenfield flows in terms of storm water runoff.
Measures to ensure this would potentially limit the extent of development as would the
high voltage overhead power line that traverses the middle of the site. National Grid
guidance23 for development in such locations indicates there should be no development
underneath its lines because access is required for maintenance and there are minimum
clearance distances for buildings, structures and roadways, among others. The effect of

22

Ibid

23

https://www.nationalgrid.com/sites/default/files/documents/Development%20near%20overhead%20lines_0.pdf
and https://www.rochford.gov.uk/sites/default/files/planning_evibase_eb39.pdf
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climate change upon the current assessment of the flood risk area across this site would
need to be assessed.
A4.14 The south area is approximately 60 metres wide although more variable. Its length is
around 110 metres. As with Site 6, residential development on this remaining area
would need to confirm a safe access route through discussion with Herefordshire
Council and its Emergency Planning Team although, a lengthy alternative is available
along Bull’s Hill Lane. Protection from increased flooding of other properties and the
effect of climate change upon the current flood risk area for this part of the site would
need to be assessed.
A4.15 Conclusion: The area at risk of flooding within this site falls predominantly in Flood Risk
Zone 3. There may be some potential for the development on those parts of this site
outside of the area identified to be at risk of flooding. However, there will remain
uncertainty about the extent without a detailed flood risk assessment and this would
also need to identify whether development is possible without increasingly flooding
elsewhere. The northern portion is further constrained by the high voltage power lines
that cross. The level of uncertainty that development upon the full extent of the area
outside of that at risk of flooding (i.e. within Flood Risk Zone 1) can be delivered is high.
Smaller parts may have some potential but without further studies, the exact area is
unknown. The site should, however, proceed to a Stage 2 on the basis that the two
areas outside of Flood Risk Zones 2 and 3 are considered. The assessment would need
to include, among other matters, whether the lack of certainty is a major obstacle to
their inclusion as site allocations.
Site 29: Land at The Mill Race
A4.16 The land in question comprises two small parcels within the southern cluster of
dwellings forming part of Walford and Coughton. They both sit within the current
curtilage of The Mill race, a public house and restaurant that recently closed. No record
of a change of use to one or more dwellings has been identified for the existing
premises. Its future is uncertain. The current building and two submitted sites within
the curtilage, however, fall within the built-up defined for this part of Walford and
Coughton.
Map A4.4: Land at The Mill Race

© Crown copyright and database rights (2020) Ordnance Survey (0100054658)
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A4.17 Of the two small parcels, the one closest to the B4234 main road falls within Flood Risk
Zone 1. Hence flooding is not an issue although from a wider planning perspective, the
ability to accommodate development entirely within the area shown would appear
limited in that it could not accommodate both a dwelling and provision for car parking
and turning. Its development potential would depend upon arrangements elsewhere
within the Mill Race curtilage to meet the appropriate standards.
A4.18 The second site, to the rear of The Mill Race, falls almost entirely within Flood Risk Zone
2. As such it would not be considered as a potential housing site to be allocated within
the NDP unless there were insufficient sites within Flood Risk Zone 1 across the County.
Notwithstanding this requirement, it falls within the current built-up area of the
settlement.
A4.19 Conclusion: Normally small sites capable of accommodating one or two dwellings and
comprising infill within settlement boundaries would not form housing allocations but be
considered against a range of design and other detailed criteria. There are potential
constraints upon the development of both these parcels, including flood risk, that would
need to be addressed through the development management process because they
already fall within the built-up area defined for Walford and Coughton. There is no need
for these two parcels to proceed through to the Stage 2 assessment because they would
not normally be included as allocations within an NDP but be accounted for through an
assessment of a windfall allowance for development within settlement boundaries.
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Appendix 5: Stage 1 Assessment – Assessment Against Major Criteria
(Submissions Not Proceeding to Stage 2 Assessment highlighted in pink)
Site
Ref

Location

Within or
Adjacent to settlement

Within Flood Risk Zones
2 or 3

Direct effect on a
Nat/Int Designated
Site
N/A

Deliverability

Potential Major
Development

SHLAA Conclusion

Conclusion

1

Land at
Howle Hill

The site is not
associated with any
named settlement

Not within FRZ 2 or 3

Has road frontage;
Submitted by agent.

Not within AONB probably single dwelling.

Not considered
through the SHLAA

Not within FRZ 2 or 3

The site sits very close
to Coughton Wood &
Marsh SSSI although
not upon it.

Has access onto a road
frontage. Submitted by
landowner.

Within AONB – medium
sized site.

Not considered
through the SHLAA

This site would not
comply with CS Policy
RA2 but would have to
be considered under CS
Policy RA3. Site should
NOT be assessed in
greater detail within
stage 2.
This site would not
comply with CS Policy
RA2 but would have to
be considered under CS
Policy RA3. Site should
NOT be assessed in
greater detail within
stage 2.

2

Purland
Chase

3

Spread
Bank Field

The site is not
associated with any
named settlement.
Planning history
includes refusals for
residential
development, including
at appeal. Has
permission for
rebuilding stable
cottage for use as
holiday
accommodation. A
subsequent application
to remove this condition
was refused
(P193284/F) on the
basis that it would result
in a new open market
dwelling in the
countryside.
Land sits adjacent to the
defined built-up area for
Walford and Coughton

Approximately 15% of
site area is within FRZ 2
or 3 although this
includes all potential
access points, both onto
the main road and an
alternative which might
be a private track. A
flood risk assessment
would be necessary for

N/A

Direct access onto a
road although.
Submitted by landowner

Within AONB. Very large
site. Size of site in
relation to adjacent
cluster of housing would
be expected to amount
to Major Development.

HLAA/056/001: Not
suitable during plan
period – Reason: site
divorced from main
settlement.
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The site should not
proceed to the stage 2
assessment even with a
reduced area in view of
the risk of flooding to all
access possibilities.

Site
Ref

Location

Within or
Adjacent to settlement

Within Flood Risk Zones
2 or 3
any development upon
this land.
Not within FRZ 2 or 3.
However it is close to an
area that is and might
require a detailed Flood
Risk Assessment.

Direct effect on a
Nat/Int Designated
Site

Deliverability

Potential Major
Development

SHLAA Conclusion

Conclusion

N/A

Direct access onto a
road. Submitted by
landowner.

Within AONB – small
site.

Not considered
through the SHLAA

This site would not
comply with CS Policy
RA2 but would have to
be considered under CS
Policy RA3. Site should
NOT be assessed in
greater detail within
stage 2.
This site would not
comply with CS Policy
RA2 but would have to
be considered under CS
Policy RA3. Site should
NOT be assessed in
greater detail within
stage 2.
There is a level of
uncertainty about the
development potential
of the area outside of
Flood Risk Zones 2 and 3
although it may be
possible to identify
measures that could be
adopted to address
these should the site be
required. These would
need to be considered
as part of the Stage 2
assessment.

4

Walford
Court

The site is not
associated with any
named settlement

5

Warryfield
Cottages

The site is not
associated with any
named settlement

A very small portion of
the site falls within FRZ
2. It would require a
detailed Flood Risk
Assessment.

N/A

Direct access onto a
road. Submitted by
landowner.

Within AONB – small to
medium sized site.

Not considered
through the SHLAA

6

Land at
Coughton
Farm (1)

This site sits adjacent to
the UDP boundary for
Walford and Coughton –
southern segment

N/A

Direct access onto a
road. Submitted by
agent and current
landowner.

Within AONB – medium
to large site which, as a
whole, would result in
uncharacteristic form in
relation to existing
settlement. Smaller area
might be more
appropriate.

O/Wal/008: Not
suitable during plan
period. Reason - Not
well related to village
and liable to flood.

7

Land at
Coughton
Farm (2)

This site sits adjacent to
the UDP boundary for
Walford and Coughton –
between the northern
and southern segments

The north-western edge
of the site which adjoins
the built-up area of
Walford and Coughton
sits within either Flood
risk Zone 2 or 3 as does
access onto the B4234.
There is an area outside
of these flood risk zones
that might be
developed. A Detailed
Flood Risk Assessment
would be required to
determine the exact
developable area, access
difficulties and the
potential for
development to cause
flooding elsewhere.
Much of this site
comprises land within
Flood Risk Zone 3 which
cuts a wide swathe
through the site. There
are areas potentially
unaffected by flood risk

N/A

Direct access onto a
road. Submitted by
agent and current
landowner.

Within AONB – site as a
whole would result in
uncharacteristic form in
relation to existing
settlement. Smaller area
might be more
appropriate.

HLAA/126/001: Not
suitable during plan
period – Reason: Site
is constrained by flood
risk and poor access
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There is a level of
uncertainty about the
development potential
of the area outside of
Flood Risk Zones 2 and 3
although it may be
possible to identify

Site
Ref

Location

Within or
Adjacent to settlement

8

Land at
Coughton
Farm

This site sits adjacent to
the UDP boundary for
Walford and Coughton –
eastern end of the
northern segment

9

Land at
Coughton
Farm

This site does not sit
adjacent to the UDP
boundary for Walford
and Coughton although
is connected loosely to
the end of another
submitted site that
does.

10

Hom
Green

The site is not
associated with any
named settlement

Within Flood Risk Zones
2 or 3
on its north-western and
south-eastern edges. A
Detailed Flood Risk
Assessment would be
required to determine
the extent of the
developable area, access
difficulties and the
potential for
development to cause
flooding elsewhere.
Not within FRZ 2 or 3.

Direct effect on a
Nat/Int Designated
Site

Deliverability

Potential Major
Development

SHLAA Conclusion

Conclusion

measures that could be
adopted to address
these should the site be
required. These would
need to be considered
as part of the Stage 2
assessment.

N/A

Site withdrawn by agent
for current owner.

Within AONB – Medium
sized site.

The majority of this site
falls within FRZ 3 with
some in FRZ 2. A small
area upon the main road
frontage falls outside
either.

N/A

Site withdrawn by agent
for current owner.

Within AONB – medium
sized site.

O/Wal/004: Not
suitable during plan
period. Reason - This
is a steeply sloping
site to the immediate
north of the C1275
Coughton Lane, which
is a narrow highway
without pedestrian
facilities. A visibility
splay would be
difficult to achieve and
would necessitate
significant hedgerow
removal, which would
be detrimental to
landscape character
(as would
development)
Not considered
through the SHLAA

Not within FRZ 2 or 3.

N/A

Has direct access onto a
road. Submitted by
landowner.

Within AONB – small
site.

Not considered
through the SHLAA
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Site no longer available
– withdrawn by owner.
Site should NOT be
assessed in greater
detail within stage 2.

Site no longer available
– withdrawn by owner.
Only a small part falls
outside of a flood risk
zone and would require
a detailed flood risk
assessment. Site should
NOT be assessed in
greater detail within
stage 2.
This site would not
comply with CS Policy
RA2 but would have to
be considered under CS

Site
Ref

Location

Within or
Adjacent to settlement

Within Flood Risk Zones
2 or 3

Direct effect on a
Nat/Int Designated
Site

Deliverability

Potential Major
Development

SHLAA Conclusion

11

Walford
Road

This site sits adjacent to
the UDP boundary for
Walford and Coughton –
between the northern
and southern segments

Not within FRZ 2 or 3.

N/A

Has direct access onto a
road. Submitted by
landowner.

Within AONB – large
site. Smaller area might
be more appropriate.

O/Wal/007: land with
medium suitability

12

Purland
Chase

The site is not
associated with any
named settlement.
Adjacent to site 2
above.

Not within FRZ 2 or 3.

N/A

Access across third-party
land would be required.
Site no longer owned by
organisation that
submitted the site.
Availability uncertain.

Within AONB – medium
sized site.

Not considered
through the SHLAA

13

Land at
Howle Hill

The site is not
associated with any
named settlement

Not within FRZ 2 or 3.

Site adjacent to Great
Howle Camp SAM.

Submitted by agent on
behalf of landowner.

Not within AONB. Has
direct access onto a
road.

Not considered
through the SHLAA

14

Land at
Rock Hill
Farm

This site sits
immediately adjacent to
the built-up area of
Ross-on-Wye

Not within FRZ 2 or 3.

N/A

Has direct access onto a
road. Submitted by
landowner.

Within AONB – large
site. Smaller area might
be more appropriate.

SHLAA concluded all
the following land
with no suitability
P1174-HLAA/198/001
- Site is constrained by
access. Significant
landscape impact
HLAA/191/001 – (part
of site falls within this
assessment)
Significant landscape
impact. Site is
constrained by
topography.
HLAA/018/002 -
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Conclusion

Policy RA3. Site should
NOT be assessed in
greater detail within
stage 2.
The site is in a RA2
location adjacent to
Walford and Coughton.
A site might be defined
that would result in an
acceptable form of
development. The site
SHOULD be considered
in Stage 2.
This site would not
comply with CS Policy
RA2 but would have to
be considered under CS
Policy RA3. Site should
NOT be assessed in
greater detail within
stage 2.
This site would not
comply with CS Policy
RA2 but would have to
be considered under CS
Policy RA3. Site should
NOT be assessed in
greater detail within
stage 2.
The site is in a RA2
location adjacent to
Ross-on-Wye. A site
might be defined that
would result in an
acceptable form of
development. The site
SHOULD be considered
in Stage 2.

Site
Ref

Location

Within or
Adjacent to settlement

Within Flood Risk Zones
2 or 3

Direct effect on a
Nat/Int Designated
Site

Deliverability

Potential Major
Development

SHLAA Conclusion

Significant landscape
impact. Too far
removed from
settlement.
Not considered
through the SHLAA

15

Land at
Forest
Green

The site is not
associated with any
named settlement

Not within FRZ 2 or 3.

N/A

Has access onto a road.
Submitted by
landowner.

Within AONB – small
site.

16

Land at
Cobrey
House

The site is not
associated with any
named settlement

Not within FRZ 2 or 3.

N/A

No apparent direct
access onto a public
road although adjacent
to a track that leads
onto one. Submitted by
landowner

Not within AONB.

Not considered
through the SHLAA

17

Top of
pitch at
Little
Howle
Farm

Not within FRZ 2 or 3.

N/A

Site withdrawn by
owner.

Not within AONB.

Not considered
through the SHLAA

18

Little
Howle
Farm

The site is not
associated with any
named settlement. The
site is adjacent to yet
further away from the
settlement of Howle Hill
than the site referred to
below (Site 18). (NB
There has also been a
prior approval refusal
for conversion of a
building to a dwelling on
this site - P150175/PA4)
The site is not
associated with any
named settlement.
There have been a
number of planning
refusals, including one
dismissed at appeal that
have confirmed this P161964/F; P171105/F;
Appeal
APP/W1850/W/17/3179

Not within FRZ 2 or 3.

N/A

Has access onto a road.
Submitted by
landowner.

Not within AONB.

Not considered
through the SHLAA
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Conclusion

This site would not
comply with CS Policy
RA2 but would have to
be considered under CS
Policy RA3. Site should
NOT be assessed in
greater detail within
stage 2.
This site would not
comply with CS Policy
RA2 but would have to
be considered under CS
Policy RA3. Site should
NOT be assessed in
greater detail within
stage 2.
Site no longer available
– withdrawn by owner.
This site would not
comply with CS Policy
RA2 but would have to
be considered under CS
Policy RA3. Site should
NOT be assessed in
greater detail within
stage 2.

This site would not
comply with CS Policy
RA2 but would have to
be considered under CS
Policy RA3. Site should
NOT be assessed in
greater detail within
stage 2.

Site
Ref

Location

Within or
Adjacent to settlement
678.
The site is not
associated with any
named settlement

Within Flood Risk Zones
2 or 3

Direct effect on a
Nat/Int Designated
Site

Deliverability

Potential Major
Development

SHLAA Conclusion

Conclusion

Not within FRZ 2 or 3.

N/A

Has access onto a road.
Submitted by
landowner.

Within AONB – small
site.

Not considered
through the SHLAA

This site would not
comply with CS Policy
RA2 but would have to
be considered under CS
Policy RA3. Site should
NOT be assessed in
greater detail within
stage 2.
This site would not
comply with CS Policy
RA2 but would have to
be considered under CS
Policy RA3. Site should
NOT be assessed in
greater detail within
stage 2.
The site is in a RA2
location adjacent to
Walford and Coughton).
A site might be defined
that would result in an
acceptable form of
development. In
addition, further
investigation is
necessary to determine
whether a suitable
access is available. The
site SHOULD be
considered in Stage 2.
This site would not
comply with CS Policy
RA2 but would have to
be considered under CS
Policy RA3. Site should
NOT be assessed in
greater detail within
stage 2.
This site would not
comply with CS Policy
RA2 but would have to
be considered under CS
Policy RA3. Site should

19

Green
Meadows,
Hom
Green

20

Hom
Green

The site is not
associated with any
named settlement

Not within FRZ 2 or 3.

N/A

Has access onto a road.
Submitted by
landowner.

Within AONB – small to
medium site.

Not considered
through the SHLAA

21

New
House
Farm

This site sits adjacent to
the UDP boundary for
Walford and Coughton –
western side of the
northern segment.

Not within FRZ 2 or 3.

N/A

Limited access
opportunities that need
to be investigated if site
progresses to stage 2.
Submitted by
landowner.

Within AONB – large
site. Smaller area might
be more appropriate.

O/Wal/001: land with
no suitability. Reason Access onto B4234
unobtainable, even if
linked to O/Wal/002
due to ground level
difference

22

Howle
Farm

The site is not
associated with any
named settlement

Not within FRZ 2 or 3.

N/A

Has access onto a road.
Submitted by
landowner.

Not within AONB.

Not considered
through the SHLAA

23

Howle
Farm

The site is not
associated with any
named settlement

Not within FRZ 2 or 3.

N/A

Has access onto a road.
Submitted by
landowner.

Not within AONB.

Not considered
through the SHLAA
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Site
Ref

Location

Within or
Adjacent to settlement

Within Flood Risk Zones
2 or 3

Direct effect on a
Nat/Int Designated
Site

Deliverability

Potential Major
Development

SHLAA Conclusion

24

Land at
Watling
Street

This site sits
immediately adjacent to
the built-up area of
Ross-on-Wye

Not within FRZ 2 or 3.

N/A

May be a third party
involved in access that
would need to be
checked if progresses to
Stage 2. Submitted by
agent for landowner.

Within AONB – medium
to large site.

HLAA/191/001; Not
suitable during plan
period. Significant
landscape impact. Site
is constrained by
topography.

25

Land at
Howle Hill
crossroads

Not within FRZ 2 or 3.

N/A

Has access onto a road.
Submitted by agent on
behalf of landowner.

Not within AONB.

Not considered
through the SHLAA

26

Land at
Leys Hill

The site is not
associated with any
named settlement. The
site is adjacent to yet
further away from the
settlement of Howle Hill
than the site referred to
in Site 18.
Land sits adjacent to
built-up area of
Bishopswood

Not within FRZ 2 or 3.

N/A

Has access onto a road.
Submitted by agent on
behalf of landowner.

Within AONB – small
site.

Not considered
through the SHLAA

27

Land
north of
Leys Hill

The site is not
associated with any
named settlement. Land
does not sit adjacent to
built-up area of
Bishopswood.

Not within FRZ 2 or 3.

N/A

No apparent direct
access onto a public
road although adjacent
to a track that leads
onto one. Submitted by
agent on behalf of
landowner.

Within AONB – small
site.

Not considered
through the SHLAA

28

Land Near
Kerne
Bridge

Land sits adjacent to
built-up area of
Bishopswood

Not within FRZ 2 or 3.

N/A

Within AONB small site.

Not considered
through the SHLAA

29

Land at

Land sits within the

Nearly the whole of one

N/A

No apparent direct
access onto a public
road which would need
to be checked.
Submitted by agent on
behalf of landowner.
One is adjacent to the

Within AONB – two very

Not considered
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Conclusion

NOT be assessed in
greater detail within
stage 2.
The site is in a RA2
location adjacent to
Ross-on-Wye. A site
might be defined that
would result in an
acceptable form of
development. Further
investigation is
necessary to determine
whether an access is
possible. The site
SHOULD be considered
in Stage 2.
Site is isolated and
would not comply with
CS Policy RA2 but would
have to be considered
under CS Policy RA3. Site
should NOT be assessed
in greater detail within
stage 2.
The site is in a RA2
location adjacent to
Bishopswood. The site
SHOULD be considered
in Stage 2.
Site is isolated and
would not comply with
CS Policy RA2 but would
have to be considered
under CS Policy RA3. Site
should NOT be assessed
in greater detail within
stage 2.
The site is in a RA2
location adjacent to
Bishopswood. The site
SHOULD be considered
in Stage 2.
The sites concerned are

Site
Ref

Location

Within or
Adjacent to settlement

Within Flood Risk Zones
2 or 3

The Mill
Race

built-up area defined for
Walford and Coughton

part of the two parcels
presented for
consideration within this
curtilage is in FRZ 2. A
Detailed Flood Risk
Assessment would be
required to determine
the extent of the
developable area and
the potential for
development to cause
flooding elsewhere.

30

Land at
Star Beech
Hill

The site is not
associated with any
named settlement

Not within FRZ 2 or 3.

31

Land on
North side
of View
Cottage,
Forest
Green

The site is not
associated with any
named settlement

32

Arthurs
Dingle
Leys Hill

33

Arthurs
Dingle

Direct effect on a
Nat/Int Designated
Site

Deliverability

Potential Major
Development

SHLAA Conclusion

Conclusion

road while the other is
to the rear of former
commercial premises.
Submitted by agent for
the landowner. The site
closest to the road is
considered to be of
insufficient size to
accommodate all design
requirements although
might present a
development
opportunity in
association with land
elsewhere within the
wider curtilage

small parcels within a
single curtilage.

through the SHLAA

N/A

No apparent direct
access onto a public
road although adjacent
to a track that leads
onto one. Submitted by
agent on behalf of
landowner.

Not within AONB.

Not considered
through the SHLAA

Not within FRZ 2 or 3.

N/A

Has access onto a road.
Submitted by
landowner.

Within AONB – small to
medium sized site.

Not considered
through the SHLAA

Land sits adjacent to
built-up area of
Bishopswood

Not within FRZ 2 or 3.

N/A

Has access onto a road.
Submitted by
landowner.

Within AONB – small to
medium sized site.

Not considered
through the SHLAA

Land sits almost
adjacent to built-up

Not within FRZ 2 or 3.

N/A

No direct access onto a
public highway shown.

Within AONB.

Not considered
through the SHLAA

extremely small and
would not normally
comprise housing
allocations but be
judged against detailed
development
management criteria
and should they be
found acceptable
contribute towards a
windfall allowance.
There is no necessity for
the site (two parcels) to
proceed through to
Stage 2 as they would
not comprise housing
allocations but be
judged against detailed
criteria for development
within settlement
boundaries.
This site would not
comply with CS Policy
RA2 but would have to
be considered under CS
Policy RA3. Site should
NOT be assessed in
greater detail within
stage 2.
This site would not
comply with CS Policy
RA2 but would have to
be considered under CS
Policy RA3. Site should
NOT be assessed in
greater detail within
stage 2.
The site is in a RA2
location adjacent to
Bishopswood. The site
SHOULD be considered
in Stage 2.
The site is in a RA2
location adjacent to
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Site
Ref

34

Location

Within or
Adjacent to settlement

Leys Hill

area of Bishopswood

Lower
Field of
Orchard
Heights

Land sits almost
adjacent to built-up
area of Bishopswood

Within Flood Risk Zones
2 or 3

Direct effect on a
Nat/Int Designated
Site

Deliverability

Potential Major
Development

SHLAA Conclusion

Conclusion

Not considered
through the SHLAA

Bishopswood. The site
SHOULD be considered
in Stage 2.
The site is in a RA2
location adjacent to
Bishopswood. The site
SHOULD be considered
in Stage 2.

Submitted by
landowner.
Not within FRZ 2 or 3.

N/A

No direct access onto a
public highway shown
but would need to be
checked. Submitted by
landowner.
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Within AONB.

42

Appendix 6: Stage 2 Assessment Criteria
A6.1

A range of criteria were chosen to compare sites in terms of their relative suitability.
These were presented as 7 broad criteria to the local community at consultation
events during February 2020. They included:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)

Sites should fit sensitively into the settlement concerned and wider landscape
– this would include the landscape and setting surrounding our settlements,
their form, and the wider landscape.
Development should not adversely affect historic or wildlife sites - this may
also include seeking benefits such as enhancing the settings of important
buildings or adding to the network of wildlife sites within the Parish.
Protecting greenfield sites where possible and agricultural land – brownfield
sites, if there are any in appropriate locations should be preferred.
Development should not result in or be affected by pollution – in terms of
noise, light, smell or other effects upon local and residential amenity.
Appropriate services should be available – such as sewerage, water supply,
electricity and telecommunications.
Sites should not flood, or increase run off to cause other properties to flood –
this would include from storm water as well as from rivers and streams.
Vehicular access and the capacity of the highway network should be
adequate for the development and footpaths should be retained – this might
include achieving benefits such as the provision of additional footpaths/cycle
paths or public rights of way.

All these criteria saw greater levels of support as opposed to disagreement. The
highest levels of support were for criteria Nos vi and vii.
A6.2

The NDP Steering Group developed these broad criteria into more specific
requirements and this included the recognition that benefits can accrue through
development and hence there might be both positive and negative effects in some
instances. The criteria have also been used to suggest how each site might be
developed, including whether a smaller area would be more suitable. Some of the
criteria were subsequently considered unlikely to help judging between sites although
might inform the approach to their development.

A6.3

Protecting and Enhancing the Character of Settlements and the Wider
Landscape (Weight – High)
A6.3.1

Three aspects for this broad criterion have been chosen for consideration in
terms of the degree to which the development of each site meets the
requirement. However, in order to assess the effects upon the particular
characteristics the following analysis of ‘place’ for each settlement has been
prepared as well as for the urban fringe of Ross-on-Wye.
Walford and Coughton

A6.3.2

The settlement comprises three clusters of dwellings along the B4234. The
largest cluster surrounds the junction of that road with the C1275 road
running eastwards towards Pontshill. It comprises predominantly inward
looking small modern housing estates along the B4234. None of the cluster
extends to the south or east of the Castle Brook. A metalled footpath runs
mainly on one or other side along the main road and extends northwards to
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Ross and southwards to the southern cluster near Walford Sawmills. The
imposing Walford House on the western side of the main road an indication
of the area’s former character. Hedgerows, some of notable height, and
mature trees line much of the road reducing the impact of development as
you travel through. The tunnel effect opens up on the east side at
Fowbridge Gardens, a small complex of bungalows for elderly people and
this marks the end of the northern cluster giving way to open views
between its southern end and the next cluster of dwellings. Properties along
the C1275 display a rural character comprising predominantly older wayside
cottages sitting above relatively high grass verges or stone walls on its
northern edge with more recent development on its southern side. The
Listed Barn House and its associated Listed barns, the absence of a roadside
footpath, and the reducing scale of development as you move eastwards,
emphasises its rustic character.
A6.3.3

The second and central cluster again comprises modern dwellings just to the
south of the main road’s junction with Bulls Hill Lane. Semi-detached
properties on that junction are outward looking as are most properties on
the west side of the road although those to the rear of the more recently
constructed Alder Close overlook an internal space. The cluster is, however,
dominated by Walford Primary School set back from the main road and
which must once have sat in relative isolation but has recently been
enlarged through a sympathetic extension. Its playing field extends to
match the southern extent of the cluster of houses on the western side of
the road although the Old Vicarage, the oldest property within this cluster,
comprises a substantial large property with outbuildings standing back from
the road in its own grounds and surrounded by high hedges with mature
trees on the road front. This punctuates that southern end of this cluster of
dwellings. Notwithstanding the vegetation surrounding this property, the
general absence of mature trees and hedgerows within this part of the
settlement is in stark contrast to the northern cluster. Again, none of the
cluster extends to the east of the Castle Brook.

A6.3.4

The southern cluster forming the settlement is a ribbon of development
along the B4234, formerly comprising occasional wayside cottages but now
interspersed with modern development, although there are a number of
small cul-de-sacs leading off the main road but not to any great depth. The
Old Bakery at its northern edge is an outlying cottage characteristic of many
that you often see separated from and on the approach to small
Herefordshire villages. Walford village hall marks the start of the built-up
area of the cluster from the north on the east side of the cluster and
Walford Sawmills just beyond the cluster of dwellings, indicates its southern
extent. There are modest amounts of tree and hedgerow planting, mostly
fragmented in nature although the narrow woodland extending down from
Bull’s Hill meets the main road opposite the sawmills.

A6.3.5

The three clusters forming the settlement all fit into the Principal Settled
Landscape type defined in Herefordshire Council’s Landscape Character
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Assessment24. It contains many of the typical characteristics of that
landscape type comprising an agriculturally settled landscape with dispersed
farmsteads and small villages or hamlets. It is a lowland area of mixed
farming and with good soils, hedged fields and thinly scattered hedgerow
trees, groups of trees around dwellings and trees along watercourses.
Guidance upon new development indicates that additional housing in
hamlets and villages should be modest in size in order to preserve the
character of the original settlement. In addition, new dwellings should not
lead to coalescence compromising the prominent wayside settlement
pattern. The separation of Walford and Coughton into clusters with
intervening gaps is considered an important characteristic in this respect in
that it maintains the dispersed nature and scale of settlement typical within
the landscape. All parts of the settlement are framed to the north by the
steeply rising and domed Chase Wood and to the east by the wooded slopes
of Howle Hill, Bull’s Hill and Ley’s Hill, all of which provide an attractive
backcloth, in contrast to the flat land to the west. The central cluster of
dwellings has the most open aspect with fewest landscape features of note
nearby.
Bishopswood
A6.3.6

Bishopswood is a small settlement immediately to the south of Kerne Bridge
on the east side and inside bend of the River Wye. With very limited
exceptions, its dwellings also sit on the east side of the B4234 upon the
gentler lower slopes of Leys Hill. Development extends along the front of
the B4234 and also up Leys Hill Lane. The greatest concentration is around
the junction of this lane with the main road. Properties along the B4234
generally face onto that main road overlooking the river. The properties
rising up Leys Hill Lane are also generally orientated to achieve this view
although as a consequence they look away from the lane itself. Most
properties are relatively large, detached, sit within unusually shaped plots
and have no consistency in terms of design features. Housing density
declines as you rise up Leys Hill. Vegetation is heavy with many trees and
high hedgerows although planting is often a mixture of native and
ornamental varieties.

A6.3.7

The backdrop to the settlement comprises small to medium sized blocks of
woodland planting, many comprising ancient woodlands, on steeply sloping
topography, this being typical of the ‘Principal Wooded Hills’ landscape
type25 within which the settlement sits. Typically, at least three quarters of
the land area of this Landscape Type is under tree cover. It is a very visible
landscape although few long-distance views reveal the presence of any
significant settlement form as a consequence of the heavy vegetation along
this side of the river valley at a point where the previous wider flood plain
narrows. Visual integrity is considered to be of paramount importance in this
landscape. The density of dwellings should remain low and of organic
composition. Any clearance should be in the form of irregular parcels
bounded by hedges. New planting associated with development should

24

https://www.herefordshire.gov.uk/download/downloads/id/2069/landscape_character_assessment_for_here
fordshire.pdf
25
Ibid
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respect the historical pattern of boundaries and comprise native deciduous
species with a mixed age structure. Hazelhurst unregistered park and
garden sits on its south-eastern edge although properties have started to
encroach into this parkland setting. Further along Leys Hill Lane landscape
character changes to that defined as Forest Smallholdings and Dwellings26.
Clustered groups of dwellings would not be sympathetic to this landscape
type indicating the settlement should not extend into this area.
Howle Hill

26
27

A6.3.8

As a settlement, Howle Hill is difficult to define and, as such, is the smallest
of the three identified within the Parish. Two clusters of built-up form are
evident, one as you climb up Sharman’s Pitch and the second concentrated
along Church Lane. The first is concentrated around a complex of narrow
lanes and driveways as the steep incline of Sharman’s Pitch tails off.
Dwellings comprise a combination of much altered traditional cottages and
newer properties forming a fairly tight-knit form in relative terms although
there is little evidence of this density of development visible from the lanes
because of the topography, high hedgerows and heavy tree presence. Many
dwellings are served off tracks that disappear behind this vegetation. There
is no consistency in terms of design or built form. The second cluster
comprises a ribbon of development along a very narrow and winding lanes,
including Church Road, and which finishes at a dead-end just beyond the
edge of the loosely defined built-up area. Dwellings are generally detached
properties and sit close to the lane, although a number at its western end
are set back along private tracks and this area is the densest part of the
cluster. As you travel eastwards dwellings are interspersed with generous
gaps and then larger fields. Again, the dwellings comprise a combination of
much altered traditional cottages and newer properties, although there are
more of the former than in the previous cluster. A converted church marks
the eastern end of the cluster.

A6.3.9

The settlement falls within the Forest Smallholdings Landscape Type27. The
settlement reflects the description for this type where the pattern has
developed in a random, opportunistic manner along narrow intersecting
lanes fringed by wayside cottages. The associated, usually small, parcels of
pasture and pockets of remaining rough ground with heathy/acid grassland
vegetation contribute to the scale and are reminders of the origin of these
landscapes. Clustered groups of new housing would not be sympathetic to
the landscape character but opportunities for individual dwellings may be
appropriate in some circumstances where in scale with the original
settlement. Priority should be given to conserving the settlement pattern
and setting by maintaining the scale and detailing of the cottages and
smallholdings. The retention of the open spaces within the settlement and
between its two compartments should be encouraged, paying particular
attention to the areas of permanent pasture and to the hedgerow structure.
The gap between the clusters of dwellings is important in that it
differentiates between a nucleated form at the top of Sharman’s pitch and a
ribbon of frontage development further along the lanes to the east.

Ibid
Ibid
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Management should resist the temptation to “tidy” and thus urbanise these
landscapes, which rely on an overgrown quality to maintain their rustic
charm.
Ross-on-Wye Southern Urban Fringe
A6.3.10 Walford Parish abuts Ross-on-Wye’s built-up urban area on its northern
border with between the B4234 and Lincoln Hill, in an area defined by
Herefordshire Council as Land South of Tudorville and Archenfield. That
Council’s Urban Fringe Sensitivity Analysis28 defines the landscape in this
location as having a high level of sensitivity. In terms of landscape
character, it falls within the Principal Settled Farmlands landscape type and
the sensitivity analysis identifies a sharp differentiation between the modern
housing development at Tudorville and Archenfield compared with the land
to the south. Along the B4234 corridor between Ross-on-Wye and Coughton
the land is considered to have maintained a rural character, despite the fact
there is only 1km between the two settlements.
A6.3.11 On the periphery of the housing estates that comprise the edge of Ross-onWye, the dwellings generally face outwards to overlook the countryside.
Looking towards Ross from Lincoln’s Hill, your view over the town is
restricted by a high verge and hedgerow. Where development is visible the
view is across the roof tops and visibility of houses in the foreground is
mitigated by them being within a dip, with properties relatively low lying
behind a low hedge. The topography rising above the current edge of
development upon the slopes down from Lincoln’s Hill makes it one of the
more sensitive parts of the town’s urban fringe. From the B4234,
development sits above the top of a ridge and is visible on both sides of the
road despite attempts on the western side to reduce its impact through tree
planting. However, the impact is mostly upon near views as you approach
the suburban form of the town, emphasised by the mini roundabout. The
undeveloped land on the eastern side of the road, rising relatively steeply up
towards Chase Wood is particularly sensitive. The regimented form,
emphasised by straight hedgerows, gives a strong urban edge marking the
change from town to countryside.
A6.3.12 On the Walford side of the boundary Arbour Hill is identified as having
maintained a rural, tranquil character with a very low density of settlement,
comprising mainly dispersed farms. Lower Lincoln and Arbour Hill form part
of the rural backdrop to the approach to Ross-on-Wye and the high quality
of this landscape includes the mature trees at Lincoln Hill House, an
Unregistered Historic Garden. The area covered by the Council’s analysis
does not extend beyond the footpath running east-west from the northern
end of Walford and Coughton to Hom Green.
A6.3.13 Further to the north-west are areas defined in the analysis as ‘Lower Cleeve’
and ‘Ashfield Escarpment’ although these do not comprise areas of housing
that abut Walford Parish. The first contains Lower Cleeve Wastewater
Treatment Works and a group of storage units comprising containers. Most
of this zone falls within the flood plain whereas that just outside is assessed

28

See Map 3.6 in Part 3 of the Analysis.
https://www.herefordshire.gov.uk/downloads/download/187/urban_fringe_sensitivity_analysis_2010
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as high to medium sensitivity. The latter escarpment includes unregistered
parkland that comprises part of the John Kyrles Walk.
Aspect 1: Development should fit sensitively into the settlement
A6.3.14 The character of each settlement is set out above and indicates scale, form
and general layout which should be used to inform the judgment about the
degree to which development upon each site meets this criterion. In
planning positively, the most appropriate form of development for each site
should be used to indicate the degree to which each site’s development fits
sensitively into the settlement’s character.
Aspect 2: Effect on setting of the settlement
A6.3.15 Again, elements that contribute towards the settings of the various
settlements are described above and should be used as the basis for the
assessment of each site’s effect. It would include, for example, maintaining
important gaps to avoid coalescence between settlements and also between
clusters that comprise settlements, where these have been identified as
important. The gap between the central and southern cluster at Walford and
Coughton is identified as important with that between the central and
northern clusters potentially less so. At Howle Hill, the gap between the
cluster of dwellings at the top of Sharman’s Pitch and the area associated
with Church Road is also considered important as indicated in paragraph
A3.6.9 above. These should inform the judgment in terms of the degree to
which settings may be affected.
Aspect 3: Development should fit sensitively into landscape
A6.3.16 Development should not detract from landscape character and appearance,
should ensure landscape features are retained, and where possible result in
enhancement of the landscape. Where development is of such a scale that it
is considered ‘major development’ would normally be refused and where
necessary, a smaller area might be suggested. Landscape character is
important to determining whether development of a site is appropriate. The
loss of landscape features such as important trees and hedgerows can also
be a factor in distinguishing between sites.
A6.4

Effect on Nature Conservation and Heritage Assets
Aspect 1: Development should not adversely affect the natural environment
but enhance biodiversity where possible (Weight – High)
A6.4.1

29

The effect upon nature conservation sites or habitats is considered under
this criterion. No nationally or internationally designated nature conservation
sites are directly affected by any of the sites that are being considered at
this stage but there may be some indirect effects, including upon such sites
on the periphery of the Parish. Other designations include locally important
sites, normally described as Special Wildlife Sites, and also ancient
woodlands. Some of these sites are shown on the Neighbourhood Plan
Environmental Scoping Report29. There are also Herefordshire Wildlife Trust

https://www.herefordshire.gov.uk/download/downloads/id/13978/sea_scoping_report_april_2018.pdf
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reserves within the Parish. More detailed information has been obtained
from Herefordshire Biological Record Centre (See Diagram A6.1). Other
currently unidentified habitats may also be important, for example
waterways, woods or grassland as these are important foraging areas for
bats, which are a protected species and important within the Parish because
of its proximity to Wye Valley and Forest of Dean Bat Sites SAC. Species
information obtained from Herefordshire Biological Record Centre indicates
widespread locations where bats have been recorded. Dormice have also
been identified in woodland at Bishopswood and Coughton Marsh and
Woodland SSSI. A number of other protected species have been recorded
but not in locations close to any of the submitted sites being assessed at
Stage 2. The Castle Brook which flows along the edge of Walford and
Coughton is a tributary to the River Wye SAC/SSSI. Enhancement measures
to strengthen the corridors, shown on Herefordshire Council’s Ecological
Network Map may be seen as beneficial (See Diagram A6.2). This map
together with the designated sites upon which it is based would form the
Parish’s green infrastructure network that would also include street trees,
parks and amenity open space, recreation areas, domestic gardens, green
roofs, cemeteries and church yards, allotments, rights of way, paths, roads
and their verges, hedgerows, and streams and brooks. Ancient woodlands
within the parish are shown on Diagram 6.3. In relation to ancient
woodlands, regard will be had to the following recommendations by the
Woodland Trust:
- Extensions, individual houses or small housing developments: 15m buffer
-

Housing developments of approximately 20 – 50: 20m buffers

-

Housing developments of approximately 50 - 100 houses: 30m buffers
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Diagram A6.1: Nature Conservation Sites (Source Herefordshire Biological Record Centre)
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Diagram A6.2 – Extract from Herefordshire Council’s Ecological
Network Map

There is potential for wildlife ‘stepping-stones’ to support the network. Care
needs to be taken to retain the biodiversity value of trees and hedgerows upon
any site. Government is introducing regulations to seek biodiversity net gains,
although developers can contribute towards gains off-site. The approach taken
for the NDP is to minimise the loss of habits and appropriate features and to
seek benefits on site where possible that support the current ecological
network.

Diagram A6.3 – Location of Ancient Woodlands
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Aspect 2: Development should preserve or enhance the built and historic
environment (Weight – Medium)
A6.4.2

A6.5

The effect of development upon site and settings of heritage assets is
considered under this criterion. This includes considering the significance of the
asset as well as degree of effect. No Scheduled Ancient Monuments are directly
affected by any site considered at this stage. There are Listed Buildings
throughout the Parish where the effect of development upon these, including
their settings has to be assessed. Herefordshire Council’s Historic
Environmental Record (HER) was used to determine whether any sites might
have archaeological interest. The HER identifies 22 historic farmsteads. Other
remains of note include lime kilns representing its industrial past. Other specific
locally important buildings or other assets may be identified by the community
through a consultation underway and, it be necessary to review sites in the
light of information received. Limited opportunities for enhancement of heritage
assets have been identified and therefore the effects of development from sites
assessed were either neutral or negative.

Efficient and Effective Use of land (Weight – Low)
Aspect 1: Utilises greenfield or brownfield land
A6.5.1 The emphasis should be on using brownfield land (previously developed land)
where it is available and this should be given significant weight, being seen as
a positive. The use of a greenfield site is to be avoided where possible and
seen as a negative. Appropriate and suitable development within the curtilage
of a house, notwithstanding that garden land is not generally considered
previously developed land does not amount to development on a greenfield site
and this should be given a degree of weight.
Aspect 2: Protects high grade agricultural land and healthy soils.
A6.5.2

Where agricultural land is to be used, that of a lower quality should be
preferred where there is a choice. The Agricultural Land Classification map
covering the Parish shows land falling within the variously grades. It may be
considered to have some duplication with the previous criterion but there are
good reasons to take agricultural land quality into account as it is important for
food production and security. In addition, healthy soils and land ecosystems
can capture and store more carbon dioxide from the atmosphere. Maintaining
peatlands, permanent grassland and even high-quality productive soils ensure
that as much captured carbon remains locked in soil as possible. Like soil,
forests and woodlands are both carbon stocks and carbon sinks, meaning that
they both store carbon and capture it from the air. Green spaces and natural
areas could also help people and nature to adapt to the inevitable changes in
our climate and opportunities to create these can be seen as a benefit. Soil
alone cannot fix climate change, but it needs to be factored in and could be a
powerful partner in efforts to mitigate the effects of change. In order to take
into account agricultural land values, land in the ‘poor’ category would be
preferred under this criterion and given a greater weight than the next highergrade land with that of excellent quality given the least weight.
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Diagram A6.4 – Extract from The Agricultural Land
Classification Map for the West Midlands

A6.6

Preventing Pollution (Low)
Aspect 1: Pollution
A6.6.1

NPPF identifies noise and air pollution as material considerations. Pollution from
existing local businesses and agricultural operations, such as broiler units, may
affect residential amenity and consequently the development potential of a site.
Development should not adversely affect the amenity of existing dwellings,
although for most sites this would be a detailed matter of design. It is possible
that residential development might lead to restrictions upon and existing
adjacent use to the extent that its operation could no longer continue, and this
should be a consideration.
Aspect 2 Contaminated land

A6.6.2

A6.7

In terms of contaminated land, general farming use would not normally be a
factor despite potential pollution from pesticides and other treatments.
Brownfield sites may be subject to contamination. The degree of pollution and
contamination would be relevant although the potential for these matters to be
present within or around settlements and restrict the viable development of a
site is low. There are known to be old quarry sites that have been used for the
disposal of waste and should any development sites be proposed upon them,
further investigation would be necessary to determine whether this would be a
factor differentiating between sites.

Other Infrastructure and Solar Gain
Aspect 2: Disposal of wastewater (Weight – High)
A6.7.1

There is a public sewer serving the Coughton part of Walford and Coughton
and this excludes the southern cluster. There are no public sewers serving
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Bishopswood or Howle Hill. There is understood to be limited capacity within
the sewer serving the central cluster of houses at Walford and Coughton
although discussions have taken place with Dwr Cymru Welsh Water about
improvements, but it is not known whether these are imminent. Away from
Walford and Coughton development will need to be served by its own or a joint
facility with any adjacent development. This will affect all potential sites within
or adjacent to the two smaller settlements suggesting small scale developments
would be most appropriate. Local knowledge indicates potential problems with
wastewater drainage on the west side of the southern cluster of dwellings at
Walford and Coughton in particular to the rear of the Mill Race, and at the
cross-roads at Howle Hill. There will be a need to ensure Best Available
Technology is able to accommodate larger scale developments should any be
advanced away from the public sewer. For the purposes of this assessment the
assumption has been made that all sites submitted for consideration away from
the public sewer will need to address waste water drainage and the matter will
need to be covered through a policy requirement within the plan. This criterion
may help to judge between sites depending upon location and size, but it might
also need to be reviewed should consultation responses indicate this to be an
overriding constraint that would affect development generally.
Aspect 3: Other infrastructure problems (Weight – Low)
A6.7.2

There is understood to be no constraint in terms of provision of a water supply.
Consultation has suggested that there are electricity interruptions from time to
time although this is generally across the Parish and most likely the result of its
wooded nature and damage caused to power lines. This will not influence
choice of sites. The location of the high-voltage cable passing between the
northern and central clusters of Walford and Coughton will limit development
potential of possible sites through the requirements to provide access for
maintenance and to avoid contact with structures and tree planting that may
be required. Parts of the Parish are served by different telephone exchanges
and this does cause some differences in terms of broadband connectivity.
However, this is not a factor that would be helpful in differentiating between
sites.
Aspect 5: Solar Gain (Weight – Low)

A6.7.3

A6.8

In seeking to address climate change, housing design will be of great
importance rather than site location although the ability to orientate a building
so that it is elongated along an east-west axis and for buildings to be south
facing to receive sunlight between mid-morning and mid-afternoon are
considerations. These may result in marginal gains but the accumulation of all
such benefits can make a difference. Hence sites where there is the opportunity
to make use of energy from the sun in the form of light, heat and air
movement should be seen as a positive.

Flood Risk
A6.8.1

The Stage 1 assessment considered flood risk, including evidence upon storm
water flooding available from the Environment Agency, and described the
effects of using the sequential and exception tests. However, a number of sites
found to have parts of their sites within flood risk zones have been allowed to
progress through to Stage 2 on the basis that areas identified as being in Flood
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Risk Zones 2 and/or 3 are excluded at this stage in view of Planning Practice
Guidance that would require all potential sites within Flood Risk Zone 1 across
the County to be considered in the first instance.
Aspect 1: Storm water drainage (Weight – High)
A6.8.2 The Environment Agency’s Storm Water Map identifies a number of areas that
flood outside of the Flood Risk Zones shown on the Flood Risk Map for
Planning. Local knowledge has identified a significant area of flooding upon
both these maps at the junction of Daycroft Lane with the B4234. This criterion
would also include identifying whether sites could accommodate storm water
drainage in relevant locations where run off should be limited to greenfield
flows so that there will be no increased flooding created elsewhere from
development.

Diagram A6.5 - Environment Agency’s Storm Water Flooding Map

A6.9

Highway Capacity and Accessibility (Weight – Medium)
Aspect 1: Safe vehicular access
A6.9.1

Visibility standards apply to ensure safe access from a site onto a road although
a degree of professional judgment is required. This assessment does not have
access to professional advice but relies upon Herefordshire Council’s Highways
Design Guide for New Development and its standards for sightlines. The
assessment also considers visibility constraints at nearby junctions. However,
the final judgment for this will be made by the relevant highway authority.
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Herefordshire SHLAA advice has been taken into account where available.
Where concerns are considered likely such that there is uncertainty about a
site’s ability to achieve a safe access, this will be highlighted, and preference
will be given to sites where there are considered to be no such concerns.
Aspect 2: Effect of vehicles on the highway network
A6.9.2

The effect of development on the capacity of the network and junctions is
important although, again, would normally be assessed by the highway
authority. The judgement is one about whether the traffic generated could be
accommodated on the network or would result in significant additional traffic
along narrow lanes. An additional element includes travelling and parked
vehicles causing a direct and significant degree of intrusion upon the amenity
of residents, especially in areas where there is no footpath. This may be
relevant, but the effect would need to be significant and is largely influenced by
juxtaposition of residential property to the highway and the width of the
carriageway. Level of traffic can be a factor although within rural areas this is
unlikely to be the case unless the amount of additional traffic generated
through a development is substantial. Where concerns are considered likely
such that there is uncertainty that traffic generation from a site could be
accommodated on network, this will be highlighted, and preference will be
given to sites where there are considered to be no such concerns. Situations
may arise where a number of sites may be assessed that, in combination,
would have an adverse effect upon the network. Again, this will be highlighted.
Locations in relation to the B4234 is a consideration not only in terms of
reducing the effect of traffic on minor roads but also under Aspect 3 below and
this should be seen as a positive attribute. Effect on PROWs is also relevant in
that the development of sites should not result in loss or a diminution of any
routes. Potential benefits to the network would be seen as positive.
Aspect 3: Effect on pedestrian/cycle network and ease of access to public
transport

A6.9.3

It is important to promote ‘active travel’. Ability to walk to facilities and services
is a key component of sustainable development. Similarly cycle links to a
current network would be beneficial although there is no network within the
Parish. Possible improvements to the public footpath network would be seen as
positive and particularly beneficial should they provide a link to the village
school and other facilities. Where a site connects directly to a footpath and/or
would create an improvement to the network through enabling a direct link
would be given significant weight. Proximity to the bus route and stops for the
services that pass through the Parish along the B4234 will also be relevant.
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Appendix 7: Stage 2 Site Assessments
The following scoring has been used in the assessment and for the purposes
of ranking sites.
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WALFORD NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN
STAGE 2 SITE ASSESSMENT JULY 2020
Site information
Site Reference No.
Location/Address:
Submitted By:
Site Area:

Current Use and any previous use:
Planning History
Conclusions of Previous Assessment

Included in Herefordshire SHLAA:

Site 6(R) (Part of WNDP6)
Land south of Bull’s Hill Lane, Walford (Coughton)
Agent for landowner. Ownership has changed but
agent confirmed new owner remains interested in
seeking development.
The Stage 2 assessment looks at the area outside
of Flood Risk Zones 2 and 3 - estimated area
excluding these – 1.5 hectares.
(Original site area amounts to 2.8 hectares
including land within Flood Risk Zones 2 and 3)
Mostly arable farmland
None identified
The site could be a suitable development location
provided that the portion of the site located within
Flood Zone 3 is not developed, and appropriate
flood risk mitigation measures are taken.
SHLAA reference O/Wal/008 – larger site extending
further to the east and slightly to the west on the
opposite side of the brook – land with no suitability
during the plan period in that not well related to
the village and liable to flood

Site Map
(NB The site assessed excludes land falling within FRZs 2 and 3 - see 6.1 below)

© Crown copyright and database rights (2020) Ordnance Survey (0100054658)
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Photographs

1. Settlement Character and Landscape
1.1 Fits sensitively
into the
settlement

1.2 Effect on
setting of the
settlement

The submitted site sits along the eastern edge of the
central cluster within the Coughton part of the settlement
adjacent to Walford Primary School and its playing field.
In addition to the Primary school the form of development
in this location comprises a small residential estate with
direct access onto the B4234 and two rows of frontage
development, one on the west side of the B4234 reflecting
the form of wayside dwellings and the other on the east
side main road and around into Bull’s Hill Lane marking the
junction. There is no development to any great depth back
from the roads and none of the clusters extends to the
east of the Castle Brook. A modern form of development
would not be out of keeping with that within the
settlement although its location would be uncharacteristic
in terms of depth of buildings away from the frontage of
Bull’s Hill Lane, be contrary to the generally linear form of
the settlement which sits primarily along the B4234,
reduces the openness of the central cluster on its east side
and extends uncharacteristically to the east of Castle
Brook. Effect - Adverse
The site is on the east side of the cluster which is looked
down upon from Bull’s Hill and Howle Hill. The Wye Valley
Walk travels along Public Right of Way that climbs up to
the latter although mostly through woodland. The current
setting, comprising a small linear hamlet within the low-

4

5
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1.3 Fits sensitively
into landscape

lying flat plain, would be changed to a significant degree
by what would be an uncharacteristic extension towards
the higher ground. Effect – Major Adverse
There are no landscape features of note within the site.
There are short hedgerows along Bull’s Hill Lane and at
the south end of the site. Castle Brook forms the site’s
western boundary, and this has some vegetation along its
banks. The hedgerow on the northern edge will be
affected where access will need to be provided. Views
across the site from the B4234 and its associated footpath
towards Bulls Hill and Howle Hill will be altered by
development within their foreground where currently this
is open. However, the northern portion of the site is fairlywell screened from this view, offering some mitigation
suggesting a reduced site may be less problematic. The
Principal Settled Landscape type within which the
settlement is located would normally accommodate
modest sized villages and hamlets reflecting a dispersed
nature and scale, and the extension to the east would
create a larger settlement contrary to that characteristic.
The combination of change in character and adverse
effect on the view across to Bull’s Hill and Howle Hill are
significant. Effect – Major Adverse

5

2. Effect on Nature Conservation and Heritage Assets
2.1 Effect on nature
conservation sites
and habitats

The site falls within 275m of Coughton Wood and Marsh
SSSI although is separated from it by a row of dwellings,
the B4234 and Walford Primary School. This is outside of
the 200m buffer for the SSSI defined by Herefordshire
Council as the distance forming an essential ‘trigger’ for
appraising implications for nature conservation arising from
development but within the 400m buffer defined in its
Ecological Network Map. It is unlikely that development of
the site would have any material effect on this SSSI. An
extension of the SSSI as a local wildlife site extends further
towards the site although it continues to be separated
from this wildlife site by the same developments. Most of
the site appears as arable farmland and would not be
expected to be of significantly wildlife value. The southwest side of the site that falls within Flood Risk Zones 2
and 3 and appears to present a slightly different character
that may represent wetland features. Hedgerows fall on
two sides. Inspection suggests limited woody species along
Bull’s Hill Lane and possible remnant hedgerow with gaps
at the southern edge. Hedgerow removal should be
minimised, and any loss fully compensated for.
Herefordshire Council’s Ecological Network Map identifies
the Castle Brook as an ecological corridor. Development of
the site should provide the opportunity to enhance the
corridor, especially as the area at risk of flooding that
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extends into the site is notable in places, should not be
developed and appropriate treatment to benefit
biodiversity might be incorporated into any landscape
design.

2.2 Effect on
heritage assets

Overall, the effect of development on biodiversity could be
potentially positive when considering the suboptimal
nature of most of the site and the potential for
enhancement.
Lower Wythall, a grade II Listed Building, stands above the
site just beyond its eastern edge. It is clearly visible across
the site as you ascend Bull’s Hill Lane from its western end
and the rural open nature of this view is considered to
form its setting. This view is important to the local
landscape. No other heritage assets have been identified.
Effect - Adverse

4

3. Effective and Efficient Use of land
3.1 Utilises
greenfield or
brownfield land
3.2 Protection of
high-grade
agricultural land
and healthy soils.

Greenfield site. Effect - Adverse

4

Grade 2 agricultural land. Includes areas liable to flood and
soil may have some wetland characteristics that would have
some carbon storage benefits. Effect Adverse

4

4. Pollution and Contaminated Land
4.1 Pollution

4.2 Contaminated
land

Although located close to a primary school playing field this is
not considered to be a bad neighbour use, nor development of
the site would restrict the school use. The site is of sufficient
size for any effects on the amenity of adjacent dwellings to be
fully mitigated through design. Effect - Neutral
The site does not appear to have had a previous use that would
have resulted in contamination of land other than for
agriculture. There is no indication that it previously comprised a
quarry or other use where contaminated waste may have been
deposited. Effect - Neutral

2

2

5. Other Infrastructure and Solar Gain
5.1 Disposal of
wastewater
5.2 Other
infrastructure
problems
5.3 Solar gain

The site should be able to connect to the public sewer at its
north-western edge. Effect - Positive
None known. Effect - Neutral

1

Site is flat and of a size to enable orientation of dwellings to be
able to maximise potential for solar energy gain. Effect –
Positive

1

Land along the west side of the site falls within Flood risk Zones

3

2

6. Flood Risk
6.1 Storm water
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drainage

2 and 3. These areas will need to be excluded from
development, but it does leave a reasonable site available. The
Environment Agency’s map for storm water flooding indicates a
number of areas within the site flood from this source but most,
although not all, fall within the areas defined as Flood Risk
Zones 2 or 3. Additional flooding from storm water is shown
along the frontage of Bull’s Hill Lane at the north end of the site
and on the B4234 at the entrance to Bull’s Hill Lane. This would
need to be taken into account in determining access
arrangements. Flooding from both Castle Brook and storm water
affect land and properties further to the south (downstream).
Development of the site should not lead to increased flooding
elsewhere. Provision will need to be made to accommodate
storm water drainage from the site to ensure these remain at
greenfield flow levels from the developed area. This will need to
be assessed at the time development proposals are advanced
should the site be allocated for development. There should be
sufficient land to make provision for a sustainable drainage
scheme in association with a reasonable amount of housing.
Effect (Outside of FRZs 2 and 3)– Minor Adverse.
Maps of i) Flood Risk Zones and ii) Storm Water Flooding – Source Environment Agency
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7. Highway Capacity and Accessibility
7.1 Safe vehicular
access

7.2 Effect of
vehicles on the
highway network

7.3 Effect on

The location of the site entrance would be expected
immediately beyond and outside of the current 40mph
signs. It should be possible to locate an access that would
achieve reasonable visibility given the speed facilitated by
the road layout and extent of traffic using the lane. Effect Neutral
The B4234 has adequate capacity for any additional traffic
generated from the site directly onto it. Bull’s Hill Lane has
no footway and its width is limited. Visibility at the junction
of Bull’s Hill Lane onto the B4234 appears to meet
Herefordshire Council’s standards. Capacity restrictions
would be expected that might affect the scale of
development achievable. It should be possible to
accommodate some level of development, but the
conditions would not be ideal. Effect – Minor Adverse
There is no pavement along Bull’s Hill Lane linking to that
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pedestrian/cycle
network and ease
of access to public
transport

along the B4234. The site does not provide the opportunity
for a link with that pavement. Walford Footpath 22 (Public
Right of Way) skirts the eastern edge of the site and links
into a reasonably dense network further to the east,
including the Wye Valley Walk. Development of the site
ought not to adversely affect this route. There is a bus stop
opposite Walford Primary School, a walk of around 300m
from the northern edge of the site, of which around half
would be accessed using the pavement along the B4234.
The site does connect to the boundary of the primary
school, although it is uncertain whether a separate access
from the site to the school would be permitted. Overall
minor concerns in terms of ability to promote active travel.
Effect – Minor Adverse

8. Conclusion
The submitted site fails to comply with major criteria and the site’s developable area needs to
be reduced to exclude land falling within Flood Risk Zones 2 and 3. There are significant
adverse wider landscape effects with the site’s scale and configuration being the most
prominent of those located at Coughton when viewed from Bull’s Hill which is crossed by the
Wye Valley Walk and as you pass through the settlement along the B4234. Its long and narrow
form will result in a regimented and linear suburban form detrimental to both the scenic beauty
of the AONB and the character of Coughton. The extent of the area at risk of flooding needs to
be defined more accurately and this heightens the level of uncertainty.
Mitigation measures, especially reducing the developable site area to a portion at its northern
end might reduce the impact on the landscape and potential highway restriction. Moving the
boundary of the site eastwards to replace areas that might be excluded is a possibility provided
this does not extend onto the lower slopes of Bull’s Hill which would increase the prominence of
the development but this would increase the adverse effect on the setting of Lower Wythall, a
Grade 2 Listed Building and also adversely affect the wider landscape and setting of the
settlement.
The reduction in site area and accommodating other factors may affect the site to such an
extent that deliverability could be a problem.

9. Planning Concept Statement
The site 6(R), excluding the area within Flood Risk Zones 2 and 3, amounts to around 1.5
hectares and might accommodate around 30 dwellings. However, should the site be required as
a housing allocation to contribute towards the required level of proportional housing growth or
the chosen housing option advanced in the NDP the following development principles should be
adopted:
1. The area falling within Flood Risk Zones 2 and 3 should be excluded from development.
A detailed flood risk assessment would be required for to determine the extent of the
remaining area that might be developed.
2. Development should be located at the northern end of the site to reflect the current
distance southwards to match that of the concentrations of buildings which comprise
Alder Close, Walford Primary School and dwellings around the quadrant on the south
side of the Bull’s Hill Lane – B4234 junction. The exact area to be identified through:
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i)
A landscape and visual sensitivity assessment.
ii)
A detailed flood risk assessment.
3. Open views from the B4234 through the school playing field towards Bull’s Hill and
Howle Hill through south end of the site should be retained.
4. Provision of a structural landscaping buffer of trees should be made along the eastern
edge of the site to mitigate the effect on views from higher land to the east. Other
landscape measures should reduce the effect of the southern extent of development to
views from the B4234.
5. Provision of a sustainable drainage scheme to the south of the site should be made to
accommodate peak greenfield flows so that land and properties further to the south are
protected from increased flooding.
6. Any hedgerows lost to create access to the site should be replaced including a range of
specie.
7. The biodiversity value of Castle Brook should be enhanced through appropriate
landscape measures.
8. A vehicle access point should be derived from an appropriate study including provision
for storm water drainage to reduce flooding of Bull’s Hill Lane.
9. Foot access to the Primary School and B4234 where bus stop to be investigated and
provided if possible.
10. The PROW along eastern edge should be preserved.
11. Development must connect to the public sewer.
The effects of adopting this approach [referred to as Site 6(R1)] would result in small changes
to the assessment with criterion 1.2 reducing from 5 to 4 (major adverse to adverse) and
criterion 1.3 from 5 to 4 (major adverse to adverse). A site of approximately 0.8 hectares may
be achievable accommodating around 16 dwellings.
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Update
The landowner was contacted about the suggested reduced area shown in the plan below and
advised she still wished site 6 to be included in the NDP even if the site was reduced in size.
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WALFORD NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN
STAGE 2 SITE ASSESSMENT JULY 2020
Site information
Site Reference No.
Location/Address:
Submitted By:
Site Area:

Current Use and any previous use:
Planning History
Conclusions of Previous Assessment

Included in Herefordshire SHLAA:

Site 7(R) (Part of WNDP7)
Land north side of Bull’s Hill Lane, Walford
(Coughton)
Agent for landowner. Ownership has changed but
agent confirmed new owner remains interested in
seeking development.
The Stage 2 assessment looks at the area outside
of Flood Risk Zones 2 and 3 estimated to be
around 0.85 hectares in two compartments. Northwest compartment – approximately 0.4 hectares;
south-east compartment approximately 0.45
hectares.
(Original site area amounts to 2.9 hectares
including land within Flood Risk Zones 2 and 3)
Arable farmland
None identified
Parts of the site would serve as an appropriate
extension to the existing built up area of Walford
and is considered suitable for development.
However, part of the site is within an area of high
flood risk, which would not be appropriate for
development.
SHLAA reference HLAA/126/001– covering western
portion of the site – land with no suitability during
the plan period because constrained by flood risk
and poor access

Site Map

(NB The site assessed excludes land falling within FRZs 2 and 3 - see 6.1 below)
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Photographs

1. Settlement Character and Landscape
1.1 Fits sensitively
into the settlement

1.2 Effect on
setting of the
settlement

The submitted site sits between the northern and central
clusters of the Coughton part of the settlement on the
east side of the B4234 and either side of Castle Brook.
The Castle Brook currently marks the eastern edge of the
both clusters where they relate to the B4234. The
submitted site extends beyond the Castle Brook. A
modern form of development would not be out of
keeping with the settlement although its location, given
the need to exclude areas at risk of flooding, would be
uncharacteristic in terms of both location away from and
depth of buildings in relation to the frontage of the
settlement along B4234 upon the eastern side of
Coughton. Effect - Adverse
The site connects the central and northern clusters of the
settlement and to close this gap would affect their
settings and should be avoided. The closure of or
reduction in this gap, however, is not considered as
critical as that between the central and southern cluster.
The site is on the east side of the cluster which is looked
down upon from Bull’s Hill and Howle Hill. The Wye Valley
Walk travels along Public Rights of Way that climb up to
the latter although mostly through woodland. The current
setting comprising a small cluster of dwellings within the
low-lying flat plain which would be changed to a
significant degree by what would be an uncharacteristic
extension towards the higher ground. The combination of

4

5
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1.3 Fits sensitively
into landscape

effects will have a significant impact upon the setting of
the settlement. Effect – Major Adverse.
The only landscape features of note within the site is the
course of the Castle Brook although this is not that visible
from ground level. There are hedgerows along the northwest and south-west edges of the site. One or other (or
both) would be affected in order to provide access to the
site, or the developable parts thereof. Views across the
site from the B4234 and its associated footpath towards
Bulls Hill and Howle Hill will be altered by development
within their foreground where currently this is open. The
Principal Settled Landscape type within which the
settlement is located would normally accommodate
modest sized villages and hamlets reflecting a dispersed
nature and scale, and the combining of the two clusters
into one would create a larger settlement contrary to that
characteristic. The combination of change in character
and adverse effect on the view across to Bull’s Hill and
Howle Hill are significant. Effect – Major Adverse

5

2. Effect on Nature Conservation and Heritage Assets
2.1 Effect on nature
conservation sites
and habitats

The site falls within 275m of Coughton Wood and Marsh
SSSI although is separated from it by dwellings and the
B4234. This is outside of the 200m buffer defined for the
SSSI by Herefordshire Council as the distance forming an
essential ‘trigger’ for appraising implications for nature
conservation arising from development but within the
400m buffer defined in its Ecological Network Map. It is
unlikely that development of the site would have any
material effect on this SSSI. The site appears as arable
farmland and would not be expected to be of
significantly wildlife value. A central swathe through the
site, either side of the Castle Brook, falls within Flood
Risk Zones 2 and 3. Hedgerows lie along the northwestern and south-western boundaries to the site.
Inspection suggests limited woody species. Hedgerow
removal should be minimised, and any loss fully
compensated for.

1

Herefordshire Council’s Ecological Network Map identifies
the Castle Brook as an ecological corridor. Development
of the site should provide the opportunity to enhance the
corridor, especially as there is an extensive area at risk
of flooding which should not be developed and
appropriate treatment to benefit biodiversity might be
incorporated into any landscape design for this area.

2.2 Effect on

Overall, the effect of development is potentially positive
when considering the suboptimal nature of the site and
the potential for enhancement. Effect - Positive
Listed Milestone indicated to be opposite site on the

2
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heritage assets

other side of the B4234 but its setting would not be
adversely by development. Effect - Neutral

3. Effective and Efficient Use of land
3.1 Utilises
greenfield or
brownfield land
3.2 Protection of
high-grade
agricultural land
and healthy soils.

Greenfield site. Effect - Adverse

4

Grade 2 agricultural land. Includes areas liable to flood
and soil may have some wetland characteristics that
would have some carbon storage benefits. Effect Adverse

4

4. Pollution and Contaminated Land
4.1 Pollution

4.2 Contaminated
land

Part of the site is traversed by a high-voltage electricity
line although this should not result in an acknowledged
form of pollution. Any electromagnetic effects may be
addressed through design, as would access for
maintenance of the power line. The site is not located
adjacent to any other form of bad neighbour use, nor
would its development adversely affect the use of an
adjacent business. Notwithstanding the flood risk
restriction on the site parts outside of this should be of
sufficient size for any effects on the amenity of adjacent
dwellings to be fully mitigated through design. Effect Neutral
The site does not appear to have had a previous use that
would have resulted in contamination of land other than
for agriculture. There is no indication that it previously
comprised a quarry or other use where contaminated
waste may have been deposited. Effect - Neutral

2

2

5. Other Infrastructure and Solar Gain
5.1 Disposal of
wastewater

5.2 Other
infrastructure
problems

5.3 Solar gain

The site should be able to connect to the public sewer
which runs through the site. This comprises both a
gravity sewer and a rising main running along the northwestern sides of Castle Brook that flows through the site.
Effect - Positive
The site is crossed by a high voltage power line which will
require access for maintenance and provision to be made
for clearance from wire sag. This will affect site potential
upon part of the site. The site is also crossed by a low
voltage power line that would restrict development
potential or need to be undergrounded as part of any
development. Effect – Minor Adverse
Site is flat and of a size to enable orientation of dwellings
to and dwellings should be able to maximise potential for
solar energy gain. Effect – Positive

1

3

1

6. Flood Risk
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6.1 Storm water
drainage

A broad area of land passing through the central part of
the site falls within Flood risk Zones 2 and 3. This area
will need to be excluded from development. The
Environment Agency’s map for storm water flooding
indicates a number of areas within the site flood from this
source and these fall within the areas defined as Flood
Risk Zones 2 or 3. Additional flooding from storm water is
shown along Bull’s Hill Lane just beyond the south end of
the site, on the B4324 along the site’s north-western
frontage, including the junction with Bull’s Hill Lane. This
would need to be taken into account in determining
access arrangements. Flooding from both Castle Brook
and storm water affect land and properties further to the
south (downstream) and development of the site should
not lead to increased flooding elsewhere. Provision will
need to be made to accommodate storm water drainage
from the site to ensure these remain at greenfield flow
levels from the developed area. This will need to be
assessed at the time development proposals are
advanced should the site be allocated for development.
The area identified as Flood Risk Zones 2 and 3 that
crosses the site is substantial. It excludes areas in the
north and south ends of the site. The ability to
accommodate storm water so that there is no run-off
over and above peak greenfield flows may reduce these
areas further and affect the amount of development that
can be accommodated within each of these areas. This
will require specialist detailed advice and the concerns
must be reflected in the level of certainty about delivery
in terms of scale of development. Effect –Adverse

4

Maps of i) Flood Risk Zones and ii) Storm Water Flooding – Source Environment
Agency
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7. Highway Capacity and Accessibility
7.1 Safe vehicular
access

The location of the site entrance would be expected
immediately beyond and outside of the current 40mph
signs. It should be possible to locate an access that
would achieve reasonable visibility given the speed
facilitated by the road layout and extent of traffic using
the lane. Effect - Neutral

2
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7.2 Effect of
vehicles on the
highway network

7.3 Effect on
pedestrian/cycle
network and ease
of access to public
transport

The B4234 has adequate capacity for any additional
traffic generated from the site directly onto it. Bull’s Hill
Lane has no footway and its width is limited. Visibility at
the junction of Bull’s Hill Lane onto the B4234 appears to
meet Herefordshire Council’s highway design standards.
The length of the site along Bull’s Hill Lane extends to the
junction with the B4234 and should there be capacity
restrictions within its existing state it should be possible
to widen the lane and provide a footway. Effect – Neutral
The site lies immediately adjacent to the pavement
running along the B4234 so provides good pedestrian
access to other parts of the settlement, including the bus
stop by Walford Primary School (150m from its closest
point). However, should the rear (eastern end) of the site
be developed separately there is no pavement along
Bull’s Hill Lane linking to that along the B4234. The wider
site would, however, provide the opportunity for a
pavement along its southern edge (or otherwise across
the site). Walford Footpath 22 (Public Right of Way)
travels north-south across the eastern edge of the site
and links into a reasonably dense network further to the
east, including the Wye Valley Walk. An efficient layout
may require it to be re-routed, but it should be possible
to achieve this so that the pleasurable use and views
across to the east are maintained. Effect – Neutral

2

2

8. Conclusion
The submitted developable area must be divided into two compartments and even with the
remaining sites score poorly against a number of criteria.
The north-western part of the site outside of the areas at risk of flooding is around 40m deep
although is crossed through its middle along its north-east to south-west axis by a high voltage
power line that will reduce its utility as a housing site. An access road serving a small
development, primarily of bungalows, provides a road frontage onto the remaining area
although its alignment and the existing dwellings may have taken into account the clearance
needed for the power line. Without further detailed assessment from specialists the level of
uncertainty that a suitable housing allocation or settlement boundary might be defined to
incorporate any of this land is considered high.
The south-eastern part of the site outside of the area at risk of flooding is of variable width, the
minimum being the site’s frontage onto Bull’s Hill Lane which amounts to around 40m. Its
maximum width appears to be around 65m. The actual extent of the site outside of the area at
risk of flooding would need to be defined by a detailed flood risk assessment undertaken by a
specialist. There are also significant effects upon the character and setting of the settlement
and landscape. In order to mitigate the effects of development to a satisfactory extent, as
suggested in the concept statement, it may be necessary to reduce the site to area. There is a
high level of uncertainty about the ability to define the north-west border of this parcel without
undertaking a detailed flood risk assessment. This and other factors may affect the site to such
an extent that deliverability could be a problem.
Moving the boundary of the site eastwards to recompense for the area excluded due to flood
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risk is a possibility although ought not to be beyond a line where the slope begins to rise up
towards Bull’s Hill. This would, however, increase the adverse effect on the wider landscape
and setting of the settlement.

9. Planning Concept Statement
Should the land at the southern end of the site be required as a housing allocation contribute
towards the required level of proportional housing growth or the chosen housing option
advanced in the NDP the following development principles should be adopted:
1. The area falling within Flood Risk Zones 2 and 3 should be excluded from development
and detailed flood risk assessment required to determine developable area outside of
this.
2. Development proposals in the remaining south-east parcel would need to include the
following requirements to try to reduce adverse effects:
i) Provision of a structural landscaping buffer of trees along the eastern edge of the site to
mitigate the effect on views from higher land to the east. Other landscape measures
should reduce the effect of the southern extent of development to views from the
B4234.
ii) Provision of a sustainable drainage scheme to accommodate peak greenfield flows so
that land and properties further to the south are protected from increased flooding.
iii) Replacement of any hedgerows lost to create access to the site.
iv) Strengthening the biodiversity value of Castle Brook through appropriate landscape
measures.
v) Provision of footpath wide enough to accommodate cycles at some future date to link to
the footway serving the school and bus stop.
vi) Protection of the PROW.
vii) Access point to be derived from study including provision for storm water drainage to
reduce flooding of the lane.
viii) Must connect to the public sewer.
It is estimated that the site area for this southern portion would be in the order of 0.45
hectares providing for around 10 dwellings.
There is considerable uncertainty about the delivery of the north-west compartment because of
the high-power cable that crosses through it and should be excluded.
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Update
The landowner was contacted about the suggested reduced area shown in the plan below and
advised she still wished site 7 to be included in the NDP even if the site was reduced in size.
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WALFORD NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN
STAGE 2 SITE ASSESSMENT JULY 2020
Site information
Site Reference No.
Location/Address:
Submitted By:
Site Area:
Current Use and any previous use:
Planning History
Conclusions of Previous Assessment

Included in Herefordshire SHLAA:

Site 11 (WNDP11)
Land west of Walford Road, Walford (Coughton)
Agent for the landowner
6.3 hectares
Arable farmland
Not identified
The site was considered unsuitable for
development due to biodiversity constraints,
impacts on landscape character, and the presence
of high voltage power lines.
SHLAA Reference O/Wal/007 – Covered eastern
half of the site - Land with medium suitability. The
site is flat and open in aspect with far reaching
views towards the west (presumably reciprocal).
PRoW and pylons traverse site. Hedgerow removal
is necessary and in landscape terms it would
appear desirable to limit development to the SE
corner of the site in order to maintain the existing
visual gap.

Site Map
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Photographs

1. Settlement Character and Landscape
1.1 Fits sensitively
into the
settlement

The submitted site connects the northern and central
clusters of the settlement extending back from its frontage
along the B4234 by over 320m. The landowner’s agent has
now advised that a reduced site is proposed that would
only extend to a depth of around 160m with the remaining
land continuing in agriculture. The total area would be just
over 2.5ha. This will be the same as that considered within
the SHLAA Reference O/Wal/007 referred to above. This
assessment is based upon the revised site area although
some references may be made to conditions for the larger
area.

2

Revised site area
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1.2 Effect on
setting of the
settlement
1.3 Fits sensitively
into landscape

The revised site reflects to a notable degree the form of
housing estates within the settlement, especially those to
its north. The depth of site reflects that of the built-up
areas at both its northern and southern edges. The built
form surrounding the site comprises modern housing
estates and that expected within the revised site would be
similar. Effect – Neutral
Then site connects the central and northern clusters of the
settlement and to close this gap would affect their settings
and should be avoided. The closure of or reduction in this
gap, however, is not considered as critical as that between
the central and southern cluster. Effect - Adverse
It is considered that the original submitted site might
amount to ‘major development’ within the AONB that
would be refused on that basis unless there were other
public benefits that outweighed this. The revised site is
smaller in scale consistent with other housing estates
within this part of the settlement. It has no particular
landscape features across its area although is bounded by
hedgerows on three sides. Only that fronting the B4234
need be affected in order to achieve access. The Principal
Settled Landscape type within which the settlement is
located would normally accommodate modest sized
villages and hamlets reflecting a dispersed nature and
scale, and the combining of the two clusters into one
would create a larger settlement contrary to that
characteristic. Effect - Adverse

4

4

2. Effect on Nature Conservation and Heritage Assets
2.1 Effect on nature
conservation sites
and habitats

The south west corner of the site abuts immediately onto
the boundary of Coughton Wood and Marsh SSSI and
approximately 60% of its area falls within the 200m*
buffer defined by Herefordshire Council as the distance
forming an essential ‘trigger’ for appraising implications
for nature conservation arising from development* and
within the 400m buffer defined in its Ecological Network
Map. Natural England has identified Impact Zones for

5
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SSSIs defining where consultation should be undertaken
where particular forms of development are proposed
within them. Within the south-west portion of the revised
site, there should be consultation where residential
development of 10 or more houses is proposed. Within
the remainder of the site this is increased to 50 or more
dwellings. For the purposes of this assessment, these
figures might usefully inform the developable area in
broad terms with the developer carrying out more
detailed consultations as appropriate to determine an
appropriate level of development. It is noted, however,
that development has taken place relatively recently
close to the SSSI.
The SSSI comprises lowland wet woodland and marshy
grassland. It is in unfavourable, recovering condition and
has a high threat risk where it abuts the submitted site
and this relates particularly to inappropriate water levels.
The effect of development on this SSSI would need to be
assessed requiring specialist advice. Section 28G of the
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended by the
Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000) places a duty
of the local planning authority to take reasonable steps
to further the conservation and enhancement of SSSIs.
The possibility that development might contribute
positive measures to aid the recovery of the SSSI might
be explored.
The submitted site appears to be arable farmland and
would not be expected to be of significantly wildlife
value. Hedgerows surround the site and inspection
suggests a range of woody species indicating the
hedgerow is fairly old. Hedgerow removal should be
minimised, and any loss fully compensated for.

2.2 Effect on
heritage assets

There is uncertainty about the effects of development on
the SSSI, although development has been permitted
close to the habitat. Effect – Major Adverse.
Listed Milestone indicated to sit upon the frontage of the
site on the B4234. It should be possible to mitigate any
effects of development on the milestone through locating
any access to the site away from it. HER indicates the
site of Coughton Chapel (medieval) on north side of site
adjacent to track close to the main road although no
remains survive. Possibly indicates presence of further
buried remains and a requirement for an archaeological
investigation. Effect – Minor Adverse, but both matters
could be mitigated sufficiently to enable some
development.

3
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3. Effective and Efficient Use of land
3.1 Utilises
greenfield or
brownfield land
3.2 Protection of
high-grade
agricultural land
and healthy soils.

Greenfield site. Effect - Adverse

4

Mostly Grade 2 agricultural land. Some Grade 1 at
western end. Effect Adverse

4

4. Pollution and Contaminated Land
4.1 Pollution

4.2 Contaminated
land

There is a dwelling with small agricultural barn just to the
north of the site although this is unlikely to comprise a
bad neighbour use, nor would its development adversely
affect its use in association with an associated agricultural
business. Part of the site is traversed by a high-voltage
electricity line although this should not result in an
acknowledged form of pollution. Any electromagnetic
effects may be addressed through design, as would
access for maintenance of the power line. The site is of
sufficient size for any effects on the amenity of adjacent
dwellings to be fully mitigated through design. Effect Neutral
The site does not appear to have had a previous use that
would have resulted in contamination of land other than
for agriculture. There is no indication that it previously
comprised a quarry or other use where contaminated
waste may have been deposited. Effect - Neutral

2

2

5. Other Infrastructure and Solar Gain
5.1 Disposal of
wastewater
5.2 Other
infrastructure
problems

5.3 Solar gain

The site should be able to connect to the public sewer
which sits within a reasonable distance from its northeastern edge. Effect - Positive
The site is crossed by a high voltage power line which will
require access for maintenance and provision to be made
for clearance from wire sag. This will affect site potential
although only upon a small part of the site. The site is
also crossed by a low voltage power line that would
restrict development potential or need to be
undergrounded as part of any development. Effect Neutral
Site is flat and of a size to enable orientation of dwellings
to and dwellings should be able to maximise potential for
solar energy gain. Effect – Positive

1

The site falls outside of Flood Risk Zones 2 and 3
although land to the south-west on the opposite side of
the B4234 falls within these zones. The Environment
Agency’s map for storm water flooding indicates a small
part of the site along its south-eastern edge floods from

3

2

1

6. Flood Risk
6.1 Storm water
drainage
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this source. It also extends into properties to the south
although whether this is flooding from the site is
unknown. Additional flooding from storm water is shown
along the B4234 so that all of the site’s eastern frontage
is affected. This would need to be taken into account in
determining access arrangements. Flooding from both
Castle Brook and storm water affect land and properties
further to the south (downstream). Development of the
site should not lead to increased flooding elsewhere.
Provision will need to be made to accommodate storm
water drainage from the site to ensure these remain at or
below peak greenfield flow levels from any developed
area. This will need to be assessed at the time
development proposals are advanced should the site be
allocated for development. There should be sufficient land
to make provision for a sustainable drainage scheme in
association with a reasonable amount of housing and the
possibility that potential storm water flooding to
properties immediately to the south might be reduced as
part of any scheme might be explored.
Effect – Minor Adverse
Maps of i) Flood Risk Zones and ii) Storm Water Flooding – Source Environment
Agency

© Crown copyright and database rights (2020) Ordnance Survey ((0100054658)

7. Highway Capacity and Accessibility
7.1 Safe vehicular
access

7.2 Effect of
vehicles on the
highway network
7.3 Effect on
pedestrian/cycle
network and ease
of access to public
transport

The site has a frontage onto the B4234 which has a
40mph speed limit in this location. Sight line
requirements 4.5m by 120m should be obtainable but
location might affect the amount of hedgerow that needs
to be removed and replaced. Effect - Neutral
The capacity of the network in this location appears
sufficient to accommodate development upon this site.
Effect - Neutral

2

There is a pavement on the opposite side of the B4234 to
the site that extends both to the north into Ross-on-Wye
and to the south to the Primary School and Walford
Village Hall. The site is crossed by footpath Walford 97
from its south-east corner on the B4234 to its northern
edge at the rear of Cedar Grove. This extends along the
back of dwellings on the west side of Coughton until it

2

2
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again meets the B4234 at the north end of the village.
The density of such footpaths is less on this side of the
B4234. An efficient layout may require it to be re-routed,
but it should be possible to achieve this so that the
pleasurable use and views across to the west are not
significantly reduced. Effect – Neutral

8. Conclusion
The most significant constraint upon this site is the effect on Coughton Marsh and Wood SSSI.
Specialist advice upon whether and how development might be possible, include the potential
to improve the SSSI’s condition would be required. However, housing has recently been
permitted relatively close to the site suggesting it may be a matter of how close development
might be permitted. Other factors such as effect on the landscape and village character and
vehicular access are matters that might be addressed through design.

9. Planning Concept Statement
The revised site area indicated by the landowner might accommodate around 50 dwellings
which would amount to a considerable reduction upon that which might be accommodated
within the original site which would have been in excess of 100. However, should the site be
required as a housing allocation in order to contribute to the required level of proportional
housing growth or the chosen housing option advanced in the NDP the following development
principles should be adopted:
12. Residential development within the southern part of the site should be avoided and the
developable area informed by the protection requirements for the Coughton Wood and
Marsh SSSI; the requirements for maintenance access to and protection zones for the
overhead high voltage power line, and the maintenance of a visual gap characteristic
between the northern and central clusters of the settlement.
13. A detailed study of effect of development on the SSSI, including the potential to
enhance its condition, should be required. This may be in the form of a Water Level
Management Plan for the SSSI so that development does not interfere with but should
contribute towards any measures that might assist it to recover to favourable condition.
This might include a sustainable drainage scheme within the southern part of the site to
accommodate peak greenfield flows so that land and properties further to the south are
protected from increased flooding.
14. The Public Right of Way should be retained.
15. A landscape and visual sensitivity assessment should be undertaken to inform design
16. Structural landscaping buffers may be required, especially along the western edge.
Other landscape measures should reduce the effect of the southern extent of
development to views from the B4234 – including mitigating effects on views from the
west and to reflect tunnelling effect along the B4234.
17. Any hedgerows lost to create access to the site should be replaced.
18. The landscape scheme should provide biodiversity value adding to the ecological
network.
19. A new footpath along road frontage, possibly behind the hedge should be provided, to
be of sufficient width to provide a cycle lane in the future if required.
20. The Public Right of Way through the site should be retained and, again, afforded
sufficient width for combining with a cycleway.
21. Provision should be made for maintenance of the high-power cable crossing the site.
22. Development must connect to the public sewer.
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The effects of adopting this approach would result in small changes to the assessment with
criterion 1.2 reducing from 4 to 3 (adverse to minor adverse) and criterion 2.1 from 5 to 3
(major adverse to minor adverse – potential benefits may be possible for the SSSI). It is
estimated that the site area [referred to as Site 11(R)], which extents slightly further to the
west than the revised site but matches the depth of the curtilage to New House Farm, is in the
order of 2 Hectares, providing for around 40 dwellings.

© Crown copyright and database rights (2020) Ordnance Survey ((0100054658)

Update
The agent for the landowner was contacted about the suggested revision to the site area and
has confirmed that the client is content to accept the amended site area as outlined in blue on
the plan above, acknowledging Steering Groups thoughts in respect of the gaps between
settlement clusters and the location of the site within the impact zone of the SSSI. The agent
did, however, reiterate that being within a SSSI Impact Zone does not preclude development
from taking but does require engagement with Natural England as the SG has identified.
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WALFORD NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN
STAGE 2 SITE ASSESSMENT JULY 2020
Site information
Site Reference No.
Location/Address:
Submitted By:
Site Area:
Current Use and any previous use:
Planning History
Conclusions of Previous Assessment

Included in Herefordshire SHLAA:

Site 14 (WNDP14)
Land at Rock Hill Farm, Lincoln Hill Road, Arbour
Hill.
Landowner
6 hectares. A subsequent submission excluded the
southern extremities although a substantial area
was retained of around 4 hectares.
Arable farmland
Not identified
Prominent and highly visible location on the edge
of Ross-on-Wye within the Wye Valley AONB, the
site is sensitivity in terms of landscape character
and the setting of the town. Not suitable.
SHLAA reference HLAA/198/001 – Land with no
potential during plan period because the site is
constrained by access and development would
have a significant landscape impact.

Site Map

© Crown copyright and database rights (2020) Ordnance Survey (0100054658)
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1. Settlement Character and Landscape
1.1 Fits sensitively
into the settlement

1.2 Effect on
setting of the
settlement

1.3 Fits sensitively
into landscape

The submitted site sits on the edge of Ross-on-Wye
between Lincoln Hill lane and the B4324. It extends
southwards for around 350m as far as Arbour Hill. The
market town’s current development boundary in this
location comprises a well-defined and strong straight
edge between town and countryside between the line of
the former Ross to Kerne Bridge railway line and Lincoln
Hill Lane. There is an area of playing field beyond the
current edge adjacent to the former railway line, but this
retains the open nature of the countryside beyond the
urban edge. Although there is an urban extension to a
similar depth on the eastern side of the former railway
line, planting along the line of its route and the
topography mitigate its impact. The submitted site would
represent an extensive and irregular extension to the
current development edge that could not be considered
to fit sensitively into the character of the settlement at
this point. Effect – Major Adverse
The submitted site rises beyond the current urban edge
as you ascend Lincoln’s Hill Lane and extends upon and
in places over the ridge. Currently the setting of Ross-onWye at this point comprises rising land below which the
town sits within and below the ridge line. The effect of
the current development is mitigated to some extent by
sitting below this ridge and the high verge and hedgerow
along Lincoln Hill as you leave the town provides views
across the roof tops, with properties relatively low lying
behind a hedge. The topography makes the site one of
the more sensitive parts of the town’s urban fringe and
development upon it will have a far greater effect on the
setting of Ross-on-Wye than that currently on this edge.
Arbour Hill sits just beyond the current settlement edge
and has maintained a rural, tranquil character forming
part of the rural backdrop to the approach to Ross-onWye from this direction and the high quality of this
landscape includes the mature trees at Lincoln Hill House,
an Unregistered Historic Garden. It is considered that
development upon the submitted site would have a
significant adverse impact on the setting of Ross-on-Wye.
Effect - Major Adverse
That Council’s Urban Fringe Sensitivity Analysis30 defines
the landscape in this location as having a high level of
sensitivity. The submitted site falls within the Principal
Settled Farmlands landscape type and the sensitivity
analysis identifies a sharp differentiation between the
modern housing development at Tudorville and
Archenfield compared with the land to the south. The
landscape associated with the site comprises a narrow

5

5

5

30

See Map 3.6 in Part 3 of the Analysis.
https://www.herefordshire.gov.uk/downloads/download/187/urban_fringe_sensitivity_analysis_2010
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plateau forming a ridge running approximately east-west
below which Ross-on-Wye sits to the north and Coughton
to the south. Development would extend up and over the
ridge in both directions, being highly visible. There are a
number of important landscape features within the site
and in the wider landscape that add to the area’s
sensitivity. Close by is John Kyrles Walk upon the
escarpment to the west and Hill Court Registered Park
and Garden to the south. Although at some distance from
the submitted site they reflect its high scenic quality.
Effect – Major Adverse

2. Effect on Nature Conservation and Heritage Assets
2.1 Effect on nature
conservation sites
and habitats

2.2 Effect on
heritage assets

The site is a significant distance from the River Wye SAC
and Coughton Wood and Marsh SSSI. It does not lie
close to any local wildlife sites, the nearest being Ross to
Kerne Bridge disused railway line local wildlife site some
300m to the east, outside of the 50m buffer defined by
Herefordshire Council as the trigger distance for
appraising the implication of development on
neighbouring local wildlife sites. Herefordshire Council’s
Ecological Network Map identifies Lincoln Hill House
unregistered park and garden, on the west side of
Lincoln Hill lane to the site as a core area although does
not define a buffer for this. The area covered by the
submission comprises a mixture of mostly
pasture/grassland and arable fields, with the former
having some potential as foraging for bats. The
Environmental Scoping report identifies the parish as
falling within 3.24km of the Wye Valley and Forest of
Dean Bat Sites and this would be a consideration.
Hedgerows run along much of the submitted site’s
boundary and inspection suggests a range of woody
species indicating the hedgerow is fairly old. There are
also a number of mature trees that may potentially be of
biodiversity interest. Hedgerow removal should be
minimised, and any loss fully compensated for.
There may be potential to create part of an east-west
green-link between Chase Wood and the River Wye
should this be seen as a potential wildlife corridor that
would add to the current ecological network. However, to
effect a complete corridor would involve other
landownerships and therefore this can be given little
weight. Effect – Minor Adverse
No designated heritage assets on site or nearby. HER
reveals a clay pit on site and records relating to the
portable antiquities scheme. This indicates the possible
presence of further buried remains and a requirement for
an archaeological investigation. However, the evidence
available does not indicate sufficient vulnerability to

3

2
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development as a consequence of this criterion. Effect Neutral

3. Effective and Efficient Use of land
3.1 Utilises
greenfield or
brownfield land
3.2 Protection of
high-grade
agricultural land
and healthy soils.

Greenfield site. Effect - Adverse

4

Combination of grades 1 and 2 agricultural land. Effect Adverse

4

4. Pollution and Contaminated Land
4.1 Pollution

4.2 Contaminated
land

Site is not located adjacent to a bad neighbour use, nor
would its development adversely affect the use of an
adjacent business. The site is of sufficient size for any
effects on the amenity of adjacent dwellings to be fully
mitigated through design. Effect - Neutral
The site does not appear to have had a previous use that
would have resulted in contamination of land other than for
agriculture. There is no indication that it previously
comprised a quarry or other use where contaminated waste
may have been deposited. Effect - Neutral

2

2

5. Other Infrastructure and Solar Gain
5.1 Disposal of
wastewater
5.2 Other
infrastructure
problems
5.3 Solar gain

The site is situated on the edge of Ross-on-Wye, adjacent to
recent development and where it should be able to connect
reasonably easily to the mains sewer serving that area.
Effect - Positive
None known. Effect - Neutral

1

The site is relatively flat on its southern half although slopes
down gently to the north on its northern half. The top of the
ridge and southern sector should be capable of
accommodating development orientated to maximise
potential for solar energy, but the northern portion would
benefit less. As a consequence, the overall effect is
considered to be Neutral.

2

The site falls outside Flood Risk Zones 2 and 3 and there are
no such areas nearby. The site is not shown to have any
areas prone to storm water flooding on the Environment
Agency’s Storm Water Flood map. However, such flooding is
shown along Roman Way and off a number of its cul-desacs that lie to the south of the site. The land does slope
down towards this housing estate and the possibility that
run-off may contribute towards localised flooding off-site
would need to be considered. Development of the site

2

2

6. Flood Risk
6.1 Storm water
drainage
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should not lead to increased flooding elsewhere. Provision
will need to be made to accommodate storm water drainage
from the site to ensure these remain at or below peak
greenfield flow levels from any developed area. This will
need to be assessed at the time development proposals are
advanced should the site be allocated for development.
There should be sufficient land to make provision for a
sustainable drainage scheme in association with a
reasonable amount of housing and the possibility that
potential storm water flooding to properties to the north
might be reduced as part of any scheme might be explored.
Effect – Neutral
Maps of Storm Water Flooding – Source Environment Agency

© Crown copyright and database rights (2020) Ordnance Survey (0100054658)

7. Highway Capacity and Accessibility
7.1 Safe vehicular
access

7.2 Effect of
vehicles on the
highway network

7.3 Effect on
pedestrian/cycle

Access to the site is only available from Lincoln Hill and
beyond the current 30 mph speed limit sign. There are
concerns about both the horizontal and vertical alignment
elements of visibility in places, particularly as you rise up
the lane as you leave the town. Given these concerns
about the nature of the lane, specialist advice would be
necessary to determine whether a suitable access could
be achieved. Herefordshire Council’s conclusion about the
site are noted and taken into account within the scoring.
Effect – Major Adverse.
The site can only connect to the public highway network
via Lincoln Hill Lane. That lane is of insufficient width to
accommodate the scale of development arising from a
site of the size proposed. It is likely to require third party
land to enable sufficient road width and the effect of
works to widen the lane would add to the already
significant adverse effect on landscape character. Effect –
Major Adverse.
The site does not currently connect to a pavement.
Should it be possible to connect to the footpath network,

5

5

2
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network and ease
of access to public
transport

such as through the open space at the north-east corner
of the site, this would enable connection with the ‘Ross
Buggy Route’ which provides a circular route that links to
the town centre and also utilises the Town and Country
Trail. It might also provide access to the Town and
Country Trail through the adjacent housing estate which
is a cycle route around the south-west of the town linking
the south of the town to one of its employment areas.
The site is not currently upon a bus route although there
is one that passes through the adjacent housing estate
involving a walk of 300m from the nearest point. Walford
Footpath (PRoW) skirts the south-eastern edge of the
site and would be unaffected by any proposal. There are
both constraints and opportunities in relation to
promoting active travel in association with this site. Effect
– Neutral

8. Conclusion
A site of this size and shape and in this location will have a significant adverse effect on the
overall landscape including the setting of Ross-on-Wye and the character of and landscape
assets in the vicinity of Lincoln Hill, even with a reduced area. The sensitivity of the landscape
is far greater in this location than further to the east. The size of the site may be of the order
that would amount to ‘major development’ in this part of the Wye Valley AONB. The only public
benefit that would arise from its development is considered to be provision of housing and
alternatives would need to be investigated outside of the AONB or in more appropriate
locations. Access to the site would be from Lincoln Hill and there are horizontal and vertical
alignment problems in terms of visibility along the highway frontage for some distance as you
leave the town that would only be overcome through major engineering works that would add
to the environmental damage. Better access opportunities exist further to the south requiring
the whole of the site to be released reducing the scope for defining a smaller developable area.
Even if access were available, a smaller site might have less impact although the land closest to
the settlement boundary rises above the existing development, affecting the historic setting of
the market town. Development further away from what is a well-defined urban edge would not
relate well to the settlement. The environmental effects of development in this location and
within the AONB are significant and would outweigh any benefits in terms of development.

9. Planning Concept Statement
The adverse effects of development and constraints upon this site are such that the land should
not be included as a housing site within the NDP even should it not be possible to achieve the
required level of proportional housing growth. It is considered that even a reduced site area
would compromise the landscape requirements appropriate to the AONB.
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WALFORD NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN
STAGE 2 SITE ASSESSMENT JULY 2020
Site information
Site Reference No.
Location/Address:
Submitted By:
Site Area:
Current Use and any previous use:
Planning History
Conclusions of Previous Assessment
Included in Herefordshire SHLAA:

Site 21 (WNDP21)
Land to the rear of Cedar Grove and Coughton
Place, Walford (Coughton)
Landowner
2.9 hectares
Primarily arable farmland. Includes house and farm
building in south-east corner.
Not identified
Not included in previous assessment
SHLAA reference O/Wal/001 – also included
additional land to the west – Land with no
suitability within plan period because access onto
B4234 is unobtainable, even if linked to O/Wal/002
(land to the north) due to ground level difference.

Site Map

© Crown copyright and database rights (2020) Ordnance Survey (0100054658)
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Photographs

1. Settlement Character and Landscape
1.1 Fits sensitively
into the settlement

This submitted site is behind and to the west of two
housing estates within the northern cluster of the
Coughton part of Walford. The form of development in
this location comprises two small residential estates with
direct access onto the B4234. A modern form of
development would not be out of keeping with the
settlement although its location would be uncharacteristic
in terms of depth of buildings away from the frontage.

4
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1.2 Effect on
setting of the
settlement

1.3 Fits sensitively
into landscape

Effect - Adverse
Visually looking from the south along the B4234 the
effect of development upon the submitted site would be
minor with new development replacing the existing
farmhouse and associated building along this edge. The
impact upon views from the north would be small as a
consequence of the landform and hedgerows. There are
Public Rights of Way in the vicinity upon which the
uncharacteristic extension would be visible. Effect – Minor
Adverse.
There are no landscape features of note within the site.
There is a hedgerow along the length of the southern
side and a further one along the southern part of its
eastern boundary replaced by a high stone wall further
along its length. Views across the site from Public Rights
of Way to Chase Wood would be affected to a degree.
The Principal Settled Landscape type within which the
settlement is located would normally accommodate
modest sized villages and hamlets reflecting a dispersed
nature and scale, and the extension to the west would
create a larger settlement contrary to that characteristic.
Effect - Adverse

3

4

2. Effect on Nature Conservation and Heritage Assets
2.1 Effect on nature
conservation sites
and habitats

2.2 Effect on
heritage assets

The submitted site does not directly affect either a
nationally or locally important wildlife site. It falls outside
of the 200m buffer defined for this form of designated
site by Herefordshire Council as the distance forming an
essential ‘trigger’ for appraising implications for nature
conservation arising from development. However, it is
within the 400m buffer defined in its Ecological Network
Map. Nevertheless, the effect of development on this
SSSI might usefully be assessed should the site be
considered for development. The submitted site is arable
farmland and would not be expected to be of
significantly wildlife value. Hedgerows surround portions
of the site and inspection suggests a range of woody
species indicating the hedgerow is fairly old. Hedgerow
removal should be minimised, and any loss fully
compensated for.
Advice might suggest ways in which development of the
site might assist in assessing what biodiversity benefits
might usefully be obtained to contribute towards the
overall network. Effect - Neutral
There is no indication that any heritage assets are
present that would directly affect the site itself, Effect –
Neutral

2

2

3. Effective and Efficient Use of land
3.1 Utilises

Greenfield site – Effect - Adverse

4
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greenfield or
brownfield land
3.2 Protection of
high-grade
agricultural land
and healthy soils.

Appears to be mostly grade 1 agricultural land. Possibly
some grade 2 along east edge. Effect – Major Adverse

5

4. Pollution and Contaminated Land
4.1 Pollution

4.2 Contaminated
land

Site is not located adjacent to a bad neighbour use, nor
would its development adversely affect the use of an
adjacent business. The site is of sufficient size for any
effects on the amenity of adjacent dwellings to be fully
mitigated through design. Effect - Neutral
The site does not appear to have had a previous use that
would have resulted in contamination of land other than
for agriculture although there are buildings in the southeast corner, including a barn. The effects of their removal
as part of any scheme might be expected to have a
marginal effect in terms of contaminated land. There is no
indication that it previously comprised a quarry or other
use where contaminated waste may have been deposited.
Effect - Neutral

2

2

5. Other Infrastructure and Solar Gain
5.1 Disposal of
wastewater

5.2 Other
infrastructure
problems

5.3 Solar gain

The site sits on the edge of Walford (Coughton), which is
served by a public sewer. The closest point of connection
would be with the sewer in Cedar Grove, although this
would require access across third party land. An
alternative would be to run the sewer down the lane
serving New House Farm. This is unlikely to prove to be
an unusual development cost for the size of site indicated.
Effect - Positive
There is sufficient distance between the northern edge of
the site and the high voltage power cable for it not to be a
constraint. A low voltage electricity line does cross the
site, and this would need to be taken into account through
design/relocation or undergrounding. Again, this is unlikely
to prove to be an unusual development cost for the size of
site indicated. Effect - Neutral
The site slopes down to the south is flat and of a size to
enable orientation of dwellings to be able to maximise
potential for solar energy gain. Effect – Positive

1

The site does not fall within Flood Risk Zones 2 or 3. Land
falling within such zones is located to the east although at
a reasonable distance. The Environment Agency’s Storm
Water Flood Map shows a very small area that floods
through this source in the south-east corner of the site.
There is also some storm water flooding shown within the

2

2

1

6. Flood Risk
6.1 Storm water
drainage
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adjacent housing estate. Development of the site should
not lead to increased flooding elsewhere. Provision will
need to be made to accommodate storm water drainage
from the site to ensure this remains at or below peak
greenfield flow levels from any developed area. This will
need to be assessed at the time development proposals
are advanced should the site be allocated for
development. There should be sufficient land to make
provision for a sustainable drainage scheme in association
with a reasonable amount of housing accommodating
arrangements to protect adjacent properties if necessary.
Effect – Neutral
Maps of Storm Water Flooding – Source Environment Agency

© Crown copyright and database rights (2020) Ordnance Survey ((0100054658)

7. Highway Capacity and Accessibility
7.1 Safe vehicular
access

The site has no direct connection to a public highway.
There is a narrow private lane serving New House Farm
which links the south-eastern corner of the site to the
B4234 and it is assumed this would be in the same
ownership and offers the only possible access onto the
public highway. It is only 3.5m wide and insufficient to
provide for more than a private drive and certainly not
the level of development upon a site of the size
suggested. The main road at this point falls within the
40mph speed limit. Currently this lane does not afford
the visibility required to meet Herefordshire Council’s
highway design standard (4.8m x 120m) for a
development of less than 50 dwellings. Land on either
side of the access appears to be in third party
ownerships. To the north, vision is obscured by an
attractive stone wall, that is a feature for a considerable
length of the main road through this part of the village,
and with a fence above and a number of trees. To the
south, is a roadside hedge. It is understood that there
was previously an alternative access to this land
immediately to the south of Coughton Place but was

5
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7.2 Effect of
vehicles on the
highway network
7.3 Effect on
pedestrian/cycle
network and ease
of access to public
transport

closed through agreement with Herefordshire Council
when New House Farm was granted planning permission.
Its dimensions are even less able to meet Herefordshire
Council’s highway design standards. Effect – Major
Adverse
The capacity of the B4234 in this location appears
sufficient to accommodate development upon this site
but the lane providing access to this cannot achieve the
required standard. Effect – Major Adverse
The lane that approaches the site provides access to a
pavement on the opposite side of the B4234 that extends
both to the north into Ross-on-Wye and to the south to
the Primary School and Walford Village Hall. The lane is
also a Public Right of Way that links this part of the
settlement to Lincoln Hill. The ability to widen this lane
appears restricted and the safety of walkers using the
Public Right of Way would therefore be adversely
affected by additional traffic travelling along. Effect –
Major Adverse

5

5

8. Conclusion
There is no satisfactory access to the site and without this it is not deliverable. The lane serving
New House Farm would not meet Herefordshire Council’s highway design standards for
residential developments. For the site to be considered, it would need to be developed in
association with other land that could provide a suitable access. There is no indication that land
to the north is available. Site 11 to the south would enable a connection to the B4234 and has
been submitted for consideration. However, the reduced area for that site would need to be
extended. In combination, the two sites would represent a significant extension to the
settlement and may amount to ‘major development’ within the AONB. This may be an option
should it not be possible to deliver the required level of proportional housing growth within the
Parish in any other way and the effects on the Wye Valley AONB and Coughton Wood and
Marsh SSSI can be mitigated to a satisfactory degree. The main effects arising from a combined
development would be to increase the potential adverse effects on settlement character and
landscape and upon nature conservation assets.
For this site to be considered in association with site 11, the combined effects would need to be
assessed. A smaller site may also be defined that would reduce the landscape effects to a
limited extent should this be considered more acceptable. Alternatively, another suitable access
would need to be indicated. Currently neither possibility is suggested to be available.

Update
The landowner was asked to explain how a suitable access might be achieved to the site but
unfortunately no response was received. As a consequence, there is no indication that the site
is deliverable.
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WALFORD NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN
STAGE 2 SITE ASSESSMENT JULY 2020
Site information
Site Reference No.
Location/Address:
Submitted By:
Site Area:
Current Use and any previous use:
Planning History
Conclusions of Previous Assessment
Included in Herefordshire SHLAA:

Site 24 (WNDP24)
Land off Watling Street, Ross-on-Wye
Agent for the landowner
1.3 hectares
Arable (?) farmland
Not identified
Not included in previous assessment
SHLAA reference HLAA/191/001 – includes much
larger parcel of land extending significantly to the
south to provide for an access directly onto the
B4234. Considered to have no potential during the
plan period in that it would have a significant
landscape impact and the site is constrained by
topography.

Site Map

© Crown copyright and database rights (2020) Ordnance Survey (0100054658)

Photographs
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1. Settlement Character and Landscape
1.1 Fits sensitively
into the settlement

1.2 Effect on
setting of the
settlement

The submitted site sits on the edge of Ross-on-Wye
between Lincoln Hill Lane and the B4324. It is separated
from the latter by a playing field, the line of the former
Ross to Kerne Bridge railway line and a small housing
estate. The site extends southwards for around 90m to
match the depth of the adjacent playing field which is
understood to be managed by Herefordshire Council.
Both the site and playing field lie beyond the current
edge of the market town and in Walford Parish. The
market town has a well-defined southern boundary in this
location with a clear distinction between town and
countryside. However, the small housing estate referred
to above is an urban extension that extends much further
to the south than the rest of the town’s edge in this
location. This extension is clearly visible from the B4234,
sitting above the top of a ridge and is matched on the
eastern side of the main road by a residential caravan
park. The suburban form should reduce the effect of the
submitted site’s development on the current settlement
edge although it will not sit comfortably between the
openness created by the playing field on the site’s east
side and agricultural land to the west. Effect – Adverse
The submitted site initially rises gently to the south
beyond the current urban edge and at the end of Watling
Street, a suburban cul-de sac comprising a mixture of two
story and bungalow detached dwellings. There is a ridge
that runs generally east west through the middle of the
site. External views of this urban edge are limited from
the B4234 and Lincoln Hill Lane although there is a Public
Right of Way just under 300m to the south linking those

4

4
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two roads. Views across to the site are limited by a
hedgerow and topography.

1.3 Fits sensitively
into landscape

Dwellings to the east sit on higher ground as you enter
the market town. The more sensitive areas are located to
the west (Lincoln Hill and Arbour Hill) and east (Chase
Wood). There will, nevertheless, be some adverse effect
through the site’s extension into an area considered
sensitive overall unless it can be softened through
defining the area that might be developed utilising the
land form, the form of development, and landscape
measures. Effect - Adverse
That Council’s Urban Fringe Sensitivity Analysis31 defines
the landscape in this location as having a high level of
sensitivity. The submitted site falls within the Principal
Settled Farmlands landscape type and the sensitivity
analysis identifies a sharp differentiation between the
modern housing development at Tudorville and
Archenfield compared with the land to the south. The site
will not, however, affect some of the important landscape
features in the wider landscape such as including John
Kyrles Walk and Hill Court Registered Park and Garden to
the south west. It is also buffered from Chase Wood by
existing development. There are two important trees
within the site that would need to be protected. The site
will not reduce the current visual gap along the B4234
between Ross-on-Wye and the Coughton area of Walford.
Effect – Adverse

4

2. Effect on Nature Conservation and Heritage Assets
2.1 Effect on nature
conservation sites
and habitats

The site is a significant distance from the River Wye SAC
and Coughton Wood and Marsh SSSI. It is separated
from the Ross to Kerne Bridge disused railway line local
wildlife site some 130m to the east by a playing field.
This is outside of the 50m trigger zone within which the
implications of development upon a local wildlife site
should be appraised. The area covered by the
submission comprises pasture of some limited ecological
value as foraging for bats although proximity to a
number of activities suggests this will be small. The
Environmental Scoping report identifies the parish as
falling within 3.24km of the Wye Valley and Forest of
Dean Bat Sites and this would be a consideration.
Hedgerows run along the north and west edges of the
site. Hedgerow removal should be minimised, and any
loss fully compensated for. No significant adverse effects
on biodiversity have been identified beyond potential bat
foraging.

2

31

See Map 3.6 in Part 3 of the Analysis.
https://www.herefordshire.gov.uk/downloads/download/187/urban_fringe_sensitivity_analysis_2010
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2.2 Effect on
heritage assets

There may be potential to create part of an east-west
green-link between Chase Wood and the River Wye
should this be seen as a potential wildlife corridor that
would add to the current ecological network. However,
to effect a complete corridor would involve other
landownerships and therefore this can be given little
weight. The combination of minor constraint and
potential benefits has led to the score indicated. Effect Neutral
No designated heritage assets on site or nearby. HER
indicates records relating to the portable antiquities
scheme in the vicinity and therefore there is the
possibility for buried remains and a requirement for an
archaeological investigation. However, the evidence
available does not indicate sufficient vulnerability to
development as a consequence of this criterion. Effect Neutral

2

3. Effective and Efficient Use of land
3.1 Utilises
greenfield or
brownfield land
3.2 Protection of
high-grade
agricultural land
and healthy soils.

Greenfield site. Effect - Adverse

4

Grade 1. Effect - Major Adverse

5

4. Pollution and Contaminated Land
4.1 Pollution

4.2 Contaminated
land

A playing field sits on its eastern side and care would be
needed to ensure both that any recreational use does not
affect the site through noise or that the current recreational
use is not restricted beyond that which is currently enjoyed.
However, the recreation area is bordered by existing
dwellings on its northern side and the development of this
site should place no greater restriction on that area or be
any more adversely affected. The site is of sufficient size for
any effects on the amenity of adjacent dwellings to be fully
mitigated through design. Effect - Neutral
The site does not appear to have had a previous use that
would have resulted in contamination of land other than
from agriculture. There is no indication that it previously
comprised a quarry or other use where contaminated waste
may have been deposited. Effect - Neutral

2

2

5. Other Infrastructure and Solar Gain
5.1 Disposal of
wastewater

The site is situated on the edge of Ross-on-Wye, adjacent to
recent development and where it should be able to connect
reasonably easily to the mains sewer serving that area. This
would most likely be off Watling Street although there is
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5.2 Other
infrastructure
problems
5.3 Solar gain

uncertainty about whether third party interests would be
involved. There is a gated access to the field parcel, and it is
therefore assumed that connection is possible. Effect Positive
None known. Effect - Neutral

2

The site slopes down gently to be north facing. This may
present minor difficulties in achieving maximum solar gain.
Effect – Minor Adverse

3

The site falls outside Flood Risk Zones 2 and 3 and there are
no such areas nearby. The site is not shown to have any
areas prone to storm water flooding on the Environment
Agency’s Storm Water Flood map. However, such flooding is
shown along Roman Way and off a number of its cul-desacs that lie to the south of the site. The land does slope
down towards this housing estate and the possibility that
run-off may contribute towards localised flooding off-site
would need to be considered. Nevertheless, there is no
reason to believe development of this site would add to
storm water flooding. Provision will need to be made to
accommodate storm water drainage from the site to ensure
these remain at or below peak greenfield flow levels from
any developed area. The approach to be taken will need to
be assessed at the time development proposals are
advanced should the site be allocated for development.
There should be sufficient land to make provision for a
sustainable drainage scheme in association with a
reasonable amount of housing and the possibility that
potential storm water flooding to properties to the north
might be reduced as part of any scheme might be explored.
Effect – Neutral

2

6. Flood Risk
6.1 Storm water
drainage

Maps of Storm Water Flooding – Source Environment Agency

© Crown copyright and database rights (2020) Ordnance Survey (0100054658)
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7. Highway Capacity and Accessibility
7.1 Safe vehicular
access

7.2 Effect of
vehicles on the
highway network
7.3 Effect on
pedestrian/cycle
network and ease
of access to public
transport

The only possible point of vehicular access to this site is
from Watling Street, currently a cul-de-sac serving
around 24 properties. On inspection the gardens at the
end of the cul-de-sac appear to restrict the gap that
might provide access to the width of the field gate,
measured at 3.5m and this might affect the deliverability
of this site (See section 9 below). The amenity of existing
residents will be affected as a consequence of an
increase in traffic although not to a level where this
might be considered significant in planning terms. The
principal concern is deliverability for a site of the size
suggested. Effect – Major Adverse
The only point of access falls within the 30mph speed
zone. The access road width at this point appears to be
4.8 metres and has pavements on both sides. Safe
access should be possible for an extension of the road
into the site. Effect - Neutral
The site can connect to a pavement that will provide
safely for pedestrians. There also appears to be a
footpath along the site’s northern edge although no
Public Right of Way is indicated on Herefordshire
Council’s PROW map. Development might afford the
opportunity to formalise a route. The ‘Ross Buggy Route’
is within easy reach, which provides a circular route that
utilises the Town and Country Trail as well as linking to
the town centre. The housing estate offers a relatively
safe residential environment for cyclists, and the Town
and Country Trail also provides a cycle route around the
south-west of the town linking the south of the town to
one of its employment areas. There is a bus stop on
Roman Way, close to where it is met by Watling Street.
The site is well placed to utilise opportunities for active
travel although no opportunities to enhance provision
have been identified. Effect – Positive

5

3

1

8. Conclusion
The agent for the landowner has suggested that the site might be used as a Care Home in use
Class C2 of the Town and Country Planning Use Classes Order. However, should the site be
suitable and proposed for development in this location within the NDP it would be included
within a settlement boundary. In such an instance it is considered that restricting development
to a care home would be difficult and housing would provide a reasonable and similar
alternative use. Consequently, the site assessment has looked at the site in terms of
development which might include either a care home or housing because the impacts will be
similar if not the same.
Development of the site would extend beyond the current urban edge of Ross-on-Wye and
have some adverse effect on the town’s setting and the landscape. It does, however, connect
to uses (playing field and urban extension) that already extend beyond what would have been
a stronger edge if they had not taken place. There is concern that it may not be possible to
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achieve an access for a site of this size to the standards required in Herefordshire Council’s
design guidance for new development without utilising third party land. The site is, however,
well placed in terms of accessibility to Ross-on-Wye being within relatively easy reach of the
town’s buggy route and connection to the cycle route along the line of the former railway.

9. Planning Concept Statement
The potential for the full site, if it had been possible to develop this, would be in the order of 25
dwellings or a large care home, matching the general density of the adjacent housing estate.
However, the constraints to such development are significant. Should the access be restricted
to that measures during the site visit, it may be possible to achieve a limited development
equivalent to 5 dwellings utilising a private shared drive to meet Herefordshire Council’s
Standards that require a width of 3.5m with a 2m x 2m visibility splay. More particularly, the
area to be developed should be limited so that dwellings/buildings sit as low as possible below
the brow of the ridge and landscape measures should be used to reduce the effect further. In
this regard the southern extent of the developable area should be limited to below the bottom
of the bank running east-west across the site. The location of development would need to
ensure no loss of the notable trees within the parcel, not restrict the use of the adjacent
playing field and tie in closely with the urban extension on the opposite side of the former
railway line.
Should the site be required as a housing or related allocation in order to contribute towards the
required level of proportional housing growth or the chosen housing option advanced in the
NDP the following development principles should be adopted:
1. The site’s extent and configuration should reflect tie in with finger of development to
the east – tentacles approach to soften edge.
2. Unless advice is received to confirm otherwise, the access should be via private drive
serving up to 5 dwellings or equivalent.
3. Development should protect the two important trees within the parcel, including tree
protection during construction.
4. Dwellings/development should not restrict the use of the adjacent playing field.
5. The amenity of adjacent dwellings should be protected.
6. Landscape measures should be informed by a visual sensitivity assessment with
provision made for structural landscaping along the southern edge of the site to
mitigate the effect on views from south (PROW). Other landscape measures should be
included.
7. Provision should be made for sustainable drainage to accommodate peak greenfield
flows so that land and properties further to the north are protected from increased
flooding.
8. Provision should also be made to add biodiversity value and complement to the
ecological network.
9. Provision should be made for a footpath wide enough to accommodate cycles at some
future to link to the footpath and cycle network to the east.
10. Development should connect to the public sewer.
The effects of adopting this approach would result in small changes to the assessment with
criterion 1.2 reducing from 4 to 3 (adverse to minor adverse) and criterion 7.1 from 5 to 4
(major adverse to adverse). More importantly it suggests greater certainty that the site may be
deliverable. It is estimated that the site area [referred to as Site 24(R)] is in the order of 0.45
hectares, and estimated number of dwellings – 5.
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Update
The agent/landowner was contacted for observations following the site inspection and
assessment that suggested there was a limited width at the access point to the site, in that the
curtilages of the dwellings on either side at the southern end of Watling Street extending right
to the edges of the gateway. This would restrict the access with implications for the scale of
development that might be accommodated, and a reduced site area would be needed. It was
also pointed out that there were good landscape reasons to reduce the site area.
In response it was advised that as part of agreeing the purchase contract for the land from the
vendor the two wedged shaped areas referred to (i.e. areas extending to the edge of the farm
gateway) have been registered with freehold title absolute. This is the best class of title
available and is under title No. HE64794. Highways advice had been received and an initial
review believed the access and wider network to be satisfactory for development. The
landowner/agent indicated that the site area is indicative at this stage, to allow an evolving
scheme to have the space to work with the natural topography of the area, as there are some
contours that can be used to screen potential development, and to allow for plenty of space
within the area for planting.
This advice has been noted and accepted for the purposes of this assessment despite the visual
evidence of fencing and garden planting close to the field gate (see photograph below).
However, it is recognised that should there be arguments over land ownership, the ability to
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provide a suitable access may delay or even restrict delivery of a larger site.

There are, nevertheless, very strong landscape reasons for reducing the site area in any event
to that shown, particularly on its southern edge. The advice of Ross-on-Wye Town Council in
relation to landscape and highways constraints also needs to be considered (Appendix 9).
Subsequently the landowner/developer indicated it remains the intention to pursue a proposal
for a care home rather than housing, and on this basis the site would not make any
contribution to the required level of proportional housing growth. Allocating a site for such a
specific use within a NDP is unusual and a policy approach such as utilising Herefordshire Local
Plan Core Strategy policy SC1 may be more appropriate as it would enable ‘use and design
specific’ requirements to be taken into account in defining both suitability of the area for such a
use and an appropriate development area, should it prove acceptable.
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WALFORD NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN
STAGE 2 SITE ASSESSMENT JULY 2020
Site information
Site Reference No.
Location/Address:
Submitted By:
Site Area:
Current Use and any previous use:
Planning History
Conclusions of Previous Assessment
Included in Herefordshire SHLAA:

Site 26 (WNDP26)
Land on north side of Leys Hill Lane, Bishopswood.
Agent for the landowner
0.45 hectares
Part of larger paddock/pasture
Not identified
Not included in previous assessment
Not included in the SHLAA

Site Map

© Crown copyright and database rights (2020) Ordnance Survey (0100054658)

Photographs
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1. Settlement Character and Landscape
1.1 Fits sensitively
into the settlement

1.2 Effect on
setting of the
settlement

The submitted site sits on the edge of the current built up
part of Bishopswood only separated from it by a small
area of ancient woodland. A limited number of detached
dwellings sit further beyond to the east on both sides of
the road. The submitted site, if developed, would draw
these into the current extent of the built-up area. The
current settlement character reflects organic growth
along the lane which on these higher slopes does not
extend to any depth away from Leys Hill Lane. A very
limited development in this location, provided it was kept
along its southern edge close to the lane, would be in
keeping with the settlement’s character. Notwithstanding
this, it would lead to an extension to the settlement
beyond an important area of woodland that provides a
strong edge to the settlement. Effect – Minor Adverse.
The small scale of the settlement at this point on the
medium slopes (as opposed to greater density on the
lower slopes closer to the river) contributes significantly
to its setting and until now has been one of low density
individually designed dwellings close to the lane within

3

4
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1.3 Fits sensitively
into landscape

irregular parcels of land and interspersed by significant
tree planting, substantial hedgerows and other
vegetation. Development of this site would potentially
adversely affect the settlement’s setting by changing the
density of visible built-form on the slopes when viewing
the settlement within its woodland backcloth which is a
significant characteristic of settlements along the slopes
of the Upper Wye Valley. Effects might be mitigated
through maintaining the density of planting, respecting
historic pattern of boundaries and through an organic
layout with no consistency of design features. The
defining of irregular parcels through the use of hedges
would add to this. Effect - Adverse
Visual integrity is considered to be of paramount
importance in this very visible landscape that is open to
long-distance views. The submitted site appears to sit at
a point where the landscape changes from a ‘Principal
Wooded Hills’ landscape type to ‘Forest Smallholdings and
Dwellings’. Dwellings in the latter should not comprise
clusters or groups. The visual integrity of this landscape
will be adversely affected by developing this site through
extending the built up area of Bishopswood and
increasing density in this location when taking into
account dwellings resulting from a recently granted
planning permission for 5 dwellings, and drawing in the
small cluster to the north. This will be at a point where a
substantial cluster of dwellings would not be a
characteristic of the landscape and result in increasing
visibility of built form within a part of the AONB where
development will adversely affect its scenic beauty. Effect
– Major Adverse

5

2. Effect on Nature Conservation and Heritage Assets
2.1 Effect on nature
conservation sites
and habitats

The submitted site does not fall within the 200m buffer
for any nationally important nature conservation site
although it is on the edge of the 400m boundary shown
for the River Wye corridor on Herefordshire Council’s
Ecological Network Map. The submitted site does,
however, abut an area of ancient woodland upon its
south west edge and all but a small portion on its
eastern side falls within the 50m buffer indicating where
an appraisal of the impact upon the woodland by a
specialist would be required. Should development be
considered appropriate there would need to be a
minimum of 15m between any building works and the
woodland. A much larger area of Ancient Woodland sits
to the north at Warren Wood, but development on the
submitted site would not adversely affect this area. The
site itself comprises rough pasture and may have some
biodiversity value, including as a foraging area for bats
given it falls within the catchment area defined for the

4
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Wye Valley and Forest of Dean Bat Sites SAC.
The whole area is surrounded by either Core Areas or
their buffers and opportunities to strengthen the
ecological network should be taken.

2.2 Effect on
heritage assets

In view of the need to appraise the effect of
development upon the adjacent woodland and as
possible habitat for bat foraging, there is an element of
uncertainty about the nature of the effects. Effect –
Adverse.
There are a no designated heritage assets in the vicinity
although the HER indicates some features of interest
including a lime kiln to the north of Brick House, a
Baptist Chapel at the northern end of the lane and
Hazelhurst House to the south which is identified as a
historic farmstead. However, it is considered that none of
the settings of these would not be adversely affected.
Effect - Neutral

2

3. Effective and Efficient Use of land
3.1 Utilises
greenfield or
brownfield land
3.2 Protection of
high-grade
agricultural land
and healthy soils.

Greenfield site. Effect - Adverse

4

Grade 3 agricultural land. Effect – Neutral.

2

4. Pollution and Contaminated Land
4.1 Pollution

4.2 Contaminated
land

Site is not located adjacent to a bad neighbour use, nor
would its development adversely affect the use of an
adjacent business. The site is of sufficient size for any
effects on the amenity of adjacent dwellings to be fully
mitigated through design. Effect - Neutral
The site does not appear to have had a previous use that
would have resulted in contamination of land other than
for agriculture. There is no indication that it previously
comprised a quarry or other use where contaminated
waste may have been deposited. Effect - Neutral

2

2

5. Other Infrastructure and Solar Gain
5.1 Disposal of
wastewater

The site does not have access to a public sewer, and it
would need to show that wastewater treatment could be
accommodated without adversely affecting the River Wye
SAC (including in combination with existing and
committed future development). Because of the
uncertainty the precautionary principle has been applied.
Effect – Minor Adverse

3
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5.2 Other
infrastructure
problems
5.3 Solar gain

None identified. Effect - Neutral

2

The site has a south-west facing slope so should
accommodate a design to achieve maximum solar gain.
Effect - Positive

1

The site does not fall within Flood Risk Zones 2 or 3, nor
are there any areas within the vicinity that do. The land
slopes down quite steeply towards the River Wye where
there is a narrow flood plain. The site is not located close
to any area indicated on the Environment Agency’s Map
for storm water flooding. The density of development in
this location is low and there are no reasons to believe
that adequate provision for storm water cannot be made
to accommodate additional flows resulting from
development at a similar density to other development in
the general area. Effect – Neutral.

2

6. Flood Risk
6.1 Storm water
drainage

7. Highway Capacity and Accessibility
7.1 Safe vehicular
access

7.2 Effect of
vehicles on the
highway network

7.3 Effect on
pedestrian/cycle
network and ease
of access to public
transport

The site is located between Leys Hill Road and a lane
leading northward from it. Both are outside of the 40mph
speed limit for the settlement although speed is restricted
by the nature of the road. Visibility onto Leys Hill Road
from the site is poor as the site is on the inside of a bend
and added to by the steep slope. Visibility from the track
onto Leys Hill Road is poor – around 30m to the right and
60m to the left, and already serves two dwellings with
drives on the junction especially to the left (for the right
turn). Increased activity at this complex access
arrangement at the junction should be avoided. Effect –
Adverse
The site is located on Leys Hill Road which has a junction
onto the B4234. Herefordshire Council considers this
junction to have sub-standard visibility, whereas the
volume and speed of traffic along the B4234 is high (see
planning officer’s report code P161689). It has concerns
about the increased intensity of use of this substandard
junction. Highway advice has, however, not opposed
development served off of a private drive (maximum of 5
dwellings). There may be a maximum limit that the
Council is prepared to accommodate in terms of traffic
generation, but this is unknown, and this may limit the
ability to allocate one or more sites for housing off this
lane. Effect – Major Adverse
The site does not abut a pavement. Although the track
and adjacent lane appears to be relatively lightly
trafficked, it is narrow, which does not encourage walking
or cycling. Bridleway 39 runs along the lane and its utility
might be affected depending upon the scale of

4
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development. There is a bus stop close to the junction of
Leys Hill Road with the B4234 some 500m from the site.
The site will not lead to any improvements to the
network in terms of promoting active travel and overall is
likely to encourage greater use of private cars compared
to sites closer to the footpath network. Effect – Adverse

8. Conclusion
There are site specific environmental concerns about this site although it may be possible to
provide sufficient mitigation through layout and landscaping. A further concern is whether it is
acceptable in highway terms, both through providing a safe access onto the adjacent lane and
the issue of exit from Leys Hill Road onto the B4234. There will also be an effect upon
landscape character where the site appears to fall where there is a change between landscape
types and the location is one where there would not normally be a cluster of dwellings. Change
is expected to take place in the vicinity although on land separated from the submitted site by a
screen of tree planting.

9. Planning Concept Statement
This is a relatively small site where a reduced site area would either be unnecessary or unlikely
to play any significant role in mitigating environmental or other effects. If it is considered that
the site is required to contribute towards the proportional housing growth, an approach based
upon the site being included within a settlement boundary for Bishopswood rather than as a
housing allocation might be adopted. In this way, the decision will be one that would be judged
at the development management stage where Herefordshire Council’s highway advice would be
obtained, including upon the capacity at the junction with the B4234. Development of the suite
may need to be considered in combination with any other developments that might arise along
the lane. It does, however, carry a higher level of uncertainty in terms of contributing to the
required level of proportional housing growth, potentially contributing to a windfall allowance
rather than a reasonable commitment.
The landowner’s agent suggests 5 dwellings which would not be consistent with scale of
development in the vicinity. A development of a maximum of 3 dwellings would be more in
keeping with the density in this general area. There should be protection of ancient woodland
along southern edge, including during construction. Ecological surveys would be necessary and
biodiversity mitigation included within any landscape scheme.
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WALFORD NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN
STAGE 2 SITE ASSESSMENT JULY 2020
Site information
Site Reference No.
Location/Address:
Submitted By:
Site Area:
Current Use and any previous use:
Planning History
Conclusions of Previous Assessment
Included in Herefordshire SHLAA:

Site 28 (WNDP28)
Land to rear of Beaufort House, Bishopswood
Agent for the landowner
0.2 hectares
Arable (?) farmland
Not identified
Not included in previous assessment
Not included in the SHLAA

Site Map

© Crown copyright and database rights (2020) Ordnance Survey (0100054658)

Photographs
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1. Settlement Character and Landscape
1.1 Fits sensitively
into the settlement

1.2 Effect on
setting of the
settlement

1.3 Fits sensitively
into landscape

This is a relatively small site located immediately adjacent
to the built-up area of the settlement where development
is most concentrated and set back away from Leys Hill
Lane. As a parcel it fits within the general scale of plots in
that vicinity, borders properties on two sides and
maintains the general organic composition of the
settlement in this location through being an irregular
parcel of land that could be suitably surrounded by dense
hedgerow. The woodland and tree planting in this area
does, however, represent a relatively strong border to the
settlement and the field boundaries beyond have a
sinuous alignment somewhat like a form of jigsaw. Any
extension to the settlement boundary in this location
would have some effect on these features including
through any extension or widening to the current lane
that would require the loss of some trees that denote the
edge of the settlement in this location. Effect – Adverse
The site’s setting is visible from tracks to the north,
including a public right of way, although the southern end
of the site sits within a dip and behind a number hedges
with hedgerow trees that restrict the effect on the setting
when viewed from the north. The overall effect upon the
visual integrity of Bishopswood’s setting might also be
minimised through compensatory planting but this would
take a while to establish. Effect - Minor Adverse
The scale of site and its location is such that the longdistance visible landscape is restricted and the degree of
effect on the integrity of the landscape is correspondingly

4

3

3
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small. The historic pattern of boundaries will be affected
to a degree and there may be some loss of trees
(considered above) although the overall effect will be
slight given the level of woodland, substantial hedges and
hedgerow trees this part of the landscape. Effect – Minor
Adverse

2. Effect on Nature Conservation and Heritage Assets
2.1 Effect on nature
conservation sites
and habitats

2.2 Effect on
heritage assets

The submitted site does not fall within the 200m buffer
for any nationally important nature conservation site
although it is on the edge of the 400m boundary shown
for the River Wye corridor identified on Herefordshire
Council’s Ecological Network Map. The submitted site
does not sit adjacent to any locally important wildlife site
and the adjacent woodland is not indicated to be an
ancient woodland site although it will have some
ecological value. In relation to ancient woodlands, the
nearest is some 70m to the north. The site may have
some biodiversity value, including as a foraging area for
bats given it falls within the catchment area defined for
the Wye Valley and Forest of Dean Bat Sites SAC.
The whole area is surrounded by either Core Areas or
their buffers and opportunities to strengthen the
ecological network should be taken. A degree of
uncertainty is, however, present given its possible effect
on bats. Effect – Minor Adverse.
There are a no designated heritage assets in the vicinity
and no references within the HER were identified in the
locality. Effect - Neutral

3

2

3. Effective and Efficient Use of land
3.1 Utilises
greenfield or
brownfield land
3.2 Protection of
high-grade
agricultural land
and healthy soils.

Greenfield site. Effect - Adverse

4

Grade 3 agricultural land. Effect - Neutral

3

4. Pollution and Contaminated Land
4.1 Pollution

4.2 Contaminated
land

Site is not located adjacent to a bad neighbour use, nor
would its development adversely affect the use of an
adjacent business. The site is of sufficient size for any
effects on the amenity of adjacent dwellings to be fully
mitigated through design. Effect - Neutral
The site does not appear to have had a previous use that
would have resulted in contamination of land other than
for agriculture. There is no indication that it previously
comprised a quarry or other use where contaminated

2
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waste may have been deposited. Effect - Neutral

5. Other Infrastructure and Solar Gain
5.1 Disposal of
wastewater

5.2 Other
infrastructure
problems
5.3 Solar gain

The site does not have access to a public sewer, and it
would need to show that wastewater treatment could be
accommodated without adversely affecting the River Wye
SAC (including in combination with existing and
committed future development). Because of the
uncertainty the precautionary principle has been applied.
Effect – Minor Adverse
None identified. Effect - Neutral

3

The site has a west facing slope so should accommodate
a design to achieve some solar gain. Effect - Neutral

2

The site does not fall within Flood Risk Zones 2 or 3, nor
are there any areas within the vicinity that do. The land
slopes down towards the River Wye where there is a
narrow flood plain. The site is not located close to any
area indicated on the Environment Agency’s Map for
storm water flooding. The density of development in this
location is low and there are no reasons to believe that
adequate provision for storm water cannot be made to
accommodate additional flows resulting from
development at a similar density to other development in
the general area. Effect – Neutral.

2

2

6. Flood Risk
6.1 Storm water
drainage

7. Highway Capacity and Accessibility
7.1 Safe vehicular
access

7.2 Effect of
vehicles on the

There is a narrow private track leading from Leys Hill
Road that might be classed as a shared drive within
Herefordshire Council’s Design Guide for New
Development. It currently serves 5 dwellings, including
Woodlands which sits isolated further along a narrow
track within the woodland. An access point to the
submitted site is not obvious and there is no gateway
into it from either the end of the track serving the wider
dwellings or the track leading off to Woodlands. There is
considerable uncertainty about the ability to access the
site, including whether there is a right of access over
what appears to be a private drive. The private track
entrance onto Leys Hill Road is outside of the 40mph
speed limit for the settlement although speed is restricted
by the nature of the road. Visibility to the right from the
track onto this road is poor. Increased activity at the
junction should be avoided. The level of uncertainty
about vehicular access is high. Effect – Major Adverse
The site is located off Leys Hill Road which has a junction
onto the B4234. Herefordshire Council considers this
junction to have sub-standard visibility, whereas the

5
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highway network

7.3 Effect on
pedestrian/cycle
network and ease
of access to public
transport

volume and speed of traffic along the B4234 is high (see
planning officer’s report code P161689). It has concerns
about the increased intensity of use of this substandard
junction. Highway advice has, however, not opposed
development served off of a private drive (maximum of 5
dwellings). There may be a maximum limit that the
Council is prepared to accommodate in terms of traffic
generation, but this is unknown, and this may limit the
ability to allocate one or more sites for housing off this
lane. Effect – Major Adverse
There is a Public Right of Way, although relatively steep,
leading down from the site to the B4234 that connects to
a footpath leading to the village hall and a bus stop.
Although the adjacent Leys Hill Road appears to be
relatively lightly trafficked, it is narrow, and walking or
cycling along this would not be encouraged. A bridleway
runs along the private track leading to the site from Leys
Hill Road then along the south-western edge of the site.
The Public Rights of Way referred to above runs along
the south-eastern edge of the site. The ability to achieve
vehicular access to the site without adversely affecting
these routes is uncertain. The site will not make lead to
any improvements to the network in terms of promoting
active travel and overall is likely to encourage greater use
of private cars compared to sites closer to the footpath
network. Effect – Adverse

4

8. Conclusion
The primary concerns are in relation to highway matters including whether a suitable access
can be achieved directly to the site from the nearby lane and the effect on the junction of Leys
Hill Road with the B4234. If it is considered that the site is required to contribute towards the
proportional housing growth the site, it might be included within a settlement boundary for
Bishopswood rather than as a housing allocation. In this way, the decision will be one that
would be judged at the development management stage where access to the private track
would need to be confirmed and Herefordshire Council’s advice upon the capacity at both the
track’s junction with Leys Hill Road and the junction with the B4234 will be obtained. This may
determine the level of development that might be accommodated, which may need to be
considered in combination with any other developments that might arise along or off of Leys
Hill Road. It would, however, carry a higher level of uncertainty in terms of contributing to the
required level of proportional housing growth, potentially contributing to a windfall allowance
rather than a reasonable level of commitment. However, apart from highway concerns, other
matters can be addressed through mitigatory measures. Nevertheless, uncertainty about the
ability to provide a vehicular access is high.

9. Planning Concept Statement
This is a relatively small site that might accommodate 1 dwelling and a reduced site area would
either be unnecessary or unlikely to play any significant role determining whether planning
permission should be granted.
Primary issues that would need to be addressed are:
Access provision
Location to protect nearby woodland
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Tree survey to indicate trees to be retained
Ecological survey
Maintaining the current scale of development within the settlement.
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WALFORD NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN
STAGE 2 SITE ASSESSMENT JULY 2020
Site information
Site Reference No.
Location/Address:
Submitted By:
Site Area:
Current Use and any previous use:
Planning History
Conclusions of Previous Assessment
Included in Herefordshire SHLAA:

Site 32 (WNDP32)
Land at Arthur’s Dingle adjacent to the B4234,
Bishopswood.
Landowner
0.65 hectares
Paddock part of parkland associated with
Hazelhurst Nursing Home
None available
Not included in previous assessment.
Not included in the SHLAA

Site Map

© Crown copyright and database rights (2020) Ordnance Survey (0100054658)

Photographs
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1. Settlement Character and Landscape
1.1 Fits sensitively
into the settlement

1.2 Effect on
setting of the
settlement

The submitted site lies on the south-eastern edge of the
current definition for the built-up area of Bishopswood on
the north side of the B4234. It is surrounded on three
sides by trees, including upon the road frontage and
extends into Hazelhurst park and garden. The current in
settlement adjacent to the site sits on the curve in the
main road surrounding the junction with Leys Hill Lane
and before the road straightens out to reveal longer
distance views along the River Wye valley. Development
that would match the built form along the B4234 would
need to vary in depth from the frontage, and may result
in the removal of some trees, hedgerows and stone wall.
It would be possible to locate development behind these
features although this would not reflect the general
character along this frontage. Effect Adverse
The current boundary between the edge of the
settlement and Hazelhurst Park is a topographical feature
within the setting of Bishopswood although visually
hidden by the tree planting along the road frontage. The
form of development would be important and any
regimented design approach upon rising slopes above the
River Wye would not reflect the organic settlement form.
Although a recent planning permission further to the
north will present this form, it is an alien feature along
the upper slope. That permission should not be seen as
setting a precedent for development running at a tangent
to and in greater depth away from Leys Hill Road. A
sensitive design approach and retention of trees along
the frontage should reduce any adverse effects on the
settlement’s setting to a moderate level although the

4
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1.3 Fits sensitively
into landscape

change will extend development away from the
concentration around the junction with Leys Hill Road into
the parkland. Effect – Adverse
Visual integrity is important within the Principal Wooded
Hills Landscape Type within which the site sits. In such a
landscape few long-distance views would normally reveal
the presence of any significant settlement. The trees
along the front of the site and also a number on the
verge to the east limit the visual impact as you travel
along the B4234. There is a backcloth of trees behind the
site as it rises up the slope. Development might lead to
pressure to remove trees and other vegetation both along
the frontage and at the rear of the site that would
adversely affect the visual integrity that is of paramount
importance in this landscape and scenic value of the
AONB. There are, however, limited public views from
other directions. Effect – Minor Adverse

3

2. Effect on Nature Conservation and Heritage Assets
2.1 Effect on nature
conservation sites
and habitats

2.2 Effect on
heritage assets

The submitted sites sits some 80m to the north west of
the River Wye SAC/SSSI and within the buffer defined by
Herefordshire Council for development sites that need
appraisals in terms effect on nature conservation. It also
falls within the Core Area buffer defined in the Council’s
Ecological Network Map. Just beyond 50m to the north is
a small area of Ancient Woodland. The site may have
some biodiversity value, including as a foraging area for
bats given it falls within the catchment area defined for
the Wye Valley and Forest of Dean Bat Sites SAC.
The whole area is surrounded by either biodiversity core
areas or their buffers and opportunities to strengthen the
ecological network should be taken. There is degree of
uncertainty in terms of its possible effect on the River
Wye SAC and as a foraging area for bats. Effect –
Adverse
The site falls within Hazelhurst Landscape Park, an
unregistered park and garden identified within the
Environmental Scoping Report and in the HER. It is
noted that a planning officer’s report on a recent
planning permission granted within this parkland area did
not make reference to effects of development upon this
parkland. However, it is considered that development in
this location would adversely affect the parkland design
in that it would result in some loss to the open aspect
along the drive that approaches what is now Hazelhurst
Nursing Home. There is a Listed milestone that sits upon
the B4234 frontage just to the east of the existing access
adjacent to the site although this is unlikely to have any
bearing upon development of the site. The principal
effect in terms of heritage assets will be upon the

4
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historic parkland. Effect – Adverse

3. Effective and Efficient Use of land
3.1 Utilises
greenfield or
brownfield land
3.2 Protection of
high-grade
agricultural land
and healthy soils.

Greenfield site. Effect - Adverse

4

Grade 3 agricultural land. Effect - Neutral

3

4. Pollution and Contaminated Land
4.1 Pollution

4.2 Contaminated
land

Site is not located adjacent to a bad neighbour use, nor
would its development adversely affect the use of an
adjacent business. The site is of sufficient size for any
effects on the amenity of adjacent dwellings to be fully
mitigated through design. Effect - Neutral
The site does not appear to have had a previous use that
would have resulted in contamination of land other than
for agriculture. There is no indication that it previously
comprised a quarry or other use where contaminated
waste may have been deposited. Effect - Neutral

2

2

5. Other Infrastructure and Solar Gain
5.1 Disposal of
wastewater

5.2 Other
infrastructure
problems
5.3 Solar gain

The site does not have access to a public sewer, and it
would need to show that wastewater treatment could be
accommodated without adversely affecting the River Wye
SAC (including in combination with existing and
committed future development). Because of the
uncertainty the precautionary principle has been applied.
Effect – Minor Adverse
None identified. Effect - Neutral

3

The site has a south facing slope so should accommodate
a design to achieve maximum solar gain although the
need to retain tree coverage will limit potential to achieve
maximum gain. Effect – Neutral

2

The site does not fall within Flood Risk Zones 2 or 3, nor
are there any areas within the vicinity that do. The land
slopes down quite steeply towards the River Wye where
there is a narrow flood plain. The site is not located close
to any area indicated on the Environment Agency’s Map
for storm water flooding. The density of development in
this location is low and there are no reasons to believe
that adequate provision for storm water cannot be made
to accommodate additional flows resulting from

2

2

6. Flood Risk
6.1 Storm water
drainage
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development at a similar density to other development in
the general area. Effect – Neutral.

7. Highway Capacity and Accessibility
7.1 Safe vehicular
access

7.2 Effect of
vehicles on the
highway network
7.3 Effect on
pedestrian/cycle
network and ease
of access to public
transport

Access would be onto the B4234 and utilise the existing
access to Upper Gardens in order to avoid a multitude of
individual accesses upon this relatively fast stretch of
road. Visibility to the right of this access is currently
within the 40mph limit whereas that to the left is outside.
Visibility in both directions appears to be fair provided
vegetation is managed properly to retain sight lines. The
scale of development may be relevant. Effect – Neutral
The network in this location would be capable of
accommodating additional traffic. Effect – Neutral

2

The site does not abut a pavement or provide connection
to one where any access meets the public highway in
order to connect the site to any local facilities. There is,
however, a bus stop adjacent to the site. A minor
improvement to provide a pavement from Upper Gardens
(private lane serving the site and also Hazelhurst Nursing
Home) to the bus stop in front of the site might be
achieved as part of the development. However, in terms
of promoting active travel development of the site is
likely to encourage greater use of private cars compared
to sites closer to the footpath network. Effect – Minor
Adverse

3

2

8. Conclusion
It should be possible to mitigate the effects of development of the site upon the landscape in
order to have a limited effect upon the scenic beauty of the of the River Wye AONB and the
setting of Bishopswood. The form of development will be important. A line of dwellings along
the contour is the most likely design approach, but variation in depth and form would be
required to reflect the organic nature of the settlement’s evolution. The character of the
landscaped parkland will be affected and there will be a loss of grassland with effects on
heritage and biodiversity.

9. Planning Concept Statement
Should the site be required as a housing allocation in order to meet the required level of
proportional housing growth or the chosen housing option advanced in the NDP the following
development principles should be adopted:
Dwellings should be set back at varying depths and form.
Each dwelling should be individually designed so as not to present a regimented appearance.
The dwelling at the eastern end of the site should exhibit the appearance of a gatehouse with a
reasonable gap between this and dwellings extending further into the site from the east.
Tree protection should be provided both during construction and for the longer term.
A landscape and visual assessment should inform the design and landscape scheme.
Planting to replace any trees lost for visibility onto B4234.
The development should be served by a private shared drive in order to minimise the extent of
the hardstanding needed for the roadway.
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It is estimated that the site area is in the order of 0.65 hectares, and estimated number of
dwellings is 5 served by the shared driveway.

© Crown copyright and database rights (2020) Ordnance Survey (0100054658)
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WALFORD NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN
STAGE 2 SITE ASSESSMENT JULY 2020
Site information
Site Reference No.
Location/Address:
Submitted By:
Site Area:
Current Use and any previous use:
Planning History
Conclusions of Previous Assessment
Included in Herefordshire SHLAA:

Site 33 (WNDP33)
Land at Arthur’s Dingle, east of Leyton House,
Bishopswood
Landowner
0.17 hectares
Paddock part of parkland associated with
Hazelhurst Nursing Home
Not identified
Not included in previous assessment.
Not included in the SHLAA

Site Map

© Crown copyright and database rights (2020) Ordnance Survey (0100054658)

Photographs
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The site was not visible from any public footpath or the track that runs along the north of the
site because of a thick screen of trees.

1. Settlement Character and Landscape
1.1 Fits sensitively
into the settlement

1.2 Effect on
setting of the
settlement

1.3 Fits sensitively

The submitted site lies on the eastern edge of the current
definition for the built-up area of Bishopswood. It
represents a narrow ‘finger-like’ parcel of land extending
into Hazelhurst park and garden. Most of the area
comprises a manège. The site’s shape and location fit
incongruously into the settlement’s form which in this
location comprises development adjacent to Leys Hill
Lane. Although this might match to some extent the form
permitted in a recent planning application further to the
north, continuing that arrangement would significantly
change the character of the settlement in a very sensitive
location. It is understood that there were mitigating
circumstances for that development permitted. Effect –
Major Adverse
The site is not visible within the setting of Bishopswood
from the B4234. There are very restricted views through
lower tree canopies from Leys Hill Lane. The rectangular
form described for the submitted site would not respect
the irregular historic form of boundaries found upon the
edge of the settlement. Development in this location
would continue the terracing effect set by the recent
planning permission further to the north and which has
created an alien feature along the upper slope. That
permission should not be seen as setting a precedent for
development running at a tangent to and in greater depth
away from Leys Hill Lane. Effect - Adverse
The site sits both below and behind tree screens and is
hardly visible within short and medium distance views. In

5
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into landscape

topographical terms it adversely affects the integrity of
the Principal Wooded Hills Landscape Type within which it
sits. In such a landscape, few long-distance views would
normally reveal the presence of any significant settlement
and development. It would compromise the organic
composition that characterises built form on the
settlement’s edge. The site sits within Hazelhurst
unregistered park and garden and as an isolated
development would not fit sensitively into the garden
design. There would be pressure to remove trees,
including to provide access to the site, which does not
currently appear to be available. No access to the site is
readily discernible and options would be expected to
result in a lengthy driveway linking either with Upper
Gardens (driveway leading to Hazelhurst Nursing Home)
or the track sitting above the relatively steep tree covered
slope to the north of site. The engineering measures
required for this and/or possible loss of trees would be
expected to result in linear scarring outside of the
development site. The submission suggests that the
woodland is protected. Overall, the visual integrity, which
is considered of paramount importance in this landscape,
and important landscape features will be adversely
affected. Effect – Major Adverse

2. Effect on Nature Conservation and Heritage Assets
2.1 Effect on nature
conservation sites
and habitats

2.2 Effect on
heritage assets

The submitted sites sits just within the 200m of the River
Wye SAC/SSSI and within the buffer defined by
Herefordshire Council for development sites that need
appraisals in terms effect on nature conservation. It also
falls within the Core Area buffer defined in the Council’s
Ecological Network Map. It lies immediately to the south
of a small area of Ancient Woodland. The site comprises
a manège and although this will have no biodiversity
value, the site’s extension and provision for access may
affect grassland within an area important for bat
foraging.
The whole area is surrounded by either Core Areas or
their buffers and opportunities to strengthen the
ecological network should be taken. There is some
degree of uncertainty in terms of its possible effect on
the River Wye SAC and Ancient Woodland. The scoring
assumes no removal of trees. Effect – Minor Adverse
The site falls within Hazelhurst Landscape Park, an
unregistered park and garden identified within the
Environmental Scoping Report and in the HER. It is
noted that planning officer reports on recent planning
permissions within this area have not made reference to
effects upon this parkland. The site is isolated within the
parkland setting and although hardly visible within
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medium and short distance views, it is considered that
development in this location would affect the integrity of
the parkland setting and be unlikely to fit sensitively into
the parkland design. Effect - Adverse

3. Effective and Efficient Use of land
3.1 Utilises
greenfield or
brownfield land
3.2 Protection of
high-grade
agricultural land
and healthy soils.

Most of the site appears to be a manège. Such sites have
been found to be brownfield (previously developed) land.
Effect - Positive
The area within which this sits, is generally grade 3.
However, most of the site is the manège and not used for
agriculture. Effect - Neutral

1
2

4. Pollution and Contaminated Land
4.1 Pollution

4.2 Contaminated
land

Site is not located adjacent to a bad neighbour use, nor
would its development adversely affect the use of an
adjacent business. The site is of sufficient size for any
effects on the amenity of adjacent dwellings to be fully
mitigated through design. Effect - Neutral
The materials used to construct the manège are
unknown. It is understood that road planings are one of
the most popular materials used in order the provide the
necessary drainage. Consequently, without further
investigation, the presence or otherwise of contamination
is uncertain. There should be a membrane beneath any
drainage material that should assist the removal of any
such material if present. Clarification, is however,
required should this site need to be considered. At this
stage a precautionary approach has been taken in
relation to the scoring. There is no indication that it
previously comprised a quarry or other use where
contaminated waste may have been deposited. Effect –
Minor Adverse.

2

3

5. Other Infrastructure and Solar Gain
5.1 Disposal of
wastewater

5.2 Other
infrastructure
problems
5.3 Solar gain

The site does not have access to a public sewer, and it
would need to show that wastewater treatment could be
accommodated without adversely affecting the River Wye
SAC (including in combination with existing and
committed future development). Because of the
uncertainty the precautionary principle has been applied.
Effect – Minor Adverse
None identified. Effect - Neutral

3

The site has a south-west facing slope so should
accommodate a design to achieve maximum solar gain
although the need to retain tree coverage will limit
potential to achieve maximum gain. Effect – Neutral

2
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6. Flood Risk
6.1 Storm water
drainage

The site does not fall within Flood Risk Zones 2 or 3, nor
are there any areas within the vicinity that do. The land
slopes down towards the River Wye where there is a
narrow flood plain. The site is not located close to any
area indicated on the Environment Agency’s Map for
storm water flooding. The density of development in this
location is low and there are no reasons to believe that
adequate provision for storm water cannot be made to
accommodate additional flows resulting from
development at a similar density to other development in
the general area. Effect – Neutral.

2

7. Highway Capacity and Accessibility
7.1 Safe vehicular
access

The site has no direct connection to either a road or
driveway/track. Access onto Leys Hill Road is suggested
in the submission. A rough track provides access to small
buildings to the east of the site from Leys Hill Road,
exiting onto that road adjacent to a more substantial
private access serving what was Wye Valley Spa but now
a site that has planning permission for 5 dwellings.
Connection to that rough track would appear to need a
link either through a substantial group of trees or around
the eastern end of this woodland. Both are outside of the
submitted site and would result in major environmental
damage. The exit onto Leys Hill Road is on the inside of a
bend and has limited visibility. This did not appear to be
an issue when permission was granted for the 5
dwellings to the north of the site or for two dwellings on
the plot sitting immediately to the north-west. However,
in relation to the first the development was considered
likely to reduce the level of traffic generation compared
to the existing use that will be replaced. Nevertheless,
the uncertainty about the ability to achieve an
environmentally acceptable vehicular access to the site
and intensification of accesses at the point connecting to
Leys Hill Road in terms of highway safety are major
causes for concern. Effect – Major Adverse

5

Although not referred to for this site, should access be
onto the B4234, visibility to the right is currently within
the 40mph limit whereas that to the left is outside.
Visibility for the former would appear to meet
Herefordshire Council’s highway design standard for that
speed but the latter would require a higher standard and
only be achieved through the loss of some significant
trees. Although moving the speed limit might improve it
may still require some trees to be removed. The scale of
development may be relevant. Again, the acceptability of
any proposal in terms of a safe vehicular access at this
point is therefore uncertain. Effect – Adverse
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7.2 Effect of
vehicles on the
highway network

7.3 Effect on
pedestrian/cycle
network and ease
of access to public
transport

As referred to above there is no discernible access point
although the submission suggests access onto Leys Hill
Road that has a junction to the south with the B4234.
Herefordshire Council considers this junction to have substandard visibility, whereas the volume and speed of
traffic along the B4234 is high (see planning officer’s
report code P161689). It has concerns about the
increased intensity of use of this substandard junction.
Highway advice has, however, not opposed development
served off of a private drive (maximum of 5 dwellings).
There may be a maximum limit that the Council is
prepared to accommodate in terms of traffic generation,
but this is unknown, and this may limit the ability to
allocate one or more sites for housing off this lane. Effect
– Major Adverse.
The site does not abut a pavement or provide connection
to one where any access meets the public highway in
order to connect the site to any local facilities. There is,
however, a bus stop within relatively easy walking
distance (within 100m) should the site have access to the
south (to the B4234). Although the adjacent lane
appears to be relatively lightly trafficked, it is narrow,
which does not encourage walking or cycling. To the
north, utilising the rough track, the site would connect to
Walford public footpath (PROW) 41 starts just to the
south-west on the opposite side of the road and travels
northwards along the track in front of Hazelhurst House.
The site will not make lead to any improvements to the
network in terms of promoting active travel and overall is
likely to encourage greater use of private cars compared
to sites closer to the footpath network. Effect - Adverse

5

4

8. Conclusion
Access to the site is not readily discernible and options would involve land not shown as part of
the site and the creation of a driveway that would likely to add to the adverse impacts upon the
landscape both locally, in terms of effect on the unregistered park and garden, and more widely
to distant views. If access is provided onto Leys Hill Road, this may not be acceptable in
highway terms with Herefordshire Council expressing concerns about exit from this onto the
B4234. In any event the currently isolated location of the site and its rectangular form would
not fit sensitively into the garden design or landscape character. It is considered that the
development of any dwellings on the site would adversely affect the landscape character and
scenic beauty of the Wye Valley AONB.
The environmental and other considerations, including many uncertainties, are considered such
that the site should not be included in the NDP as either an allocation or a small parcel within a
settlement boundary.
An alternative access through land on its north-western edge that has outline planning
permission (P174178) for 2 dwellings appears unlikely because the need to protect the adjacent
ancient woodland and that site’s significant slope already limits its development potential and
therefore the scope to include an access through to the submitted site.
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9. Planning Concept Statement
The adverse effects of development, even for 1 or 2 dwellings, and constraints upon this site
are such that there is currently no indication that development can be delivered in a sustainable
way. It may be possible to obtain an alternative access through land on its north-western edge
considered to be within the built-up area of Bishopswood. However, there is no indication that
it is available and given the highway safety concerns at the Leys Hill Road/B4234 junction that
may limit the extent of development along Leys Hill Road, to include this land may restrict other
more suitable options. The land should not be included as a housing site within the NDP at this
time.
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WALFORD NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN
STAGE 2 SITE ASSESSMENT JULY 2020
Site information
Site Reference No.
Location/Address:
Submitted By:
Site Area:
Current Use and any previous use:
Planning History
Conclusions of Previous Assessment
Included in Herefordshire SHLAA:

Site 34 (WNDP34)
Lower Field at Orchards Heights, Bishopswood.
Landowner
0.8 hectares
Part of paddock associated with adjacent dwelling.
Not identified
Not included in previous assessment
Not included in the SHLAA

Site Map

© Crown copyright and database rights (2020) Ordnance Survey (0100054658)

Photographs
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1. Settlement Character and Landscape
1.1 Fits sensitively
into the settlement

1.2 Effect on
setting of the
settlement

The submitted site sits on the edge of the current built up
part of Bishopswood. A limited number of detached
dwellings sit further beyond to the north on both sides of
the road and the submitted site, if developed, would draw
these into the current extent of the built-up area. A
recent planning permission for 5 dwellings will result in
development along the full length of the site’s southern
border although the nature and form of those dwellings
conflicts significantly with the current settlement
character which is based on organic growth along the
lane but not in depth from it. Were it not for that
permission, it would be possible to fit a very limited
development into this location provided it was kept along
its northern edge close to the lane and retain the
settlement’s character. Planning permission on land
immediately to the south has compromised that character
and although that change is no reason for perpetuating
insensitive development, to reflect this to a limited degree
in this particular location is unlikely to result in a radical
change. The submitted site will only marginally
contributes to the overall change in terms of effect on the
settlement. Effect – Minor Adverse.
The small scale of the settlement at this point on the
steep slopes (as opposed to greater density on the lower
and gentler slopes closer to the river) contributes
significantly to its setting and until now has been one of
low density individually designed dwellings close to the
lane within irregular parcels of land and interspersed by
significant tree planting, substantial hedgerows and other
vegetation. Development of this site might potentially
adversely affect the settlement’s setting should there be a
notable change in the density of visible built-form on the
slopes when viewing the settlement within its woodland
backcloth which is a significant characteristic of
settlements along the slopes of the Upper Wye Valley.
Effects might be mitigated through maintaining the
density of development and planting, respecting historic
pattern of boundaries and through an organic layout with
no consistency of design features. The defining of

3

4
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1.3 Fits sensitively
into landscape

irregular parcels through the use of hedges would add to
this. The granting of planning permission referred to
above will, however, promote a change in the
settlement’s setting at this point to which development of
this site will add further although to a lesser extent.
Effect - Adverse
Visual integrity is considered to be of paramount
importance in this very visible landscape that is open to
long-distant views. The submitted site appears to sit at a
point where the landscape changes from a ‘Principal
Wooded Hills’ landscape type to ‘Forest Smallholdings and
Dwellings’. Dwellings in the latter should not comprise
clusters or groups. The visual integrity of this landscape
will be adversely affected by developing this site through
drawing together the built-up area of Bishopswood,
including the dwellings resulting from the permission
recently granted, with the small cluster to the north in a
location. This will be at a point where a substantial
cluster of dwellings would not be a characteristic of the
landscape and result in increasing visibility of built form
within a part of the AONB where development will
adversely affect its scenic beauty. Effect – Major Adverse

5

2. Effect on Nature Conservation and Heritage Assets
2.1 Effect on nature
conservation sites
and habitats

The submitted site is some 300m from the River Wye
SAC and not within the buffer area defined by
Herefordshire Council for developments requiring
appraisal in terms of effect on nature conservation. It
does, however, fall within the 400m buffer defined by
that Council in its Ecological Network Map. Two small
areas of Ancient Woodland sit nearby although do not
immediately abut the site. One sits to the north on the
opposite side of Leys Hill Lane and the other some 40m
to the south and just within the buffer defined for the
effects of development to be appraised by a specialist.
The site itself contains a number of trees in its western
corner and the remainder does not appear to have been
cultivated. The importance of the submitted site to
biodiversity would need to be identified to determine
whether the land makes any contribution to the
maintenance of important species although it appears
the site may have some value, including as a foraging
area for bats, given it falls within the catchment area
defined for the Wye Valley and Forest of Dean Bat Sites
SAC.

4

The whole area is surrounded by either Core Areas or
their buffers and opportunities to strengthen the
ecological network should be taken. There is some
degree of uncertainty in terms of its possible effect on
the Ancient Woodland and important species. Effect –
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2.2 Effect on
heritage assets

Adverse
The site falls within the defined area for Hazelhurst
Landscape Park, an unregistered park and garden
identified within the Environmental Scoping Report and
in the HER. It sits to the north of a recently granted
planning permission for 5 houses and it is noted that
planning officer report did not make reference to effects
upon this parkland. The site is fairly densely wooded in
part and does not have the same sense of parkland as
land to the south. Nevertheless, development would
have a minor effect on the character of the parkland.
Hazelhurst House – Historic farmstead, also referred to
in the HER sits on the opposite side of the lane to the
site although this has been modernised and its setting
would not be affected. Effect – Minor Adverse

3

3. Effective and Efficient Use of land
3.1 Utilises
greenfield or
brownfield land
3.2 Protection of
high-grade
agricultural land
and healthy soils.

Greenfield. Effect - Adverse

4

Grade 3 agricultural land although does not appear to be
part of a farm holding. Effect - Neutral

2

4. Pollution and Contaminated Land
4.1 Pollution

4.2 Contaminated
land

Site is not located adjacent to a bad neighbour use, nor
would its development adversely affect the use of an
adjacent business. The site is of sufficient size for any
effects on the amenity of adjacent dwellings to be fully
mitigated through design. Effect - Neutral
The site does not appear to have had a previous use that
would have resulted in contamination of land other than
for agriculture. There is no indication that it previously
comprised a quarry or other use where contaminated
waste may have been deposited. Effect - Neutral

2

2

5. Other Infrastructure and Solar Gain
5.1 Disposal of
wastewater

5.2 Other
infrastructure
problems
5.3 Solar gain

The site does not have access to a public sewer, and it
would need to show that wastewater treatment could be
accommodated without adversely affecting the River Wye
SAC (including in combination with existing and
committed future development). Because of the
uncertainty the precautionary principle has been applied.
Effect – Minor Adverse
None identified. Effect - Neutral

3

The site has a south facing slope so should accommodate
a design to achieve maximum solar gain. Effect - Positive

1

2
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6. Flood Risk
6.1 Storm water
drainage

The site does not fall within Flood Risk Zones 2 or 3, nor
are there any areas within the vicinity that do. The land
slopes down quite steeply towards the River Wye where
there is a narrow flood plain. The site is not located close
to any area indicated on the Environment Agency’s Map
for storm water flooding. The density of development in
this location is low and there are no reasons to believe
that adequate provision for storm water cannot be made
to accommodate additional flows resulting from
development at a similar density to other development in
the general area. Effect – Neutral.

2

7. Highway Capacity and Accessibility
7.1 Safe vehicular
access

7.2 Effect of
vehicles on the
highway network

7.3 Effect on
pedestrian/cycle
network and ease
of access to public
transport

The site is outside of the 40mph speed limit for the
settlement although speed is restricted by the nature of
the road. Within this context, the site appears to have
reasonable visibility onto Leys Hill Road based upon a
limited development. Effect – Neutral
The site is located on Leys Hill Road which has a junction
onto the B4234. Herefordshire Council considers this
junction to have sub-standard visibility, whereas the
volume and speed of traffic along the B4234 is high (see
planning officer’s report code P161689). It has concerns
about the increased intensity of use of this substandard
junction. Highway advice has, however, not opposed
development served off of a private drive (maximum of 5
dwellings). There may be a maximum limit that the
Council is prepared to accommodate in terms of traffic
generation, but this is unknown, and this may limit the
ability to allocate one or more sites for housing off this
lane. Effect – Major Adverse
The site does not abut a pavement and there is not one
that connects the site to any local facilities. Although the
adjacent lane appears to be relatively lightly trafficked, it
is narrow, which does not encourage walking or cycling.
The southern end of Walford public footpath (PROW) 41
starts just to the south-west on the opposite side of the
road and travels northwards along the track in front of
Hazelhurst House. There is a bus stop close to the
junction of Leys Hill Road with the B4234 some 500m
from the site. The site will not make lead to any
improvements to the network in terms of promoting
active travel and overall is likely to encourage greater use
of private cars compared to sites closer to the footpath
network. Effect - Adverse

2

5

4

8. Conclusion
The principle concern for this site is whether it is acceptable in highway terms where the issue
is exit from Leys Hill Road onto the B4234. There are also effects upon landscape character
where the site is on the boundary of two landscape types, and most likely falls into one where
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there would not normally be a cluster of dwellings. However, it is already an area where
change is expected to occur. If it is considered that the site is required to contribute towards
the proportional housing growth, an approach based upon the site, or part of it, being included
within a settlement boundary for Bishopswood rather than as a housing allocation might be
adopted. In this way, the decision will be one that would be judged at the development
management stage where Herefordshire Council’s advice upon the capacity at the junction with
the B4234 will be obtained. This may determine the level of development that might be
accommodated, which would need to be considered in combination with any other
developments that might arise along the lane. It would, however, carry a higher level of
uncertainty in terms of contributing to the required level of proportional housing growth,
potentially contributing to a windfall allowance rather than a reasonable level of commitment.

9. Planning Concept Statement
This is a relatively small site where a reduced site area would either be unnecessary or unlikely
to play any significant role in mitigating environmental or other effects. Should the site be
required as a housing allocation in order to meet the required level of proportional housing
growth or the chosen housing option advanced in the NDP the following development principles
should be adopted:
1. The tree cover in the western corner should be assessed and retained/reinforced/replaced
with appropriate species to maintain character and reduce effect on the landscape.
2. The site’s layout and design should avoid overlooking of new dwellings to the south.
3. Development should sit close to the top of the site close to Leys Hill Road.
4. House design should reflect variety of form and detail.
5. There should be a single access point onto Leys Hill Road.
6. Highways issue may restrict scale of development.
The landowner suggests 4 dwellings although given the site’s slope, the need to avoid
excessive engineering works so development fits sensitively into the landscape and settlement
character a maximum contribution of 3 dwellings is considered more appropriate.
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APPENDIX 8: SITE ASSESSMENT MATRICES
High Weight
6
6(R)
7
11
11(R)
14
21*
24
24 (R)
26
28
32
33
34

1.1
4
4
4
2
2
5
4
4
4
3
4
4
5
3

1.2
5
4
5
4
3
5
3
4
3
4
3
4
4
4

1.3
5
4
5
4
4
5
4
4
4
5
3
3
5
5

2.1
1
1
1
5
3
3
2
2
2
4
3
4
3
4

Medium Weight
5.1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
3
3
3
3

6.1
3
3
4
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Total
19
17
20
19
16
21
16**
17
16
21
18
20
22
21

2.2
4
4
2
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
4
4
3

7.1
2
2
2
2
2
5
5
5
4
4
5
2
5
2

7.2
3
3
2
2
2
5
5
3
3
5
5
2
5
5

Low Weight
7.3
3
3
2
2
2
2
5
1
1
4
4
3
4
4

Total
12
12
8
9
9
14
17
11
10
15
16
11
18
14

** If developed in association with Site 11(R) this would increase to 20
Site
No

Application of Weightings
(H= x 3, M= x 2, L= x 1)
High
Med Low
Total
Rank
6*
57
24
15
96
7
6(R)
51
24
15
90
3
7
60
16
16
92
6
11*
57
18
15
90
3
11(R)
48
18
15
81
1
14*
63
28
16
107
13
21*
48 (60)**
34
16
98 (110)** 9 (14)**
24*
51
22
18
91
5
24(R)
48
20
18
86
2
26
63
30
13
106
12
28*
54
32
15
101
10
32
60
22
15
97
8
33*
66
36
12
114
14
34
63
28
13
104
11
Sites that were considered to have significant constraints.
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3.1
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
1
4

3.2
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
2
3
3
2
2

4.1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

4.2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
2

5.2
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

5.3
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
3
3
1
2
2
2
1

Total
15
15
16
15
15
16
16
18
18
13
15
15
12
13
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APPENDIX 9: ROSS-ON-WYE TOWN COUNCIL’S COMMENTS
ON SITES 14 AND 21
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ROSS-ON-WYE TOWN COUNCIL
3rd June 2020
For the attention of Andrew De La Haye
Chair Walford NDP Steering Group
Dear Andrew
Walford Neighbourhood Development Plan – proposed Walford site allocations
Further to your email and attachments of 10th May 2020, I am now able to inform you of the following
observations that Ross Town Council would like to be taken into consideration in relation to the Walford
NDP and the proposed Walford site allocations.
Sites adjacent to the southern settlement boundary of Ross-on-Wye have been suggested for as
possible allocations in the Walford Neighbourhood Development Plan. The Steering Group for the Plan
have sought a response from Ross-on-Wye Town Council about the suitability of these sites because
they abut the boundary between the parishes.
These proposed sites are considered unsuitable for the following reasons:
The site is in the Wye Valley AONB. The National Planning Policy Framework (2019) states the following
about development in AONBs:
“The scale and extent of development within these designated areas should be limited.”
“Planning permission should be refused for major development other than in exceptional
circumstances, and where it can be demonstrated that the development is in the public interest.
Consideration of such applications should include an assessment of:
a) the need for the development, including in terms of any national considerations, and the impact of
permitting it, or refusing it, upon the local economy;
b) the cost of, and scope for, developing outside the designated area, or meeting the need for it in some
other way; and
c) any detrimental effect on the environment, the landscape and recreational opportunities, and the
extent to which that could be moderated.”
In relation to the criteria above:
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Criterion (a): No evidence is provided about the local need for such developments. If anything, any need
for a development of this size would derive from Ross-on-Wye rather than Walford, something
acknowledged by the proposed access at the end of the current Watling Street cul-de-sac.
Criterion (b): The sites are outside the settlement boundary as defined by Herefordshire Council before
the start of work on the Ross-on-Wye Neighbourhood Plan and now confirmed in the latter plan. In this
specific location, the settlement boundary is very clear and strong; effectively a straight line at the rear
of gardens between Lincoln Hill and the old railway line.
Criterion (c): The sites are in a prominent location in terms of landscape, in an elevated position on the
southern edge of the built area of Ross-on-Wye. They are highly visible from the town with long and
medium views in and out of the site and across the landscape from other directions. This is further
reinforced by the clear edge to the built area as noted above. Any development in this location would
be a significant and damaging visual intrusion.
Four other points can be made:
• Access through the quiet residential streets of the Roman Way estate (some of them currently cul-desacs) would be inappropriate. Any development would generate significant amounts of vehicular
movements, and at all times of the day and even night.
• The site is not within walking distance of the Ross-on-Wye town centre.
• Herefordshire Council planning officers have long resisted further developments to the south west of
the town, as here, because of the severe congestion caused by what is in effect a single lane road where
the B4234 descends a fairly steep hill just before the town centre – the only main route available to and
from the whole south west of the town.
• Ross-on-Wye has already reached, probably surpassed, the number of new homes allocated in the
Core Strategy. Because of the site’s location, the numbers proposed would probably be treated as
additional to the figures for Ross-on-Wye, not Walford. This may also mean that development on this
site would not form part of, or reduce, Walford’s currently allocated target figure for new homes.
Should you require any further clarification on this matter please let me know.
Kind regards
Amanda Smith
Assistant Town Clerk
The Corn Exchange, High Street, Ross-on-Wye, HR9 5HL.
Phone: 01989 562373
www.rosstc-herefordshire.gov.uk
Sarah Robson FSLCC – Town Clerk

Email: admin@rosstc-herefordshire.gov.uk
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APPENDIX 10: PLANNING PERMISSIONS SINCE 2000 – WALFORD PARISH
(See main report Section 5)
(Source, Herefordshire Council’s planning application information upon its website)
APPLICATION
NO

LOCATION

No of
Dwellings

APPROVAL DATE

INSIDE/
OUTSIDE32

COMMENTS

P192800/F
P192723/0

6 Coughton Place Coughton
Land at The Leys, Bishopswood Ross on Wye
Herefordshire
Coughton Lawn Walford Ross-on-Wye HR9
5RY
Chadwyns Farm Walford Ross-on-Wye
Land adjacent Myrtle Cottage Howle Hill Rosson-Wye Herefordshire

1
1

16 March 2020
19 February 2020

I
I

Walford (Coughton)
Bishopswood

1

22 January 2020

I

Walford (Coughton)

1
1

29 January 2019
9 August 2018

O
I

Land opposite Cheques Lodge Leys Hill Road
Walford Ross-On-Wye Herefordshire HR9
5QU
Land adj. to Howle Hill Crossroads, Howle Hill
Ross-on-Wye Herefordshire

2

9 February 2018

I

Rural Building Conversion
Previous permission 170050/F
could be adjacent to – check SB
includes
Bishopswood

4

2 August 2018

O

Land at Home Farm Bishopswood
Herefordshire HR9 5QZ
Land adjacent to Road Cottage Walford Ross
on Wye Herefordshire HR9 5QR

1

14 August 2019

O

1

9 October 2017

I

P161689/F

Land at Cats Leys Hill Road Walford Ross-onWye Herefordshire HR9 5QU

5

5 January 2017

I

P161523/F

Porter's Lodge Coughton Ross-on-Wye
Herefordshire HR9 5SE
The Old Wash House, The Dean Road
Bishopswood Herefordshire HR9 5QZ
Land at Thorny Orchard Coughton Ross-onWye Herefordshire
Westways, Coughton Ross-On-Wye
Herefordshire HR9 5RR
Old Chapel Cottage Walford Ross-On-Wye

2

6 September 2016

I

1

16 April 2015

O

Considered part of Walford
settlement by Planning Officer – see
report
Officer report identifies to be
associated with the settlement of
Bishopswood
Walford (Coughton). Extends old
UDP boundary
Rural Building Conversion

3

13 September 2016

O

(updated permission for 131631/F)

1

27 January 2015

I

Walford (Coughton).

1

31 July 2014

O

Holiday let to permanent dwelling

P192632/F
P184229/F
P181851/F

P174178/O

P172215/O

P171639/F
P170596/F

P150508/F
P150248/F
P143513/F
P141753/F

32

Approved as an affordable housing
scheme not adjacent to the
settlement. Market housing is cross
subsidy.
Agricultural dwelling

Assessment of whether a site would fall within/adjacent (INSIDE) to what might be defined as the settlement boundary for one of the Parish’s three settlements or
reasonably outside/away from (OUTSIDE) a boundary. In the latter instance these would amount to rural windfall developments that would have been considered under
Core Strategy policy RA3 or previous relevant policy.
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S111970/F
S110885/F

Herefordshire HR9 5QU
The Mill Race Pub Walford Ross-on-Wye
Herefordshire HR9 5QS
Great Howle Farm Star Beech Hill Ross-onWye Herefordshire HR9 5SL

2

14 March 2012

O

2 staff dwellings

10

27 June 2012

O

Rural Building Conversion

1

22 January 2009

O

Rural Building Conversion

4

25 October 2007

O

Rural Building Conversion

3

15 November 2006

O

Rural Building Conversion

1

30 August 2006

O

Rural Building Conversion

3

7 June 2006

O

Rural Building Conversion

1

31 August 2005

O

Rural Building Conversion

2

30 September 2005

I

1

24 February 2005

O

Rural Building Conversion Planning
officer’s report that suggests this is
edge of Howle Hill settlement.
Rural Building Conversion

9

7 September 2004

I

Walford (Coughton)

6

30 September 2003

O

Rural Building Conversion

1

3 February 2003

I

Bishopswood

1

1 May 2002

O

Rural Building Conversion

1

20 July 2001

I

Walford (Coughton)

1

20 July 2001

I

Walford (Coughton)

8

7 September 2001

I

Walford (Coughton)

1

25 July 2001

I

See P170596/F above

4

27 February 2001

I

Walford (Coughton)

5

28 July 2000

O

See P170596/F above

1

7 December 2000

O

Rural Building Conversion

1

12 August 1999

I

Bishopswood - reserved matters
permission.

Start of Plan Period
DS083149/F
DS072913/F
DS063194/F
DS061226/F
DS061043/F
DS052343/F
DS044278/F

DS043166/F
DS032998/F
DS023453/F
DS022464/F
DS020781/F
DS012057/F
DS012054/F
DS010875/F
DS012114/F
DS001858/RM
DS000246/RM
DS991466/F
DS990112/RM

Rose Farm Howle Hill Ross-On-Wye,
Herefordshire HR9 5SJ
Warryfield Farm Walford Ross-On-Wye,
Herefordshire HR9 5QW
Bishopswood House Bishopswood Ross-OnWye, Herefordshire HR9 5QZ
No 7 Walford Court Barns Walford Ross-OnWye, Herefordshire HR9 5QP
Arbour Hill Farm Arbour Hill Lincoln Hill, RossOn-Wye, Her HR9 7TH
The Stables Bishopswood House
Bishopswood, Ross-On-Wye, HR9 5QZ
Building Conversion, St Johns Church and
Sunday School Church Road Howle Hill
Herefordshire
Outbuilding to Old Hill Court Hom Green RossOn-Wye, Herefordshire HR9 7TQ
Former Water Board Depot Walford Road
Coughton, Ross-On-Wye
Walford Court Barns Walford Court Walford,
Ross-On-Wye, Hereford HR9 5SA
Rose Cottage Kerne Bridge Ross-On-Wye
Herefordshire HR9 5QU
The Old Mill Coughton Farm Near Ross-OnWye, Herefordshire HR9 5SF
Site Adjacent To 'Bermol Walford Ross-OnWye, Herefordshire
Site Adjacent to Danegeld Walford Ross-OnWye, Herefordshire
Land Adjoining the Glebe and B Walford
Herefordshire
The Mill Race Public House Walford Ross-OnWye, Herefordshire
Land Adjoining the Glebe and B Walford
Herefordshire
Nelson's Garage Walford Ross-On-Wye,
Herefordshire
The Old Stables Howle Hill Nr Ross-On-Wye,
Herefordshire
Site at Bishopswood (Previously Kerne Bridge)
Ross-On-Wye, Herefordshire
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